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Foreword 

An author friend suggested the 0tle of Customer Experience and Marke4ng – The Final Rant for the simple 
reason that, medical miracles aside, it will be my final words on the subject. Wri0ng in the shadow of a 
diagnosis of terminal cancer is freeing. You don’t have to worry about consequences – whether the book 
will sell, help win more consul0ng work or put noses out of joint. As a result, I have been able to be blunt 
about the shortcomings in the fields of both marke0ng and customer experience (CX).  

The way the CX establishment promotes customer experience is par0cularly damaging to its credibility and 
unless this changes, CX will con0nue to be a low priority for senior execu0ves. What works in the call 
centre doesn’t work in the C-suite where a more strategic way of thinking is required. This is totally missing 
in most pronouncements about customer experience. Worse, there is a complete failure to understand 
what good strategic thinking looks like. But the quasi-religious zeal with which beliefs are held – the one-
size-fits-all approach, the primacy of customer-centricity, etc. – leads to business priori0es being 
subjugated to philosophy. As a result, CX is not taken seriously as a business discipline.   

My aim with this book is firstly to answer the ques0on: Why is customer experience not a C-suite priority 
given that crea0ng value for customers in a way that creates value for the business is the fundamental pre-
requisite for growth. Then secondly explain how higher priori0sa0on can be achieved.   

Chapters 1 covers the decline of marke0ng and the vacuum this has created. Tradi0onal defini0ons of 
marke0ng, such as that espoused by the American Marke0ng Associa0on, celebrate the primacy of crea0ng 
value for customers. Logically if you don’t create value for customers, you won’t be able to create value for 
the business. But marke0ng’s evolu0on over the last 60 years has led to this responsibility being abdicated, 
with marke0ng (in large businesses at least) becoming the smallest and meanest possible version of itself.  

The consequence of this evolu0on is a gaping opportunity for CX teams to take responsibility for the end-
to-end process of crea0ng value for customers to create value for the business. And Chapter 2 deals with 
how the CX community is failing to grab this opportunity. If members of the CX establishment feel insulted 
by what is wriTen here, then sorry, not sorry. I don’t want to go to my grave without having done my best 
to elevate customer experience to the status I believe it deserves. So I can’t afford to pull any punches. 

Chapters 3-11 deal with how to make customer experience a C-suite priority. This starts with having a 
compelling CX strategy. Unfortunately, what is described as CX strategy in the training manuals and 
promoted by CX experts falls into the trap of ‘bad strategy’ for reasons explained in Chapter 3.  

Chapters 4-6 deal with establishing the founda0ons for your strategy – understanding how customer 
experience priori0es change with different business strategies, determining your differen0ators and 
construc0ng a business case. Chapters 7-9 cover the key components your CX strategy should include – 
analysis, design and implementa0on planning. Chapter 10 looks at how you can sell your strategy to senior 
stakeholders – while empathy to customers is widely promoted by the CX community, empathy towards 
internal customers (the C-suite) is preTy much ignored.  Finally, Chapter 11 summarises the key takeaways.  

Finally I had interest in this book from publishers but concluded that I did not have the 0me or energy to 
jump through all the required hoops. Secondly my aim is to make a difference by having as wide a 
readership as possible – making the book freely available as a pdf will hopefully help achieve that.  

Jack Springman, London, June 2022 
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PART 1: Opportunity, failure and solu>on 

 



1. Marke>ng’s evolu>on and the vacuum that has created  

The evolu)on of marke)ng over the last 60 years has led to an abdica)on of responsibility for crea)ng 
value for customers, with brand building and ac)va)on becoming the priority. This narrowing of scope to 
a focus on promo)on has created a vacuum which other parts of the organisa)on need to fill.   

The evolu>on of marke>ng 

“Every genera0on tosses out what was learned before and declares it dead … Every genera0on invents its 
own dreadful jargon that for a brief 0me passes for wisdom – likeonomics, engagement, conversa0ons, 
storytelling, empowerment.”  1

In the above quote Bob Hoffman, author of the popular adcontrarian blog, is talking about adver0sing. But 
it is also true of marke0ng in general. It doesn’t so much evolve as rebound from one idea to another, from 
one economic impera0ve to the next. In broad terms the last sixty years have seen three main marke0ng 
eras – customer u0lity, brand building and digital ac0va0on. And each has had a specific economic 
impera0ve – sustaining growth, increasing brand equity and improving return on marke0ng spend.  

With each shid marke0ng has become more introspec0ve. The priori0sa0on of crea0ng value for an 
external cons0tuency was replaced by seeking to boost company valua0ons by building an intangible 
company asset – its brand. In turn that was replaced by an even more internally-oriented perspec0ve – 
geong the best bang for the marke0ng buck. All of which has been to the detriment of marke0ng as a 
discipline.  

The customer u>lity era (1960-1990) 

The American Marke0ng Associa0on (AMA) defines marke0ng as “the ac0vity, set of ins0tu0ons, and 
processes for crea0ng, communica0ng, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, 
clients, partners, and society at large.”  Marke0ng has evolved a long way from this defini0on, but it was 
never truer than in the customer u0lity era.  

During this period marke0ng was holis0c, embracing all four of the Ps – product, price, place, promo0on – 
first introduced by Jerome McCarthy in the early 1960s and popularised by Philip Kotler in his marke0ng 
textbooks. It was not the 1-P discipline that it has largely become.  

The hero of this period was Theodore LeviT. Such was his status that when I first studied marke0ng for my 
MBA in the late 1980s, the first thing we were given to read was his HBR ar0cle, Marke4ng Myopia , which 2

had been first published in 1961, nearly thirty years previously.  

This ar0cle provided the clarion call for why the primary focus for marke0ng should be on crea0ng value for 
customers if the goal is to grow the business. “Sustained growth depends on how broadly you define your 
business – and how carefully you gauge your customers’ needs. Every major industry was once a growth 
industry.  In every case, the reason growth is threatened, slowed, or stopped is not because the market is 
saturated. It is because there has been a failure of management.” 

 Adver0sing for Skep0cs, Bob Hoffman, Type A Group, 20201

 Marke0ng Myopia, Theodore LeviT, Harvard Business Review, 19612

 



LeviT went on to say: “It is impossible to men0on a single major industry that did not at one 0me qualify 
for the magic appella0on of ‘growth industry.’ In each case, the industry’s assumed strength lay in the 
apparently unchallenged superiority of its product. There appeared to be no effec0ve subs0tute for it.” 

He argued that the reason for industries going into decline was an overwhelming focus on product rather 
than crea0ng value for customers, stemming from a belief that there was no compe00ve subs0tute, with 
poten0al compe0tors dismissed for offering something of lower quality. LeviT cited how Hollywood barely 
escaped being ravished by television but there have beenn mul0ple examples since – many captured in the 
late Harvard Business School professor Clayton Christensen’s work on disrup0ve innova0on.  3

Christensen did more than anyone else to keep LeviT’s thinking alive. It was he who popularised LeviT’s 
quote: “People don't want to buy a quarter-inch drill. They want a quarter-inch hole” in a 2005 HBR ar0cle.  4

He also built on the work of Tony Ulwick on outcome-driven innova0on , also very much inspired by LeviT, 5

to come up with the jobs-to-be-done (JTBD) approach which remains popular among customer experience 
professionals, if not their marke0ng counterparts.  

This posits that customers have a desired outcome in mind – for example geong a new television – and 
that to achieve this there are mul0ple jobs they need to complete: Specifying what they are looking for in a 
new TV; researching brand, model and retailer op0ons; making a decision; transac0ng; finally installing and 
seong up the new television. This is a simplified view of the customer’s journey, but it illustrates how 
JTBDs impact customer decision-making. And the more support in comple0ng these jobs that a product 
provider or retailer delivers, the more value they create for customers and the beTer posi0oned they are to 
become the customer’s final choice.  

Businesses need to make money, otherwise they cannot con0nue to sa0sfy customer needs. Selling also 
relies on customer u0lity and it was reflected in the adver0sing of that 0me. In these pre-brand posi0oning 
days, the purpose of an advert was to sell a product. And this was best achieved by highligh0ng its unique 
benefits.  

The sales focus of adver0sing was drummed into new recruits when they joined the industry. In the 
foreword to his book Can’t Sell, Won’t Sell , Steve Harrison recounts that when he started as a copywriter, 6

the benefit of adver0sing was explained in one sentence, “it’s what you do when you can’t afford to send a 
salesman.”   

Harrison goes on to highlight that one of the two adver0sing giants of the era, David Ogilvy, had “We Sell - 
or Else” emblazoned on the wall in the recep0on area in every Ogilvy office in the world. 

The other adver0sing giant of this period was Bill Bernbach. And while he had a different approach to 
Ogilvy – a greater focus on crea0vity and truthful adver0sing – he believed it should have the same goal. 

 Disrup0ve Technologies: Catching the Wave, Joseph L. Bower and Clayton M. Christensen, Harvard Business Review, January–3

February 1995

 Marke0ng Malprac0ce: The Cause and the Cure, Clayton M. Christensen, ScoT Cook, and Taddy Hall, Harvard Business Review, 4

December 2005

 Turn customer input into innova0on, Anthony W. Ulwick, Harvard Business Review, January 20025

 Adworld Press, 20206

 



“The purpose of adver0sing is to sell. That is what the client is paying for and if that goal does not 
permeate every idea you get, every word you write, every picture you take, you are a phony and you ought 
to get out of the business.”   7

In a 1980 speech to the American Associa0on of Adver0sing Agencies , Bernbach highlighted the 8

importance of facts – a clear differen0ator of the product being adver0sed and the u0lity it provides – as 
the fundamental core of the message. But also that the message needed to be wrapped in a persuasive 
message. He argued that adverts need to appeal to both the ra0onal and emo0onal ins0ncts of buyers.  

Dave TroT – author of several books on adver0sing and co-founder of mul0ple agencies, most famously 
Gold Greenlees TroT – likens this to the crea0on of a pearl. “Think of it as an oyster. You start with a piece 
of grit, and build a pearl around it. People buy the pearl, they don’t buy the grit. But no grit, no pearl. 
When you talk to someone about something you passionately believe in, they won’t just buy the logic of 
your argument. They’ll also buy the passion with which you deliver it. But if it’s passion about nothing, they 
won’t buy that either.”  9

This becomes clearer if we focus on some specific examples. TroT begins his video on the History of great 
adver4sing in 25 commercials  by making the point that “good adver0sing is generally reckoned to have 10

started in 1960 with a single ad.” No doubt it was a coincidence that this was the year that LeviT’s 
Marke0ng Myopia was published, but the common focus on consumer benefit is striking.  

The advert in ques0on was for Volkswagen, then liTle known in the USA where the advert was aired. At the 
0me, Volkswagen had a single product – what is now generally known as the Beetle. And rather than focus 
on all the different features it offered, as was standard prac0ce at the 0me (and on which the car would not 
have done well as its genius was in its simplicity), the ad focused on a car being driven on snow-covered 
roads with the voice over “Have you ever wondered how the man who drives the snow plough drives to 
the snow plough? This one drives a Volkswagen. So you can stop wondering.” The take-away was clear – 
Volkswagen was a car you could trust to get you where you needed to be, no maTer the weather 
condi0ons.  

TroT goes on to talk about another car advert, this 0me for Volvo. To highlight the strength of the Volvo 
hardtop’s core structure, the ad shows one Volvo being lowered on top of another, then another and 
another, with the presenter finally geong out of the car at the boTom as a sixth one is lowered on to the 
stack. Again the take-away is clear – if you are in a crash, you are beTer protected in a Volvo.  

Volvo strengthened this posi0oning by being the first car company to introduce seat belts. As described in 
Extra Life  by Steven Johnson, Volvo showed the safety benefits of its seat belts by hiring a racing car 11

driver to do death-defying stunts including deliberately rolling a car. More importantly, having received a 
US patent for its three-point seat belt in 1962, Volvo chose not to enforce the patent, making the design 
freely available to all manufacturers worldwide, saving hundreds of thousands if not millions of lives in the 

 Has adver0sing forgoTen its brand purpose?, Darren Woolley, the drum , 25 September 20197

 Facts are Not Enough, Bill Bernbach, hTps://www.slideshare.net/Mar0nDavidson/bernbach-facts-are-not-enough8

 Crea0ve Mischief, Dave TroT, LOAF Marke0ng, 20099

 ZeeMelt August 2021, hTps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7fn-aHmiE010

 Riverhead, 202111

 



process. This was driven by humanitarian goals rather than marke0ng, but it was excellent communica0on 
of how paramount safety was to Volvo nonetheless.   

Neither of the two adverts described above were trying to build a brand, they were trying to sell a product. 
But in the process they created a very clear posi0oning. In their book The 22 Immutable Laws of 
Marke4ng , Jack Ries and Al Trout outline 22 laws for marke0ng success. Number five in this list is the Law 12

of Focus. This states that “the most powerful concept in marke0ng is owning a word in the prospect’s 
mind.”  

In the case of Volkswagen, the snow plough advert provided the founda0on for their owning the word 
‘reliability’ in the automo0ve category. This was built on over the years by a number of campaigns, most 
memorably a 1987 UK one which had a woman leaving her former lover’s home, pos0ng her engagement 
ring through the leTer box, ripping off jewellery and discarding her fur coat all of which we are led to 
assume he had given her, but keeping her present of a Volkswagen Golf with the strapline being “if only 
everything in life was as reliable as a Volkswagen.” 

Similarly the 1960s Volvo advert helped it to own the word ‘safety’. Again a posi0oning that has been 
strengthened over 0me with another 1987 advert being notable. This one had a crash test dummy climbing 
into a Volvo 340 and driving it through a first-floor glass window onto a forecourt below, then exi0ng the 
car without any damage. The strap line for this advert was “tested by dummies, driven by the intelligent.” 

Interes0ngly both these later adver0sements came out in the 1980s, towards the end of the customer 
u0lity era, before brand became a primary focus for both marke0ng and adver0sing. Focus on customer 
benefit didn’t die with the rise of branding and a focus on brand equity crea0on – a brand promise should 
encapsulate it. When ar0culated as a clear differen0ator, this is a powerful star0ng point. But the problem 
with brand-focused adver0sing is that it tends to be so generalised – oden covering mul0ple products in 
mul0ple categories – that this is almost impossible to do. And generally it is not done well, for the reasons 
explained below.       

The brand era (1990-2010) 

It is probably difficult for many modern marketers to conceive that there was ever a period when brand 
was not front and centre of marke0ng. But up un0l 1990, that was the case.  

For many MBA programmes, the standard marke0ng text has been Philip Kotler’s Marke0ng Management 
(laTerly co-authored with Kevin Lane Keller), now in its 15th edi0on. In the 5th edi0on, which came out in 
1984 (and was the edi0on we used on my MBA programme) just 1.5% of its pages were dedicated to the 
topic of brands and branding. Indeed it didn’t even merit its own chapter and was a sub-sec0on of Chapter 
15 en0tled Product, Brand, Packaging, and Services Decisions.  

Figure 1 below shows how the percent of pages referencing brand or branding has increased between 1984 
and 2016. The horizontal axis shows the edi0on of Marke0ng Management and the year it was published (I 
have done every other edi0on – roughly a six-year gap - to keep the chart simple and keep myself sane). 
Over the review period, the space commiTed to the topic of brand has grown five-fold, from less than 2% 
to 10% of pages in the later edi0ons, with the leap occurring once Keller became a co-author for the 12th 
edi0on. Branding now merits not just its own chapter but its own sec0on.  

 Profile Books, 199412

 



 
Figure 1: Increasing coverage of brand as a topic in Marke0ng Management textbook 

In parallel we can see the decline in the influence of Theodore LeviT, as measured by the number of 0mes 
he is referenced in the text of Marke0ng Management. As shown in Figure 2 below, this peaked in the 9th 
edi0on (published in 1991 – around the end of the customer u0lity era) at 9 men0ons, declining to just two 
in the 15th edi0on.  

 
Figure 2: Increasing coverage of brand versus decline in referencing Theodore LeviT 

Of course, what is included in textbooks is a lagging indicator. Business school professors are codifiers of 
what they observe, so it takes 0me for what is happening in the real world to be wriTen up in academic 
papers. And textbook writers are even further behind. Rather than taking off in the mid 2000s – as the 
charts above would suggest – the brand boom started some years before. 

In a blog en0tled Brand isn’t always the answer , Dave TroT opens with “Brand was invented around 1990, 13

before then it was called image or reputa0on.” Later in the chapter we will come back to the problems 
caused by the separa0on of brand and reputa0on – marke0ng teams controlling the former, the laTer 
being more a func0on of elements that modern marke0ng teams have liTle influence over. But it is worth 
spending a bit of 0me on describing what lead to the fascina0on with branding and the economic 
impera0ve that underpinned it – the desire to build brand equity.  

Brand equity is the quan0fica0on of the value of the rela0onship forged between a brand and its 
customers.  By the end of the 1980s, this led to what Naomi Klein called “brand equity mania” , with 14

acquirers paying huge premiums for companies with strong brand porzolios. For example, in 1988 Philip 
Morris purchased Krad for six 0mes the value aTributed to shareholders’ equity in the financial accounts, 
the difference being aTributed to brand equity that had historically not been included in the balance sheet. 
That same year saw the takeover of RJR Nabisco by KKR (vividly described in the book Barbarians at the 

 hTps://davetroT.co.uk/2021/04/brand-isnt-always-the-answer/13

 No Logo: Taking Aim at the Brand Bullies, Naomi Klein, Knopf Canada, 200014

 



Gate ) again at a massive premium to book value credited to the intangible value of the brands in its 15

porzolio.  

Both Philip Morris and Krad inhabited the tradi0onal heartland of brands and branding – the Fast-Moving 
Consumer Goods or FMCG sector (alterna0vely known Consumer Packaged Goods or CPG) comprising food 
stuffs and basic items regularly used and replaced by households. But the aTrac0ve valua0ons aTributed to 
strong brands in these high-profile late 1980s acquisi0ons came to the no0ce of managements outside the 
consumer goods sector. Seeking the fairy dust that brand equity would add to their share price valua0ons, 
CEOs and CMOs sought to inject branding exper0se into their marke0ng func0ons, with adver0sing 
agencies only too willing to support these ini0a0ves via a range of offerings. 

In the above-men0oned blog piece, TroT refers to HHCL as being the first agency to start offering brand 
services. Others followed with Ogilvy & Mather launching their Brand Stewardship model in 1992 when 
CharloTe Beers became CEO. HHCL’s pitch was that there was very liTle difference between products (very 
true in FMCG markets but less so elsewhere) so product advantage was non-existent, and the only 
difference could be made by adver0sing and crea0ng a differen0ated brand posi0oning.  

TroT describes it as the replacement of the unique selling proposi0on (USP), which had been the focus of 
adver0sing in the customer u0lity era, by the emo0onal selling proposi0on (ESP). USP-focused adverts 
were seen as being dull and factual. And given the assump0on of liTle difference in what products offered, 
more important than what you said was how you said it. With the result that everyone says nothing but in 
a charming and seduc0ve way.  

Pure brand adver0sing has liTle men0on of the specifics about what a company offers. Selling products is 
not its aim. Instead there is usually a focus on lifestyle – stories that are all happy and hopeful with the 
backing of a great soundtrack. The goal is to highlight a common desire (e.g. happiness), and link the brand 
to that outcome.   

In the UK, the adver0sing for Lloyds Bank is a great example of this – people diving into a lake, a lady 
driving a tractor, a mother teaching her son to ride a bicycle and people running on a beach, with everyone 
smiling and the only link between these vigneTes being the black horse (the Lloyds Bank emblem) troong 
or cantering in the background. The tag line to this is “by your side every step of the way.”  

As brand promises go, this is hardly a differen0ator – it is what you would expect of your bank. But Lloyds is 
not alone in taking this approach and the whole concept of a differen0ated promise is secondary (too 
salesy) when the focus is on lifestyle-oriented branding.  

Unfortunately, the much sought-ader brand equity has rarely been achieved, ul0mately leading to spend 
on brand building being replaced by spend on digital ac0va0on. Underlying this are six factors – the switch 
from an external to an internal focus, a fundamental misunderstanding about how customer loyalty (and 
therefore brand equity) is created, failure to appreciate the differences between FMCG (or luxury goods) 
and other sectors, the separa0on of brand from reputa0on, the loss of control over brand messaging and 
seeking salva0on in the flawed concept of brand purpose.  

 Barbarians at the Gate, Bryan Burrough and John Helyar, Harper & Row, 198915

 



Switch from external to internal focus 

The end of the customer u0lity era and start of the brand era led to a switch in focus from an external 
cons0tuency to an internal asset. Roo0ng marke0ng in an internal construct rather than an external 
cons0tuency compounds the natural tendency towards egocentricity – albeit with individual iden0ty 
subsumed into a corporate one. Such an approach allows groupthink-driven delusions to flourish. Theodore 
LeviT must be turning in his grave.  

Probably the biggest of these delusions is that customers want to have deep rela0onships with brands – be 
part of a tribe, par0cipate in two-way conversa0ons and co-create when the opportunity arises.  

By contrast, most rela0onships are purely transac0onal – loyalty is more a func0on of cogni0ve ease (it 
takes less effort to buy a product that you know func0ons reasonably well than undertake research to 
iden0fy a beTer one) than of love. Brands are far more important in the minds of marketers than they are 
in the minds of consumers – but few businesses recognise this imbalance. 

Misunderstanding how customer loyalty is built 

As brand strategy became more ubiquitous in the 1990s, the approach to adver0sing changed considerably 
– campaigns became less product- and sales-oriented and more focused on lifestyles, aspira0ons and 
values. Indeed selling became seen by many in the adver0sing industry as dirty, graceless and below them. 
In the process, apprecia0ng how customer loyalty is built was forgoTen.  

As adver0sing gurus Hoffmann and TroT have both pointed out, the replacement of product adver0sing 
with brand adver0sing misunderstands the power of adver0sing to build brands. Hoffman advises that a 
strong brand is a by-product and the best way to build one is to quit branding. “The strongest brands are 
built ‘boTom-up’ – by outstanding product adver0sing. As we always say around Ad Contrarian 
headquarters, we don't get them to try our product by convincing them to love our brand. We get them to 
love our brand by convincing them to try our product.”  16

As an example, Hoffman references Apple. “Apple’s adver0sing is almost always about product benefits and 
differen0a0on. Apple's adver0sing is always product focused. The product itself is usually smack dab in the 
middle of the page or screen. There is never any ‘lifestyle’ or ‘branding’ nonsense.”   17

TroT is also specific in his cri0que of brand-focused adver0sing, referencing the example of Volkswagen 
described above. “Brand is another word for reputa0on or image. And you don’t get a reputa0on just by 
claiming something. Of course not, first you must be something. Then you get a reputa0on. Then you can 
claim it. Volkswagen didn’t get a reputa0on for being reliable by running a brand campaign claiming 
reliability. Fidy years ago, they ran ads saying, unlike every other car, they were small, inexpensive and 
sensible. They had no radiator so the cars didn’t freeze in winter. They were smaller so they got beTer fuel 
mileage than other cars. Their parts were cheaper to replace because they didn’t change every year. That 
was product adver0sing, not brand. But the product adver0sing built the brand. Because, over the years, 
people’s experience of VW was that they were solid and dependable. So, fidy years on, they could run the 
campaign ‘If only everything in life was as reliable as a Volkswagen.’ But they couldn’t have run that 

 101 contrarian ideas about adver0sing, Bob Hoffman, Hoffman/Lewis, 201216

 Ibid17

 



campaign when they launched, because fidy years earlier they had no reputa0on for reliability. The product 
creates the experience. The experience creates the reputa0on. The reputa0on creates the brand.”   18

The same can be said about Volvo. It owns the word safety in the automo0ve category because it built its 
cars to be safe and then communicated that message very clearly through clever and amusing adver0sing.   

The brands for all three of these companies were built through a process that the economics professor, 
John Kay, calls obliquity. Kay’s point is that “complex goals are best achieved indirectly” . He cites 19

numerous examples – including why the happiest people aren’t necessarily those who focus on happiness 
and the most profit-orientated companies aren’t usually the most profitable. But he could easily have 
included brand-building in the process. Trying to build a brand directly involves adver0sing it in a way that 
people can supposedly relate to so that they buy your products. This is likely to be less successful than 
adver0sing a product so that customers try it and, assuming what you are providing is genuinely valuable to 
them, building a reputa0on that means they keep coming back.   

Interes0ngly both companies have subsequently weakened their posi0ons with branding campaigns. In 
2008 VW relaunched itself as Das Auto – the car – a posi0oning that played well with internal senior 
stakeholders but completely failed with target consumers. Over the next eight years, the company spent 
tens of billions of dollars to support this posi0oning, which was eventually dropped in 2016 for being 
absolu0st and preten0ous, par0cularly in the light of the emissions scandal which had recently come to 
light.  Not surprisingly Das Auto has liTle recall among consumers today.  20

Also Volvo now seems to think that a reputa0on for safety is not enough and is posi0oning itself as a direct 
compe0tor to BMW. Recent adverts focus on innova0on, technology and improving people’s lives with only 
a passing nod to safety. As with VW’s Das Auto campaign, this looks to be a classic branding mistake – 
weakening a posi0on rather than strengthening it – but only 0me will tell. 

Failure to appreciate differences between FMCG and other sectors 

As highlighted above with Krad and Nabisco, the core heartland of branding is the FMCG sector. The 
implicit assump0on behind taking consumer goods marke0ng into other sectors was that the FMCG 
approach to brand building could transfer from low-involvement, undifferen0ated, inexpensive and 
frequently purchased products to more expensive, func0onally richer, more differen0ated and infrequently 
purchased offerings such as cars, computers, mobile telephones, telephony services, financial services and 
even many B2B sectors.     

This ignores two key differences between these types of offering and FMCG ones. Firstly measurable, 
func0onal aspects play a much more significant role – greater weight in the customer’s buying decision is 
based on tangible factors. In good part this is because high quality comparison data usually exists, which is 
not the case with FMCG products. It is the same story with luxury consumer goods, another sector where 
branding does create significant value. People are prepared to pay a premium for the intangibles associated 
with a Louis VuiTon handbags and luggage. (No one is going to deconstruct an LV handbag and compare it 
to a Coach one, for example.)  
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This is not to say that intangible or emo0onal factors do not exist with more func0onal products and 
services – they do. In his book, Adver4sing for Skep4cs , Bob Hoffman describes how the Toyota Corolla 21

was exactly the same car as the Chevy Geo Prism, built in the same plant by the same people on the same 
produc0on line, with the only difference being the name and price – the Corolla cost $ 1,500 more. Yet 
Corolla sales were three 0mes those of Prism sales.  

But ul0mately context is key. Hoffman goes on to say: “Under certain circumstances, a brand can be 
described as having great power with a consumer. And in certain circumstances the same brand may have 
liTle to no effect on the same consumer.”  Outside of the FMCG and luxury goods sectors, the impact of 22

brand posi0oning is far more variable than within it. 

The second key difference is that intangible benefits accrue in a very different way, driven far more by the 
customer experience than an image created by clever marke0ng. These intangible benefits are a func0on of 
measurable factors such as service levels and product quality, not solely a func0on of percep0ons shaped 
by the marke0ng team. 

The experience is far more complicated than the selec0on of a product from a shelf by the purchaser and 
its being opened at home by the user, as is the case in the FMCG sector.  It involves a more complicated 
buying and usage cycle – a func0on of greater product or service complexity – frequently involving 
interac0ons with mul0ple departments. To whatever degree that intangible benefits play a part in driving 
preference, marketers and brand managers play a far less important role in their delivery outside of FMCG.     

This is also reflected in the scope of control and influence that marke0ng has. In FMCG companies, 
marke0ng is cri0cal to shaping customers’ percep0ons of the brand and therefore to the brand’s success.  It 
sits atop the organisa0onal tree, containing the most pres0gious roles and is seen as a fast-track to success.  
As a consequence, the marke0ng func0on holds sway over what other areas do – brand managers are, de 
facto, general managers. 

At a simple level, this can be seen in how many of the 4 Ps that marketers control. For example, a brand 
manager at P&G or Unilever is typically responsible for three-and-a-half of them – sharing responsibility for 
place with the powerful account management teams that look ader rela0onships with retailers such as 
Walmart or Tesco.  

Contrast this with a marketer in a bank where he or she normally only controls promo0on. There are 
separate product teams that typically report to a Chief Product Officer (CPO) rather than the Chief 
Marke0ng Officer (CMO). Pricing is set by the credit risk team in the case of loan products or by treasury 
teams for deposit offerings. And place is typically determined by the branch management func0on. 
Similarly in the automo0ve sector, product and price are determined by the design and engineering teams 
with place determined by the dealer network that the company has developed.  

As a result, marke0ng has increasingly become a 1-P discipline (outside FMCG). In response, brand 
marketers have sought to create more Ps that they can control – promise, personality and purpose (more of 
which below). They have sought to turn marke0ng from a substan0ve discipline into a storytelling one – 
leading to a preoccupa0on with perceptual (and dare I say it, more superficial) factors.  
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Every industry has a func0onal area that enjoys favoured child status, typically it is the one seen as most 
cri0cal for success – explora0on in oil companies, R&D in pharmaceu0cals, engineering in automo0ve, 
design in high tech companies, risk management in financial services, sales in fast growing sectors and 
finance in many declining sectors – and rarely outside FMCG is it marke0ng. But such differences have not 
stopped companies in other sectors from aTemp0ng to follow the FMCG approach to building a brand.   

None of this seeks to dismiss the influence brands have on buying decisions, par0cularly in FMCG and 
luxury goods. With the inexorable increase in self-service over the past fidy years – supermarkets replacing 
local grocery stores being the most significant though not the only example – products or services have 
become more bought more than sold. Against such a backdrop, brands definitely influence purchasing 
behaviour – a quality guarantee to engender the trust that used to reside in the shop-owner’s 
recommenda0on.   

The challenge is not to the power of brands, but how to build them and the power of marke0ng to do so, 
par0cularly outside sectors where intangibles dominate the buying decision. The tools in the brand 
marke0ng kit bag inevitably resul0ng in the subjuga0on of func0on to form, substance to image and reality 
to percep0on. 

Divorce between brand and reputa>on 

Perhaps the biggest tragedy of the rise of branding has been its divorce from the more tradi0onal idea of 
reputa0on – doing what you will say you do, each and every 0me.  For Jeff Bezos brand and reputa0on are 
one and the same but that is not a view shared by the brand industry. When I was undertaking research for 
my book, Elusive Growth  in the late 2000s, I found that reputa0on did not feature at all on the web sites 23

of five leading brand consultancies when describing the services they offered. No surprise really as these 
agencies were all communica0on-focused with no capability in helping clients with service delivery and 
customer experience management. 

These agencies – and marke0ng folk in general – eschew the idea that delivering a great customer 
experience and earning a great reputa0on is the best way to build a brand. A great recent example of the 
pain caused by divorcing brand from reputa0on is Chipotle. In 2013, Chipotle ini0ated a strategy of 
transcending fast food and becoming a lifestyle brand – selling idealism on organic coTon t-shirts. This was 
the brain-child of then CMO, Mark Crumpacker.  

Unfortunately, in late 2015 and early 2016, 55 people were infected in two E. coli outbreaks ader ea0ng at 
Chipotle. Despite making changes to its food safety policies and prac0ces, it was s0ll suffering reputa0onal 
damage in 2018, with four 0mes as many customers not wishing to eat there compared to McDonald’s 
because of food safety concerns . But this didn’t stop new CMO, Chris Brandt, wan0ng to relaunch 24

Chipotle as a "a purpose-driven lifestyle brand.” Some lessons are never learnt.  

Marke0ng’s role in customer experience comprises crea0ng offers (in some but not all cases) and seong 
expecta0ons. In some situa0ons what we expect shapes what we perceive.  For example, if we are told a 
wine is expensive, we are more likely to perceive it to be good.  But rela0vely few offerings enjoy (or suffer) 
such inexac0tude in evalua0on.  
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In most cases our expecta0ons become the benchmark against which reality is measured – seong them 
too high is dangerous. If we buy a luxury car but it proves unreliable, we are not going to be happy. If we 
receive four-star service, but were expec0ng five-star, we are disappointed; but if we were expec0ng only 
two-star but receive three-star service, then we are happy.  The ul0mate level of service received is less 
important than how it compares to what we were expec0ng.     

The problem is that the incen0ve for marke0ng is to set expecta0ons too high to persuade people to try 
the product or service on offer. If the rest of the organisa0on doesn’t deliver on the brand promise, then 
it’s not marke0ng’s fault, is it? This is where the disconnect between brand and reputa0on causes real 
problems.  

With that in mind, if I were to be so bold as to posit a Springman’s rule of branding, it would be the 
following. The value of any conversa0on on branding – whether it be to do with values, strategy, iden0ty, 
promise or personality – is inversely propor0onal to the percentage of marketers involved. Any discussion 
that only involves marketers is, by this defini0on, of very limited value as it separates messaging from 
delivery – it’s just brandsturba0on.   

By contrast, when par0cipants are drawn broadly from across the organiza0on – the func0ons that interact 
directly with customers (such as sales and service) or create the products and services that customers buy 
– the value is significantly higher. 

Loss of control over brand messaging 

All the factors men0oned above undermined successfully building brand equity outside of FMCG. But what 
really brought the brand era to an end was the rise in digital – a medium that is more suited to direct 
response marke0ng than brand building. The rise of social media – ini0ally blogs and forums, laTerly 
Facebook and TwiTer – also meant that businesses lost control of brand messaging.  

In the days when only broadcast media existed – newspapers, radio, outdoor and television – companies 
had complete control over the story they told. But with the rise of social media, suddenly customers had a 
voice. If they were unhappy, they had a means for communica0ng their dissa0sfac0on.  

Ul0mately this led to a loss of control over customer percep0ons. United Airlines couldn’t claim everything 
was rosy about the service it provided when un0ed.com was logging customer complaints and illumina0ng 
all United’s problems for others to see. And since those early days, things have only got harder with the rise 
of customer review sites and social media where one customer raising an issue frequently triggers others to 
pile in with theirs as well.  

Brand managers had to go through a learning curve, star0ng with how to mi0gate nega0ve feedback to 
working out how to leverage social media plazorms to deliver their intended messaging using influencers.  

Of course, there is no shortage of people with large social media followings who are prepared to share 
what make-up brand they use, who supplies their food produce and whose clothes they are wearing – all 
for some form of remunera0on. But these people aren’t telling a story about the brand they are choosing 
beyond the fact that they are choosing it. And ul0mately influencer credibility is a func0on of their 
perceived independence.  
  
 



This comes with risks. This was learnt as far back as the 1970s by Citroen.  The famous French film director, 
Louis Malle, was commissioned to make a documentary film about Citroen’s new produc0on plant in 
Rennes, Northern France. Senior managers were very proud of this facility and were hoping for a showcase 
film to generate some posi0ve PR. But what they got was completely the opposite. The film – 0tled 
Humaine, trop humaine – highlighted the drudgery of work on the produc0on line and the unpleasantness 
of the working environment. There was no dialogue or soundtrack and all you could hear was the 
deafening noise of metal-bashing. It was a brutal assault on both the eyes and ears (I lasted about 15 
minutes before I had to leave.) And Citroen couldn’t make use of it at all.  

By contrast, taking risks can generate great returns. As part of their 2012 Make it count campaign, Nike 
commissioned Casey Neistat to make a film of that name. Neistat grew famous on the back of crea0ng 
YouTube videos and had built a following in the millions with billions of views of his vlogs. And he was held 
in high regard for his truthful storytelling.  

The video begins with scrolling text: “Nike asked me to make a movie about what it means to 
#makeitcount. Instead of making their movie, I spent the en0re budget on travelling round the world with 
my friend Max. We’d keep going un0l the money ran out. It took 10 days.” It goes on to share a rapid cut 
version of their travels interspersed with inspira0onal quotes and not an athlete in site.  

Neistat’s approach was widely described as going rogue, but it was a huge success. In an April 2012 tweet, 
Mashable described it as the best branded story ever told.  And current views on YouTube are nearly 32 25

million.  

Nike is one of the smartest marke0ng companies on the planet. And it had the confidence that it could pick 
the right independent voice to make a film for a signature campaign. Others are unlikely to be as smart or 
brave.  

Seeking salva>on in brand purpose 

With the rise in digital, brand-based marke0ng has lost some of its allure and certainly has lower spend 
than it did in its hey-day. But it hasn’t disappeared completely – indeed in recent years there has been a 
fightback in the form of the rise of brand purpose.  

This is most clearly seen in adver0sing awards, such as those handed out at Cannes. As Adweek pointed out 
in 2019: “social responsibility was once actually a category at Cannes, but this year marked the first at 
which it wasn't. The theme is now so ubiquitous throughout all the best crea0ve work and award winners 
that it no longer needs a category.”  Or as Steve Harrison puts it: “Brands are no longer to be promoted on 26

the fact that they clean your whites whiter, but on their power to make your conscience cleaner. Being a 
force for good is the new purpose of brands and those who market them to the public.”  27

The poster child for purpose is Unilever which regularly provides updates on how its brands with purpose 
grow faster than its other brands. Unilever’s moTo is doing well by doing good. More importantly it has a 
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history of being focused on non-financial goals – both because it was the right thing to do and because it 
was good for business.  

Unilever exemplified stakeholder capitalism long before it achieved recent popularity. Lever Brothers 
founder, William Hesketh Lever, sought to provide beTer housing, educa0on and working condi0ons for his 
employees, the shining example of which was the crea0on of Port Sunlight in the late 19th Century, a model 
village built to house his workers and their families. A great example of where a stated purpose is 
underpinned by real world ac0ons. 

Underlying Unilever’s more recent success is consumer angst – buying products that support sustainability 
helps assuage guilt. This corresponds with the advice provided by Howard Gossage, a lesser-known 
adver0sing genius from the 1950s and 1960s and the subject of another book by Harrison . As Gossage 28

told David Brower, who had approached him to help stop the damming of the Grand Canyon: “You’ve got to 
give people recourse. You’ve got to give them something they can do so they don’t feel guilty and therefore 
hate you for making them feel guilty.”  29

Gossage’s approach to giving customers recourse was including coupons in newspaper ads which could be 
sent to the US President and others with power to influence the final decision, alongside copy explaining 
what was going to happen. The recourse on offer from Unilever is buying a product that is environmentally 
friendly.  

Having a brand purpose is seen as being a winning strategy with Millennials and Gen Z. According to a 
Chartered Ins0tute of Marke0ng survey of UK consumers aged 18 to 34 years old, 81% would like 
companies to publicly commit to corporate social responsibility values; and 82% would strive to be 
employed by a company recognised for its commitment to business ethics.  Similar results can be found in 30

research undertaken in the US by Cone Communica0ons  and YPulse.   31 32

The problem with research such as this is twofold. Firstly it treats classifica0ons such as Millennials and 
Genera0on X as being homogenous. This is patently not the case. Marke0ng professor Mark Ritson makes 
this point very clearly. “The minute marketers start thinking all Millennials are the same, they reject the 
behavioural and aotudinal nuances of a hugely heterogeneous popula0on and collapse them into one big 
generic mess. If you buy the idea of Millennials, then you must, by defini0on, reject the concept of proper 
segmenta0on of consumers holding different percep0ons of experiences.”  33

Secondly there is a difference between what people say and what they do. In a survey it is easy to spout 
worthy inten0ons. But the reality is that saving the world is secondary to more personal objec0ves. As 
Chris0ne Wise put it in a 2019 Campaign ar0cle: “For the vast majority of people, their concerns are less 
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focused on poli0cs and societal issues and more focused on the personal worries and struggles of daily 
life.”  34

There is another problem with the thesis of targe0ng Millenials with purpose-driven adver0sing – they 
have much less to spend than Baby Boomers and Genera0on X. As research from Buxton highlights: “Not 
only are Baby Boomers the wealthiest genera0on, holding 70% of the disposable income in the U.S. and 
spending over $548 billion a year, but they also they spend more than any other genera0on, across all 
categories. This includes spending the most per transac0on.”  35

According to the Epsilon database , spend by genera0on in the US is as follows: 36

• Baby Boomers (ages 55-75 years old) spend a total of $548 billion annually; 
• Gen X (ages 36-54 years old) follow Boomers with $357 billion annual spend; 
• Millennials (25-35) are next with $323 billion in annual spend; and 
• The Silent genera0on (ages 76 years and older) spend $163 billion annually. 

The topic of brand purpose unites two marke0ng professors who have garnered much publicity from their 
disagreements on topics such as targeted versus mass marke0ng – Mark Ritson and Byron Sharp. Both 
agree that brand purpose is a false marke0ng grail.  

Sharp is blunt with his cri0cism. “Brands should be good corporate ci0zens, but the idea of turning them 
into saints is nuts. It’s also unimagina0ve. These are the sort of marke0ng campaigns that high school 
students come up with for their term papers. Showing the brand saving the world is sweet, but naive, and 
hardly original.”  37

In the same ar0cle Sharp quotes Ritson, who is even more outspoken. “Patently, the whole concept of 
brand purpose is moronic. I do not want Starbucks telling me about race rela0ons and world peace – I want 
it to serve me a decent coffee in pleasant loca0ons. I care about race equality, deeply, but I do not trust a 
giant corpora0on with an extremely spoTy reputa0on for paying its taxes telling me what to think.”  38

Starbucks is one of many companies accused of seeking to ‘woke wash’ its image. It makes a big deal about 
community building being its mission. But its tax-paying record suggests otherwise. As the Guardian 
reported in June 2019: “Starbucks UK-based European business paid just £18.3 million in tax last year while 
paying the coffee giant's parent company in SeaTle £348 million in dividends collected for licencing the 
brand. In the UK, where there are about 1000 Starbucks stores, the company paid just £4m of tax to the 
exchequer despite raking in £387 million in sales.”  As commentators such as Steve Harrison have pointed 39
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out, imagine the community building benefits that would have been enabled in the UK by Starbucks paying 
its fair tax share.   40

Harrison goes on to highlight the example of Volkswagen. In 2015, VW admiTed that it had cheated carbon 
dioxide emissions tests in US and that its engines had emiTed nitrogen oxide pollutants up to 40 0mes 
above that allowed. According to VW some 11 million cars worldwide were affected. Given its ethical and 
environmental failings, sales of VW cars should have fallen off a cliff if these issues were important to 
consumers. But it con0nues to prosper, with first half year figures for 2019 showing booming sales and 
revenues. People may say that they are all in favour of ethical business but when it comes to spending their 
hard-earned cash, other factors are more important. 

Harrison further describes how one consequence of this has been supporters of brand purpose seeking to 
bend the truth. In his book Grow: How ideals power growth and profit at the world's greatest companies  41

Jim Stengel former CMO at P&G presents data that purports to show that companies with a purpose of 
improving peoples’ lives outperformed the market significantly. 

Unfortunately, his research did not stand up to scru0ny, as pointed out by marke0ng author Richard 
ShoTon in a Medium blog post.  ShoTon’s first cri0cism is that Stengel biased his sample by selec0ng from 42

the most successful brands in the Millward Brown database, thereby ensuring his Stengel 50 outperformed 
the market. Secondly, he points out that Stengel’s brand ideal is so malleable and far from world-changing 
that it can be adapted to fit most brands, again enabling selec0on bias. Finally, the Stengel 50 did not 
perform as well in subsequent years with only twelve outperforming the market in an ensuing four-year 
period.   

More recently, in a Marke0ngWeek ar0cle, Peter Field described cri0cism of brand purpose as being “naïve 
and unjus0fied.”  However he comes to this conclusion through comparison bias – comparing the most 43

successful purpose campaigns with all non-purpose campaigns, not a like-for-like comparison. No surprise 
that the former outperforms. In reality, the research found that the average number of ‘very large business 
effects’ for all non-purpose campaigns was 1.6, while for brand purpose campaigns it was only 1.1. 

The one sector where brand purpose does make sense is with start-ups. As highlighted above, younger 
genera0ons are more aTuned to the social benefits of what they buy. Hence businesses started by 
Millenials and targeted at those of a similar age may benefit from having a change the world purpose. But 
in economic terms the significance of these businesses is minor.  

When it comes to larger businesses – par0cularly those that do not have a history like Unilever’s - the 
boTom line is that brand purpose is as flawed as much other brand thinking. It is very popular within the 
adver0sing and branding communi0es. But it has yet to show business results that will lead to brand 
marke0ng returning to its previous posi0on of prominence, usurping digital marke0ng in the process.  
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The digital era (2010-present) 

One of the most frequently referenced studies of recent 0mes was carried out by Les Binet and Peter Field 
in 2018 on marke0ng effec0veness, using the Ins0tute of Prac00oners in Adver0sing database . Field’s 44

credibility may have been somewhat damaged by the breach of scien0fic principles in his aTempts to 
jus0fy brand purpose, as described above, but this study remains a benchmark – Professor Ritson (not the 
easiest person to please) is a fan, despite being scep0cal about some aspects of the approach taken.   45

The key finding in this report was that the op0mal mix of spend between brand building and ac0va0on is 
around 60:40, although it acknowledges that this should vary across different sectors – 80:20 in financial 
services and roughly 50:50 in other services, for example. It also concludes that brand-building is becoming 
more rather than less important, par0cularly in the context of long-term success and that brand 
underinvestment is damaging effec0veness in most sectors.  

By contrast, recently Think with Google came up with an alterna0ve model – 40% of spend on brand 
building and 60% on ac0va0on.  The report states: “Our findings are based on an analysis of more than 46

150 major retailers’ marke0ng mix models across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, and the U.S., 
represen0ng billions of pounds in marke0ng investment. Our research suggests that retailers should be 
spending between 50-70% of their marke0ng budget on digital marke0ng channels and between 30-50% 
on tradi0onal marke0ng. The middle of the road model: a 60/40 split.” 

In essence these reports capture the key tension between the brand and digital eras – digital being a great 
channel for ac0va0on but not for brand building. And the Binet/Field report can be seen as a jus0fica0on 
for returning budget lost to below-the-line (BTL) ac0vi0es during the digital era to the above-the-line (ATL) 
ones that prevailed during the brand era, with the Google one looking to prevent a swing back.  

Both Binet and Field have adver0sing backgrounds and the IPA is an adver0sing associa0on, so their 
findings need to be viewed in the light of self-interest; and, of course, this is even more marked in the case 
of the Google research.  

Unfortunately this self-interested focus on promo0on blinds the authors of both studies to marke0ng’s 
abdica0on of its role in the crea0on of value for customers that is both central to the AMA’s defini0on of 
marke0ng, the customer u0lity era and business growth.  

The case for digital marke>ng 

The shid away from brand building to digital ac0va0on has been very marked (as shown Figure 3 below). 
Underlying this realloca0on of resources is a beguiling promise – adver0sing can be personalised, relevant 
and 0mely in digital channels, so consumers will like it more. Further this increase in effec0veness can be 
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delivered at lower cost. In terms of return on marke0ng investment this was a double win with the 
numerator increasing and the denominator decreasing.  

At the heart of this promise is data – data enables businesses to learn where individual customers are in 
the buying cycle so messaging can be specific, tailored and one-to-one.  

In addi0on, businesses don’t have to go through the hard work of genera0ng awareness and interest, they 
can just wait un0l someone is at the point of buying and then hit them with a message. Full funnel 
marke0ng is no longer required, only boTom of the funnel conversion ac0vity. As digital adver0sing is not 
great for brand building, this is doubly convenient for its proponents.  

In contrast to broadcast adver0sing (using media such as newspapers, radio and television), another 
purported benefit of digital adver0sing is that it triggers two-way conversa0ons, carried on via social 
media. This enables customers to engage with brands and become ambassadors who sing the brand’s 
praise, with word-of-mouth marke0ng meaning adver0sing costs can be reduced. All of which is supported 
by carefully curated ‘halo’ examples of brands that have achieved some success, whether this success was 
financially advantageous or not.  

One example of this was Pepsi’s Refresh Project, launched in 2010. This involved awarding $20 million in 
grants to individuals, businesses and non-profits that had promoted a new idea that had posi0vely 
impacted their community, state or the na0on.  More than 80 million votes were registered, and the 
Refresh Project generated 3.5 million likes and 60,000 new TwiTer followers. At its peak, 37% of Americans 
were aware of it. As such it was very effec0ve in social media terms, but as Bob Hoffman wryly notes: “The 
only thing it failed to do was sell Pepsi. It achieved all the false goals and failed to achieve the only 
legi0mate one.”  47

A further argument for how adver0sing costs be reduced using digital channels is lower placement fees. For 
example, tracking data enables businesses to follow prospects to loca0ons where they can adver0se at 
lower costs than on prime sites. Given that quan0fying the success of specific campaigns in genera0ng new 
customers or cross-sales is subject to assump0ons and models that senior managers may not understand, 
they are likely to be scep0cal about revenue claims. But costs are clear cut – reducing media costs always 
plays well, even if it can be misleading. So digital marke0ng appealed to those in the C-suite as well. 

As a result of all these supposed advantages, digital’s share of media spend has increased massively. Figure 
3 below highlights that digital had a c. 10% share of adver0sing spend in the UK in 2005, rising to just under 
a third in 2010 and to an es0mated 70% in 2020.  
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Figure 3: Adver0sing spend by media in UK, Source: Group M / Sta0sta 

The reality of digital marke>ng 

What makes the con0nued growth of digital surprising is that the reality has proved somewhat different to 
the utopian dream that was promised.  

Firstly while consumers are very happy to engage with each other on social media, they are not interested 
in engaging or interac0ng with businesses, unless they have a complaint – not really the goal of digital 
adver0sing.  

Secondly there is no evidence that consumers like digital adver0sing any more than other forms and the 
growth in use of ad-blocking technologies suggests they find it an irritant. According to Hootsuite, 42.7% of 
internet users worldwide (16-64 years old) use ad blocking tools at least once a month. This is highest in 
Asia but even in US, 27% of internet users block ads.  48

So the first major problem with it is ques0onable effec0veness in genera0ng revenue.  

The lower cost argument is similarly flawed. By eschewing premium publisher sites for lower cost ones, 
companies massively increased the scope for fraud with their ads being seen by bots rather than humans. 
Fraud is a massive problem, as the likes of Dr Augus0ne Fou have pointed out. But it con0nues to be 
ignored - this is the second major problem.  

The third is the harm that programma0c digital marke0ng causes, both to businesses because their brands 
are adver0sed on low quality sites (even sites that may promote an0-social behaviours or worse), and also 
to individuals.  

The Display Trading Council defines programma0c adver0sing as the use of automa0on in buying and 
selling of media. The most common form of programma0c is real-0me bidding (RTB) whereby buyers and 
sellers of adver0sing space on web sites are automa0cally matched in milliseconds via an auc0on. Buyers 
(either businesses or agencies) use a demand side plazorm (DSP) to decide which impressions to buy and 
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how much to pay for them, while publishers use a supply side plazorm (SSP) to sell ad space to brands. 
These two plazorms are then matched up in real 0me. 

The RTB process relies on tracking and the unconsented collec0on of personal data. As Doc Searls pointed 
out during a 2017 interview when I was doing some research at Ctrl-Shid, we don’t allow companies to 
place trackers on us in the physical world, so why should we in the digital world? Tracking (and therefore 
most digital marke0ng) infringes individual privacy and can lead to widespread manipula0on (for example 
of vo0ng behaviour) through targeted distribu0on of fake news.  

These problems are expanded upon below. The good news is that there is increasing awareness of the 
problems that tracking causes and an alterna0ve model – contextual adver0sing – has been shown to be 
effec0ve as well as more ethical.   

The widespread existence of fraud 

Let’s start with the fraud, as this is one of the primary reasons why money spent on programma0c digital 
marke0ng is being wasted.  

The first point to note is that fraud is a huge and growing problem.  

In 2016, the World Federa0on of Adver0sers (WFA) published a report forecas0ng that click fraud will 
become so rampant that it will cost adver0sers more than $50bn by 2025, in the process becoming the 
second largest source of criminal income ader drug trafficking.  Similarly a report by the Irish Council of 49

Civil Liber0es (ICCL) highlighted the damage done to legi0mate publishers: “Fraud made possible by 
tracking-based ads diverted an es0mated €30.1-58.8 billion from legi0mate publishers in 2020.”   50

A more recent report from Juniper Research es0mates that fraud will cost adver0sers $68 billion in 2022  51

with Sta0sta sugges0ng the figure could be as high as $81 billion.  The highest es0mate reported in the 52

Business of Apps compendium of Ad Fraud Sta0s0cs (2022) is $120 billion in 2022 (see Figure 4 below).  53

These are huge numbers in the context of total digital adver0sing spend of $565 billion in 2022, according 
to Sta0sta.  54

 Compendium of ad fraud knowledge for media investors, WFA, 3 June 201649

 Sustainability without surveillance: ICCL review of sustainable publishing and tracking-based adver0sing, Irish Council for Civil 50

Liber0es, October 2021

 Digital Adver0sing Fraud: Key Trends, Compe0tor Landscape & Marke Forecasts 2022-2026, Juniper Research, February 202251

 Ad Fraud Sta0s0cs (2022), Business of Apps, 25 May 202252
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Figure 4: Projected increase in cost from common ad fraud tac0cs, source: TrafficGuard 

Dr Fou has been researching the topic of ad fraud for ten years and wriTen about the topic extensively. In 
February 2022, he published an ar0cle on LinkedIn en0tled Why Does Digital Marke4ng Appear to Perform 
So Well and Fraud Appear So Low?  He wrote this in response to the likes of the US-based Associa0on of 55

Na0onal Adver0sers (ANA) insis0ng that fraud was low (less than 1%) and that digital campaigns were 
more performant than other forms of adver0sing. And his forensic analysis dispels both these myths. 
(Note: Figure 4 above appeared briefly on the ANA’s website between 26 May 2022 and 6 June 2022 before 
being taken down. The reasoning for this was not explained but clearly such a large es0mate for digital ad 
fraud does not fit with the narra0ve an adver0sing trade associa0on would like to tell.) 

Fou’s ar0cle highlights the different types of fraud that are perpetrated.  

Click-related fraud is the most common and it comes in two primary forms – impression fraud, where bots 
generate ad impressions to make money, and click fraud, where bots create fake clicks. Over 0me these 
bots have become beTer and beTer at evading detec0on, tricking detec0on algorithms and blocking 
detec0on scripts (in the same way as ad blockers do). It is this lack of detec0on that enables the ANA to 
state that fraud is less than 1%, because that is all that they can see. But assuming the other 99% is 
legi0mate is clearly false.  

Fou explains that a second form of fraud is claiming credit for app installs that have already occurred 
organically – people installed the app because they wanted it rather than seeing an ad and clicking on it. He 
cites the example of Uber where a diligent analy0cs prac00oner iden0fied something that their fraud 
detec0on sodware had missed. Fraudsters were using a technique called click flooding to falsify aTribu0on 
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reports so it looked like clicks on their sites had driven an app installa0on, enabling them to claim a per 
install payment from Uber.  

A third form described in Fou’s ar0cle is fraudsters falsifying records to claim credit for sales that have 
already occurred through what is known as affiliate fraud. Fraudsters, posing as sales partners for a 
business, use a technique called cookie stuffing to falsify repor0ng so that they can claim credit for 
genera0ng sales to get paid an affiliate revenue share. Fou highlights that they oden go as far as falsifying 
their target’s Google Analy0cs results to make it appear that they drove the sale when the sale had already 
occurred. He makes the point that fraud detec0on vendors are not catching this because their technology 
can't see it. 

Finally fraudsters are faking how ads on their sites are triggering foot-fall in offline stores, again by falsifying 
repor0ng. By cookie stuffing vast numbers of devices, fraudsters make it appear that the device was 
exposed to ads so that when the device is carried into a store space, the repor0ng faithfully reports foot fall 
in a physical store. Once more, Fou points out that fraud detec0on solu0ons are not catching this because 
they are not even looking for it. 

This adds up to a significant problem for both adver0sers and legi0mate publishing sites. In its 2016 report, 
the WFA es0mated that between 10% and 30% of what is spent on media (ader intermediaries have taken 
their share) is siphoned off by fraudsters.  

Limited effec>veness of digital marke>ng 

Beyond fraud there are further factors that impact the effec0veness of digital marke0ng. A 2019 
AlixPartners report found that roughly half of the $60 billion spent on digital adver0sing in 2018 had either 
a nega0ve return or its return was not even measured. Overall the report concluded that “approximately 
$50 billion of digital marke0ng and trade spend is wasted.”   56

If we take click rates, typically the industry-cited rate is 5 or so clicks per 10,000 ads served. That is a click 
rate of 0.05% with the conversion rate obviously a frac0on of that. This compares to old-school direct 
marke0ng which had a conversion rate of 1-2% typically. Obviously digital costs much less as no prin0ng or 
postal costs are required. But the lack of engagement is staggering - digital adver0sing is simply ignored by 
the vast majority of target customers or, even worse, it is ac0vely disliked.  

In Adver4sing for Skep4cs , Hoffman cites a study that found that the eight types of adver0sing most 57

disliked by consumers were all forms of online adver0sing. So it is no surprise that so many internet users 
deploy adblocking tools.  

In a December 2021 LinkedIn ar0cle called Interac4vity: Adver4sing’s Hidden Enemy , Hoffman also 58

debunks the myth that interac0vity is an adver0sers friend highligh0ng how push-buTon car radios, 
television remote controls and fast forwarding on video recordings enable people to avoid adver0sing. 
Rather than being a friend to adver0sers, interac0vity is actually their enemy.  

 Achieving profitable growth in consumer products: prac0cal digital transforma0on, AlixPartners, June 201956
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Next we can look at the business impact of turning off digital marke0ng spend. The best-known example of 
this is P&G. In 2018, The Wall Street Journal reported that “Ader publicly pressuring major technology 
plazorms to help clean up the online ad market and fork over more informa0on about the effec0veness of 
digital ads, Procter & Gamble Co. slashed its spending on digital adver0sing by more than $200 million last 
year.”  The CMOs of the world’s two largest adver0sers – Marc Pritchard, chief brand officer of Procter & 59

Gamble, and Keith Weed, CMO of Unilever –  both demanded ac0on to clean up the digital swamp. 

The WSJ ar0cle goes on to highlight that P&G’s push for more transparency had revealed that this spending 
had been largely wasteful and that elimina0ng it had had liTle impact on the business. When it comes to 
marke0ng, where P&G and Unilever lead, others follow. 

In a 2021 Forbes ar0cle, Fou cites a number of other examples of businesses that have successfully reduced 
spend or reach with no impact. “When Chase reduced their programma0c reach from 400,000 sites 
showing its ads to 5,000 sites (a 99% decrease), they saw NO CHANGE in business outcomes. When Uber 
turned off $120 million of their digital ad spending meant to drive more app installs, they saw NO CHANGE 
in the rate of app installs. When big brands stopped spending on digital ads, nothing happened. Even 
further back in 0me, in 2015 a large medical device company turned off half of its digital ad spend, and saw 
conversions stay the same, and in 2012, eBay turned off their paid search ad spending, and saw NO 
CHANGE in sales coming from those sources.”   60

Digital adver0sing proponents seek to counter this by arguing these are only short-term effects. But unlike 
brand building, which is inherently long-term, digital is primarily about ac0va0on which is focused on 
driving short-term conversions. So if turning it off is having no impact on short term revenues, how 
effec0ve can it really be?  Another reason for limited effec0veness is that a significant share of digital spend 
is siphoned off by middlemen. Hoffman has come up with a great visual for this called the Programma0c 
Poop Funnel.  

 
Figure 5: Programma0c Poop Funnel, source: Bob Hoffman, 2022 

 P&G Contends Too Much Digital Ad Spending Is a Waste, Suzanne Vranica, Wall Street Journal, 1 March 201859
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As Hoffman describes it, you start with a dollar of digital adver0sing spend; the agency then takes a 7 cent 
fee; technology plazorms (DSPs and SSPs) and targe0ng fees take another 27 cents; 15 cents mysteriously 
disappear into the unknown; then 30% of the ads you buy won't be viewable; about 20% will be consumed 
by fraud; with the end result that only 9% of your display ads will be viewed by a real person for even a 
second. He concludes that from a dollar spent, only 3 cents is spent on ads viewed by real humans.  

Hiding the truth with falsifica>on of repor>ng 

Note it is real business outcomes we are talking about here – numbers of customers and revenues, not 
fabricated digital marke0ng metrics. The problem with the laTer is that the sources are oden those with an 
incen0ve to overstate them. And both Google and Facebook refuse to adhere to media industry third party 
verifica0on standards, which means you only have their word for reach and levels of interac0on. 
Experience has shown this to be worrisome.  

In 2016 Facebook had to apologise for oversta0ng how much 0me, on average, its users were spending 
watching videos.  In 2018, Facebook was also subject to a lawsuit regarding overstatement of the reach of 61

its adver0sing. Internal emails that form part of the lawsuit show that employees were concerned that 
Facebook was promo0ng “deeply wrong” data. The filing goes on to state that Facebook COO Sheryl 
Sandberg acknowledged problems with the metric in 2017, and a product manager proposed a fix that 
would correct the numbers. But the company allegedly refused to make the changes, arguing that it would 
produce a “significant” impact on revenue.  62

Adver0sers could reasonably expect that their adver0sing agencies were helping ensure they were geong 
value for money. Sadly this has not proven to be the case. In 2017, Business Insider reported that a number 
of media buying agencies had made secret payments to clients, some as high as $10m to avoid their 
contracts with media owners being audited.  

Business Insider reported: “mul0ple sources with knowledge of the maTer suggested there have been at 
least 20 cases where either a seTlement has been paid or where there are ongoing nego0a0ons about a 
seTlement payment.”  Also that while the prac0ce was not pervasive, a number of media buying agencies 63

were involved, with seTlements below a materiality threshold at which agency holding companies would 
need to report them in their annual accounts.  

Much of this stems from the priori0sa0on of more quan0fiable efficiency than less quan0fiable 
effec0veness. As Russell Parsons explains in a Marke0ngWeek ar0cle. “The convulsions that followed the 
financial crash prompted the C-suite to ques0on the worth of marke0ng and marketers. Instead of rising to 
the challenge of demands for greater accountability by demonstra0ng how marke0ng can drive meaningful 
growth, marketers retreated into a world of ever more meaningless measurement that showed that you 
could do more with less, without ever defining what ‘more’ meant.”  64
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The boTom line is that marketers have retreated to what they see as the most defensible posi0on for 
figh0ng C-suite scep0cism. But this has come at a cost, not just to effec0veness but also to society. Social 
harms (1) – an uncompe00ve market 

As a star0ng point, digital adver0sing is not a compe00ve market – it is dominated by the triopoly of 
Google (29% market share by revenue in 2020), Facebook (25%) and Amazon (10%) . As any student of 65

economics will tell you, an uncompe00ve market allows the leading players to extract excessive profits, as 
the financial statements of Alphabet (Google’s parent company) and Meta (the group of which Facebook is 
part) show.  

One example of how market power is being abused was highlighted in the October 2021 ICCL report  66

which found that: “Half of Google’s ad revenue once came from helping publishers show ads on publishers’ 
own proper0es. But now nearly all (85%) of Google’s ad revenue comes from displaying ads on its own 
websites and apps, with the benefit of data siphoned from publishers’ websites and apps.” 

Social harms (2) – privacy viola>ons 

The problem is bigger than lack of compe00on. How programma0c digital adver0sing can damage brands 
by showing their adver0sements on cheap websites whose content is pornography (or worse) was 
highlighted above. This is obviously a major nega0ve for the brand in ques0on, but the damage is broader 
than that.  

For the RTB process (described above) to work, buyers need to know how much to bid. To help them with 
this, a wealth of informa0on collected from your online behaviour and other sources is shared without 
your informed consent. This is a significant breach of privacy.  

Privacy is the founda0on for much of what we take for granted. It is the sen0nel to the citadel of personal 
freedom – once passed, the inner sanctum of liberty is open to aTack. That may sound drama0c but it is 
not an overstatement. This is being brought into sharp focus by the recent Supreme Court decision to 
overturn Roe v Wade. The widespread tracking of online behaviour (e.g. using pixels on hospital websites 
or data sold to data brokers by fer0lity apps) will mean that ultra-sensi0ve data on abor0on-seekers can be 
collected and bought by an0-abor0on organisa0ons who wish to target them. That data could also 
poten0ally be accessed by State governments who wish to prosecute. 

The full extent of the privacy breaches created by tracking was detailed in a 2019 report published by the 
ICO (the UK data regulator) called Update report into adtech and real 4me bidding. This was a forensic 
piece of analysis that detailed the data protec0on issues the RTB process raised. Rather than use the 
evidence collected to make a legal challenge to all the businesses involved in adtech, notably Google and 
Facebook, the ICO took the conciliatory approach of trying to work with these companies to make changes.  

On one level this is understandable – the ICO does not have the funding to match Google or Facebook in a 
legal contest. But on another it was deeply disappoin0ng. And imbalances of legal resources have not 
stopped other regulators from taking the baTle to these businesses. A notable example being the Belgian 
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data protec0on authority which in early 2022 ruled that the Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF), 
created by the Interac0ve Adver0sing Bureau’s (IAB) European arm to protect its members from many of 
the s0pula0ons of the EU’s General Data Protec0on Regula0on (GDPR), was illegal. 

Social harms (3) – security breaches, discrimina>on and manipula>on 

In 2018 I co-authored a report for Datum Future called Opportuni4es and Challenges: Naviga4ng the new 
world of data . Among many other things, we highlighted the five harms that data could cause individuals 67

– privacy viola0ons, security breaches, discrimina0on, inaccuracies leading to incorrect decisions, and 
manipula0on of thoughts and behaviours. 

But the reality is that privacy viola0ons enable many of the others. Digital security breaches are only 
possible if privacy has been violated. As well as the RTB process viola0ng privacy, there are so many 
par0cipants in its ecosystem – all of varying sizes and data security capabili0es – that data breaches are 
inevitable. The ICCL report men0oned above found that the RTB process “caused the biggest data breach 
ever recorded, jeopardising the right to privacy, right to protec0on of personal data, and right to freedom 
of thought.” 

Discrimina0on is also heightened by viola0ons of privacy, as is manipula0on, especially given the 
granularity of the data collected. As the ICCL report further points out, the data collected exposes ci0zens 
to profiling and disinforma0on. There is even a taxonomy created by the adtech industry associa0on, the 
IAB, which standardises how people are micro-targeted (for example, the IAB code 600 denotes ‘Chris0an’). 

Collec0vely these two harms add up to major societal consequences. Profiling on sensi0ve data such as 
religious beliefs can lead to minority groups suffering dispropor0onately in the way they are treated. 
Similarly micro-targe0ng can enable the manipula0on of how people vote in elec0ons. The prolifera0on of 
fake news, targeted at individuals with certain iden0fied propensi0es has fuelled poli0cal polarisa0on and 
the rise of echo chambers where those of a similar persuasion can expound ‘their truth’.  

Increasing awareness of damage caused by tracking and programma>c marke>ng 

A key aim of the GDPR was to protect privacy and it has led to similar ini0a0ves worldwide, notably the 
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA). While these regula0ons have oden proved toothless, they have 
certainly raised awareness of the issue of privacy. And this awareness has been boosted by an army of 
campaigners – Alan Mitchell, Ann Cavoukian, Doc Searls, Drummond Reed, Johnny Ryan, Julian Reacher, 
Katryna Dow, Liz Brandt, Max Schrems, Michael Veale, Professor Nigel Shadbolt, Pat Walshe, Sandy 
Pentland, Shoshana Zuboff and Wolfie Christl – to name a few.  

Some of these people (oden lawyers) are focused on protec0on of personal freedom, others more on 
innova0on and the value that can be created if users are able to control and manage their personal data. 
But all agree on the founda0onal importance of privacy.  

More importantly there is increasing evidence that this awareness is star0ng to change behaviours. Those 
with a vested interest have long hidden behind relevance and personalisa0on as benefits of digital 
adver0sing. And in surveys people will always respond posi0vely if the ques0on is phrased in terms of 
relevant versus generic ads. But increasingly people are becoming aware that this comes at a cost of 
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sharing swathes of personal informa0on. And the overturning of Roe v Wade will make these costs very 
real to those who have previously dismissed them as minor.  

One example, par0cularly popular with younger genera0ons, is dirtying data by using false informa0on – 
fake emails, etc. – to protect themselves from being spammed. More importantly technology providers, 
notably Apple, are introducing tools to limit tracking.  

Apple is seeking to be known for how its products help to preserve privacy. Cynics and open data 
enthusiasts will argue that this is Apple ac0ng in its own interest – keeping the data in its walled garden so 
it can use it for its own revenue genera0ng purposes. But from a privacy point of view, it is s0ll beneficial to 
have personal data in Apple’s walled garden than have it sprayed around the internet millions of 0mes a 
day by RTB par0cipants.  

To support its posi0oning as a champion of privacy, in April 2021 Apple released iOS 14.5 which enabled 
iPhone owners to opt out of being tracked. Flurry Analy0cs has tracked opt-in/out rates since launch and as 
of April 2022, 82% of US iPhone users had opted out of tracking and 75% of global users .  68

The alterna>ve to programma>c – contextual adver>sing 

The issue at stake is tracking rather than digital adver0sing itself. At the moment the two are completely 
intertwined. Even if businesses place adverts with Facebook and Google directly as paid media – rather 
than par0cipa0ng in the real-0me bidding process to place ads on other sites – this data is harvested and 
used by the gruesome twosome who are major enablers of the RTB process. But the link between tracking 
and digital adver0sing can be broken.  

The alterna0ve to tracking is contextual adver0sing which uses broad parameters rather than personal data 
to decide what adverts we are shown. Sustainability without surveillance was the 0tle of the October 2021 
ICCL report and the benefits of non-tracking-based adver0sing was a key focus. Two key findings were “a 
Norwegian news publishing group earned an average of 391% more for contextual ads than tracking based 
ads over 12 months” and “adver0sing revenue increased by 149% when Dutch publisher NPO Group 
replaced tracking-based ads with contextual-based ads.”   69

Now these are just two examples and more research needs to be done to make the case compelling. But 
even then the power of the triopoly to disinform and ram home messages that suit their business model is 
likely to overpower any messaging that highlights the benefits of moving from a tracking-based approach. 
So it is likely that tracking will con0nue for the next few years at least un0l consumer technology 
innova0ons or regula0on make it unsustainable. 

The future of marke>ng 

So where does that leave us? The inevitable conclusion from the above analysis is that marke0ng has 
become the narrowest and meanest version of itself.  
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With the rise of branding, marketers abdicated responsibility for crea0ng value for customers. And this has 
been cemented by the ongoing baTle between brand builders and digital ac0vators over share of spend 
which has turned marke0ng into a 1-P discipline. Further the rise in spend on digital has led marketers to 
wilfully engage in behaviours that are damaging to society – fuelling fraud, invading privacy, enabling data 
breaches, increasing security risks, promo0ng discrimina0on and suppor0ng widespread manipula0on of 
behaviour – all in exchange for priori0sing a medium that has very ques0onable effec0veness. 

Unfortunately, it does not look like geong beTer in the short term. As Hoffmann’s quote at the beginning 
of the chapter highlighted, each genera0on brings its own panacea. Wai0ng in the wings, ready to oust 
performance marketers from their posi0on of prominence, is a cohort or fresh-faced marke0ng geeks who 
want to make non-fungible tokens (NFTs), the metaverse and other tech-based innova0ons marke0ng’s 
next big thing. My best guess is that the next era will be tech-led marke0ng, though its economic 
impera0ve has yet to be defined.  

A number of high-profile brands (such as Nike, Clinique, Coca-Cola, Ray-Ban, Gucci, Louis VuiTon, BMW and 
Bud Light) have embraced these developments – crea0ng NFTs, some0mes in conjunc0on with the 
metaverse, to achieve the tradi0onal marke0ng goals of boos0ng awareness, crea0ng community and 
rewarding loyalty. Whether they achieve these goals beTer than exis0ng methods, which would require 
adop0on spreading beyond the current tech-loving niche fan base, is open to doubt. And using these 
technologies to increase the value provided to customers is not even on the radar.  

The problem with tech-led solu0ons – and NFTs and the Metaverse squarely fall into this category – is that 
the star0ng point is what the technology can do rather than what customers need and value. As a result, 
the laTer is an aderthought (if thought about at all) that is squeezed into a pre-defined set of technical 
parameters. The result is a solu0on looking for a problem and it is rarely as transforma0ve as it is promised 
to be.  

One excep0on is the first itera0on of the internet which enabled businesses to improve the value their 
customer proposi0ons provided, reach more customers and do so at a lower cost. It completely 
transformed sectors such as retail, financial services (payments in par0cular), recruitment, gambling, da0ng 
and pornography, changing the compe00ve landscape in the process. And within businesses it facilitated 
more efficient supply chain and customer rela0onship management. 

Web 2.0 (interac0vity and social media) also had mass uptake because it meant people could stay in touch 
with friends, follow admired brands/people and communicate ideas – all hugely valuable as far as 
consumers are concerned. But with web 3.0 (crypto, blockchain, NFTs, etc) it is not clear what is really in it 
for consumers.  

But that hasn’t stopped the marke0ng world from embracing the hype, with ad agencies and technology 
vendors crea0ng specialist crypto and metaverse teams, all with the aim of persuading clients to drink the 
Kool-Aid. The result will be hysteria over the next couple of years before a likely implosion of interest as 
these technologies plunge from what the Gartner hype cycle calls the peak of inflated expecta0on into the 
trough of disillusionment. But the thing with technology is there will be another thing just around the 
corner, which is why tech-led marke0ng could be with us for a while.   

 



The status of marke>ng 

But even without the credibility damage that tech-led marke0ng could bring, the status of marke0ng is 
already perilous, notably its standing with CEOs is poor. According to the Fournaise Group, “we tracked that 
80% of today's CEOs admit that they do not really trust and are not very impressed by the work done by 
their marketers – while by comparison, 95% of those same CEOs do trust and value the opinions and work 
of CFO and CIOs.”  70

Mark Ritson puts it even more strongly: “Talking crap about Instagram millennials might get you to the top 
of the marke0ng ladder, but once you get to the big room on the top floor these superficial tac0cal robes 
are quickly ripped away to reveal the naked impostor beneath. The CEO, CFO, CTO, CHRO, and general 
counsel look on with the amused, embarrassed countenance of friends who have discovered you are s0ll 
breaszeeding your 12-year-old.”   71

One consequence is that the tenure of CMOs is the shortest of any C-suite execu0ve. According to a 2017 
HBR ar0cle by Kimberly Whitler and Neil Morgan, analysis by the headhunters Korn Ferry, found that CMOs 
stay in office for 4.1 years on average; CIOs average 4.3 years; CHROs 5.0 years; CFOs, 5.1 years; while CEOs 
do best of all averaging 8.0 years. The authors go on to say, “our own research indicates that churn rates 
may be even worse: We found that 57% of CMOs have been in their posi0on three years or less.”  In some 72

cases CMOs are being replaced by Chief Customer Officers or Chief Growth Officers.  

But most damning of all is the paucity of CMOs that sit on company boards. Research undertaken in 2019 
by another group of headhunters, Spencer Stuart, iden0fied only 26 board seats at Fortune 1000 
companies being currently occupied by marke0ng leaders.  Given each board will typically have ten or 73

more board members, that is a minute percentage for an ac0vity that should be driving company growth.  

So what can be done about it? Already there is a bit of a rebound towards priori0sing brand building over 
performance marke0ng – Airbnb being an example that has been gleefully cited by the branding 
community.  And as the Cannes Lion awards show, adver0sing agencies are latching onto brand purpose as 74

a way to build brand equity.  

The shame is that marke0ng isn’t rebounding to focus on customer u0lity and value. That is s0ll a viable 
and profitable strategy if marketers would embrace it. This was highlighted to me in a conversa0on last 
year with Thierry Zamora, a CMO with experience of working at mul0ple Silicon Valley businesses such as 
Electronic Arts (EA), GoPro and TwiTer for example.  

We were arguing about the effec0veness of digital performance marke0ng, with Thierry arguing that it 
could work very well, ci0ng an example from his 0me at EA. His point was that in gaming a great 0me to 
persuade a customer to upgrade (buy a new weapon, for example) is when they have just failed to reach 
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the next level. The marke0ng messaging is simple, ‘with this new gun/sword/axe you will more easily reach 
level 19’.  

But to me this is less about performance marke0ng and more about customer u0lity. The customer has an 
outcome in mind, reaching the next level, and they have a number of jobs that they need to complete to do 
so – killing zombies, naviga0ng mazes, avoiding booby traps, etc. – and what EA was doing was helping 
them to more easily accomplish these tasks.  

Marke0ng may not control some of the key levers of crea0ng value for customers, with products owned by 
the CPO rather than CMO and services managed by digital teams, but it can s0ll create value by providing 
the right informa0on at the right 0me via the right channel to customers.  

This is marke0ng-as-a-service, where marketers redefine their role as helping customers achieve their 
desired outcome and complete their JTBDs. Many of these jobs are informa0on related, so they are in the 
sweet spot for marke0ng to support, and they cover the whole customer experience lifecycle – helping 
customers iden0fy that they have a need, helping customers specify what it is they actually need, helping 
customers iden0fy the op0ons that they have, helping customers select between these op0ons, helping 
them transact, helping them with installa0on and ini0al use, helping them with support and maintenance, 
helping them iden0fy upgrades that would be beneficial and finally helping them with end-of-life ac0vi0es 
such as disposal.  

All this would have a major impact on the key customer metrics – acquisi0on, reten0on, cross- and up-
selling, and profitability. These all add up to faster growth – the economic impera0ve of the 1960-1990 
customer u0lity era.  

But I don’t see it happening as crea0ng value for customers is so far off the marke0ng radar these days. 
Senior marketers only think in terms of brand marke0ng and performance marke0ng – and maybe tech-led 
marke0ng in the future. The good news for customer experience (CX) professionals is that this creates a 
massive hole which CX can fill.  

All businesses want to grow and you cannot grow unless you have a clear strategy for crea0ng value for 
customers so as to create value for the business. This is what CX strategy should be all about.  

But despite their being this amazing opportunity, the CX community is missing out on really making an 
impact at senior management levels through religious adherence to principles, prac0ces and 
pronouncements that alienate C-suite execu0ves. As a result of which it has even less credibility in the C-
suite than marke0ng! This is the focus of the next chapter.  

 



2. CX profession is fluffing the opportunity that has been presented 

The decline of marke)ng has created a huge opportunity for customer experience to become a C-suite 
focus but the quasi-religious adherence by CX prac))oners to a one-size-fits-all approach and other 
flawed thinking is preven)ng this from happening.  

The previous chapter highlighted the gap that customer experience can fill. This would involve owning the 
whole process of crea0ng value for customers to create value for the business. But the chances of CX 
prac00oners establishing sufficient credibility to be given such a broad responsibility is minimal due to self-
inflicted harms, though this can be changed.  

This lack of credibility stems from how CX professionals talk about customer experience – unques0oning 
adherence to ideals that have been laid out by industry gurus and ignoring business context in the process; 
a desire to emulate exemplars whether they are relevant comparators or not; a focus on opera0onal issues 
rather than strategic ones; the eleva0on of ‘best prac0ces’ over appropriate prac0ces; a desire to delight 
customers with amazing service and fric0onless experiences whether that is strategically valuable or not; 
and a focus on metrics such as customer sa0sfac0on (CSAT), net promoter scores (NPS) or customer effort 
scores (CES) rather than the commercial metrics that maTer to senior management.  
  
CX has even less credibility than marke>ng 

The previous chapter detailed how distrusted CMOs have become – how few sit on company boards. But if 
we look at how many CX prac00oners make it to the top table, the situa0on is even more pi0ful.  

For a start, rela0vely few businesses have Chief Customer Officers (CCO). The CCO role is not new, but there 
has been renewed excitement in the CX trade press recently, sugges0ng the role is coming back. The 
problem is that the numbers remain small.  

In a November 2021 post, CNBC enthused: “a big focus in the C-suites of many of the world’s largest 
corpora0ons has been the crea0on of a new execu0ve rank: Chief Customer Officer.”  But it then went on 75

to name just five companies where this role has been recently ins0tuted – CVS Health, McDonald’s, Under 
Armour, United Natural Foods and Walgreens. (Volkswagen has also recently created a CCO role.) The 
boTom line is that CCOs are a long way from being ever-present at large companies.  

At the same 0me some companies are geong rid of the role. According to Neil Sid at MyCustomer: 
“Bloomin’ Brands Inc., parent company of restaurant chains such as Outback Steakhouse, announced last 
month that it is abolishing the role of chief customer officer, with the chief marke0ng officer taking control 
of customer strategy.”   76

More concerning for ambi0ous CX professionals is that these new CCOs have not come up through a classic 
customer experience career path. Manu Steijaert, the recently appointed CCO at McDonald’s, had a few 
s0nts in field services but prior to his eleva0on, the bulk of his experience was in opera0onal roles, along 
with 0me as Managing Director of McDonald’s in the Netherlands. It is a similar story with Massimo 
BaraTo, Chief Consumer Officer at Under Armour. His background includes being a CMO and some 
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managing director roles before becoming CCO. The same applies to Tracey Brown, CCO at Walgreens, and 
Dr Markus Kleimann, Chief Experience Officer at Volkswagen.  

What these people do have in common is a background in strategic decision making and none of them talk 
about having any customer experience cer0fica0on on their LinkedIn profiles. Having a Cer0fied Customer 
Experience Professional (CCXP) qualifica0on won’t help you become a CCO (and it may even be a 
hindrance). 

Not surprisingly given the paucity of CCOs, the number that become CEOs is minimal. And it was deemed 
newsworthy in the customer experience world when the Chief Customer Officer of the Principality Building 
Society in the UK, Julie-Ann Haines, was named its new CEO.  Put bluntly, customer experience 77

management is not a well-trodden route to the top, despite the good arguments for it being so.  

In part the lack of progression CX offers is due to the rela0ve immaturity of the profession – it has been 
around for only 20 years. And during that 0me the enthusiasm for having a CCO has waxed and waned. 
Google Trends highlights a peak in 2004-2005, ader which the ini0al enthusiasm cools.  

The typical remit of a CCO covers marke0ng, sales and service. According to Camille Nicita, managing 
director North America at Gongos, "The CCO fosters a customer-centric ecosystem that includes aligning 
the organisa0on internally to succeed with an authen0c customer-centric presence."  (Later in the chapter 78

we will come to why customer-centricity is a false grail.)   

While CX experts like Nicita extol the importance of a CCO from a philosophical point of view, poli0cally the 
role is a difficult one as it steps on the toes of powerful people. The breadth of the CCO role means it 
impinges more on the strategic decision-making responsibili0es of the CEO than narrower C-suite roles.  

At the same 0me, it also acts as a blocker to influen0al underlings who control the majority of customer-
facing expenditure – the CMO in business-to-consumer (B2C) sectors and Chief Sales Officer (CSO) in 
business-to-business (B2B) industries. These roles are cri0cal to commercial success – as such, the people 
in them want to report to the CEO directly rather than through an intermediary. If they are blocked by a 
CCO, they will try to oust them. And if they manage to circumvent them, then the CCO becomes liTle more 
than a ceremonial figure.  

So no surprise that businesses like Bloomin’ Brands are geong rid of the CCO role. Also by focusing on 
marke0ng, sales and service and not including oversight of the product organisa0on, one of the most 
important factors as far as customers are concerned is excluded from the CCO’s responsibili0es. (Given the 
importance of product interac0ons, arguably responsibility for the end-to-end customer experience should 
be part of the Chief Product & Service Officer’s role.)  

Without a CCO in charge, leadership of customer experience is downgraded to a ‘head of’ posi0on, with 
limited accountability and responsibility. This was confirmed by research undertaken by MyCustomer for 
Confirmit.   79
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This found that less than 40% of customer experience leaders reported directly to the CEO. More 
damningly, the research discovered that “CSAT and NPS are commonly used to gauge CX programme 
success by CX leaders – but few measure its business value with financial metrics.” A not surprising 
consequence was that only 9% of CX leaders saw Return on Investment (ROI) as a priority in the coming 18 
months.  

As is highlighted in more detail below, NPS is an indirect measure of success. What maTers to shareholders 
is ROI and any execu0ve with aspira0ons to be CEO needs to prove they can deliver on that front. So if CX 
leads are not responsible for delivering commercial results, the chances of their being promoted to the C-
suite are slim. Lack of commercial responsibility is down to lack of trust – customer experience is not taken 
seriously as a business discipline (for the reasons outline below). And changing that requires CX 
professionals to dras0cally enhance their skills beyond what current training and on-the-job working 
delivers. Then transform the percep0on that senior execu0ves have of them by showing they can think 
strategically rather than parrot the tradi0onal fallacies.  

There was a fashion a few years ago for customer experience experts to write CX guides for CEOs. As 
valuable as these guides may have been, even more valuable would have been a guide for CX prac00oners 
to what CEOs want – their priori0es, what keeps them awake at night and what captures their aTen0on. 
But as most CEOs have more important things to do, such a book has yet to wriTen.  

The irony is that while empathy towards external customers is universally lauded in the CX world, empathy 
towards internal customers – in the form of those in the C-suite and their strategic priori0es – receives next 
to no aTen0on. The CX guides for CEOs seek to educate and inform them as to why customer experience is 
a key component of business success. At the same 0me, they presume to state what good CX looks like, 
without reference to a business’s specific context – its industry, market posi0on, intended differen0a0on, 
scale and the level of resources the business can invest in customer experience. Most wri0ng on CX 
strategy glosses over such context when it should be the most cri0cal considera0on.   

At this point you may be thinking – there is no way that customer experience team will be given such broad 
responsibility in my organisa0on. Possibly, but the decline in the influence of marke0ng has created a 
vacuum which customer experience can fill if CX professionals show they have the strategic and commercial 
smarts to make the most of the opportunity. The 0me for CX leaders with ambi0on to grab this opportunity 
is now.   

I use the term ambi0on deliberately. Doubtless there are many people in the CX tribe who are happy with 
the way things are – delivering change in contact centres, mapping journeys to improve digital experiences 
and improving service levels across the board. But if your career ambi0ons are bigger than that and you 
want to be part of a new community – let’s call it the #CXProToCEO tribe – then a completely new way of 
thinking is required. Paying heed to the standard books, ar0cles and webinars is more likely to hold you 
back than help you achieve your goals and aspira0ons. 

The rise of the CX monoculture 

At the heart of this problem is the religious adherence to the CX monoculture that is fostered by 
publica0ons, social media pronouncements and training programmes.  

Over the past twenty years, the customer experience profession has developed and matured. For the most 
part these developments have been posi0ve with advances in tools (such as journey mapping) and 
 



professional standards. But in its rush to professionalism, the CX industry has created a one-size-fits-all 
approach to customer experience strategy. If you follow CX-related hashtags on TwiTer or LinkedIn, the 
same themes crop up again and again - deligh0ng customers by delivering amazing service, fric0onless 
experiences and being customer-centric. 

Defaul0ng to a norm is the an0thesis of differen0a0on – it leads to sameness and discourages innova0on. 
Strategy is about how you deploy your scarce resources to achieve superior financial returns by being 
dis0nc0ve from compe0tors. There are no givens (beyond legal and ethical considera0ons), just choices. 
And when there is zeal for absolutes, good strategy development suffers. 

Effec0ve CX strategy development requires a willingness to be different – listening to all the advice that is 
on offer but not feeling pressured into following others because the CX filter bubble asserts it is the right 
thing to do. So while these social media pronouncements are grounded in years of CX experience and oden 
display virtuoso insight, they ignore context and the basics of good strategy development. As a result they 
are unlikely to be appropriate and may even be dangerous.   

Adrian Swinscoe, author of Punk CX, likens the customer experience profession of today to the 1970s rock 
scene. The early 1970s saw the rise of progressive or ‘prog’ rock which Swinscoe describes as “overly 
technical, too elaborate and complicated, inwardly focused, a liTle exclusive and in danger of disappearing 
up its own a***”.  80

Extended guitar solos were one of the features of prog rock as ar0sts sought to outdo each other with 
displays of their virtuosity. But for the most part they ended up all sounding just the same. Ul0mately they 
were simply varia0ons around a common theme with what made them similar – the prog rock ethos – a far 
more powerful force than the technical dis0nc0ons that made each one slightly different.  

The parallel that Swinscoe draws with the CX industry is very apt. Many of the musings of CX experts on 
social media are designed to be dis0nc0ve – for obvious reasons – but because they are all based on the 
same set of assump0ons, they end up all sounding the same. If you share the same core beliefs your ability 
to be radically different in what you say is completely curtailed.  

The self-importance of prog rock created a backlash in the form of punk rock. In Swinscoe’s words punk 
rock “dared to be different and was OK with the fact that not everyone liked that.” I’m not sure Johnny 
RoTen will go down as a business genius but being different and being OK with not everyone liking what 
you offer is at the core of good strategic thinking. Strategy is about choices, including deciding who you are 
not trying to please. That oden translates into offering less on one dimension to offer more on another. Or 
as Swinscoe puts it, being great at one or two things is beTer than being average a lot. 

6 Reasons why standard CX thinking prevents CX becoming a C-suite priority 

If we translate this into specifics, there are six reasons why standard CX thinking will hold you back if you 
are trying to make customer experience a C-suite priority and elevate yourself accordingly.  

 Punk CX says ‘Great at a few or average at a lot’, Adrian Swinscoe, adrianswinscoe.com, 19 August 201980

 



Reason 1: Selec>ng exemplars based on philosophy rather than financial performance 

If you accept the principle of CX being a commercial discipline, the star0ng point should be iden0fying 
relevant comparator businesses with superior growth records and superior profitability, then seeking to 
learn from these exemplars about the customer experiences they deliver. But the CX profession does the 
opposite – its star0ng point is philosophical rather than commercial. 

As a result the same narrow pool of exemplars crop up 0me and 0me again – Zappos, Nordstrom, 
Southwest Airlines, Starbucks, Ritz Carlton or other leading hotel chains. All of these conform to the 
monocultural view of what a great experience looks like – empathe0c and human, going above and 
beyond, adap0ve to individual consumer needs, etc. – rather than a results-driven view.  

These companies do deliver a great experience, no doubt. But they are not the only ones if you define 
great from a commercial perspec0ve – crea0ng value for customers to create value for the business. And 
when we look through the lens of business success, we get a very different perspec0ve on what a good 
customer experience looks like.  

Let’s take the airline industry as an example. Over the ten years leading up to the start of the pandemic, the 
ultra-low-cost carriers (ULCCs) took the industry by storm. As the late Sampson Lee, former President of 
Global CEM, pointed out,  they have grown at excep0onal rates because they deliver great value to 81

customers in the form of low prices and the experience they provide is in keeping with that proposi0on.  

The ULCCs are examples of businesses pursuing a strategy based on opera0onal excellence that enables 
them to deliver low prices, fast turnarounds and good reliability with only a basic level of service being 
provided. Over the ten years to 2019 easyJet, jetBlue and Ryanair showed a compounded annual growth 
rate in passenger numbers of 6-9% per annum (see Figure 5 below) and in revenues of 9-11%, all while 
increasing the load factor – the key determinant in profitability – meaning that profits grew at over 12% per 
annum. By contrast, over the same period Southwest Airlines, a darling of the CX industry, enjoyed 
passenger growth of only 5% on a compound annual basis. 

 
Figure 6: Growth in passenger volumes, 2011-2019   

 Stop Prac0cing Fake CX, Sampson Lee, LinkedIn post, 9 April 201881

 



Now I am not trying to argue that because jetBlue has grown faster than Southwest, it provides a beTer 
experience. But what I am saying is that good is not uniform – what good looks like depends on your 
strategy, not a set of CX profession norms. And in the context of their strategy, jetBlue has provided an 
experience that has enabled it to grow faster than a noted CX exemplar in their industry.  

Lee made the same point about IKEA. IKEA has bucked the trend of retailers failing beyond their home 
markets and now has 433 stores in 40 countries. It has done this by tailoring its product range to local 
tastes while retaining the core trade-off in its proposi0on. Trade-offs are the essence of good strategy – you 
cut out certain things from your offering to enable you to be brilliant at others (even just one thing).  

At IKEA customers enjoy a wide choice of well-designed furniture at a reasonable price but the shopping 
experience is func0onal rather than enjoyable and efforzul rather than convenient – customers must 
assemble the furniture themselves. By the standards of conven0onal CX thinking, IKEA should be seeking to 
delight and reduce effort, but the experience it provides is totally appropriate for its value proposi0on and 
overall strategy. More importantly it has proved to be amazingly successful.  

Of course it would be quite easy to test the hypothesis that the much cited CX exemplars have delivered 
beTer superior financial performance to relevant comparators – just re-read the books of Colin Shaw, 
Shaun Smith and others who wrote about customer experience in the early 2000s, create a list of the 
companies cited and then analyse whether they have outperformed their sectors in financial terms (sales, 
profit, return on capital) or in returns to shareholders (dividends plus share price apprecia0on). But no one 
has chosen to do that.  

Reason 2: The deifica>on of customer-centricity 

Probably the greatest damage to the credibility of CX with the C-suite is the parro0ng of the need to be 
customer-centric. It is a prescrip0on that is falsely jus0fied, an0-strategic, hypocri0cal, self-serving and 
overly simplis0c. Using it is likely to hinder rather than help you achieve your goals.   

My issue is with the word ‘centricity’ and the commonly held defini0on of customer-centricity as puong 
the customer at the centre of everything you do. I have no problem with expressions such as customer-
focused or customer-led – and I think these terms have all the advantage of bringing aTen0on to what 
creates value for customers without the baggage that the centricity suffix brings. That said, my preference 
is always to spell it out – your focus should be on crea0ng value for customers to create value for the 
business. It takes a bit more effort to be specific but the greater clarity it brings is worth it.   

In truth I don’t think many CX prac00oners think about what centricity really means and use it as a default 
seong – to be part of the CX tribe I need to wear my support for customer-centricity as a badge – search 
for “customer-centric” in people and you get the best part of half a million hits.  But it is worth no0ng that 82

many of the most revered voices in the industry choose to use one of the alterna0ves men0oned above.  

I do accept that if you are seeking to change the culture within a customer-facing func0on such as 
customer service, then using customer-centricity as a clarion call makes sense (although customer-focused 
would work just as well). But if you are thinking strategically and working with senior managers from across 
the business on a major transforma0on, then it is more of a hindrance than a help.   

 Search for customer-centric without inverted commas and the results top 5 million82

 



Falsely jus*fied 

As highlighted above, there are sectors where businesses delivering low prices have outperformed those 
focusing on delivering a superior customer experience. But that hasn’t stopped researchers from trying to 
jus0fy customer-centricity on the grounds that it delivers superior performance. The problem with these 
studies is that they are seriously flawed and most CEOs would laugh if they looked at them.  

Customer-centricity can only be defined in very loose terms such as puong the customer at the centre of 
everything we do. The problem with such vague defini0ons is knowing whether you are being successful or 
not. Measures such as NPS, CSAT and standard customer strategy metrics (covering customer acquisi0on, 
reten0on, growth and profitability) quan0fy effects rather than causes. We need to be able to 0e changes 
in these outcome measures to effec0ve measurement of customer-centricity if we are to understand the 
impact it is having.  

But as there is no way of 0ghtly defining customer-centricity, there is no way of objec0vely measuring it so 
we can understand whether it delivers desired results. And without an objec0ve way of defining and 
measuring it, we cannot track whether improving customer-centricity defini0vely impacted the KPIs that 
the C-suite really care about.   

Despite that, there have been a number of studies aTemp0ng to jus0fy the importance of customer-
centricity, but they employ false jus0fica0on. 

Some of these have fallen into the same post hoc trap that Stengel fell into when trying to ra0onalise the 
importance of brand purpose – picking out top performing companies and retrofiong the delivery of a 
superior experience onto those selected.   

Others have used subjec0ve and ques0onable survey techniques.  

One example of the laTer is an EIU study (sponsored by Genesys) which states: “64% of execu0ves who 
said CX is important to their organisa0on’s future investment priori0es believe their company is more 
profitable than their compe0tors. Almost two thirds (59%) of these respondents also believe they have 
beTer revenue growth than their compe0tors, and 63% believe they offer a more posi0ve customer 
experience.”   83

Studies using the same self-scoring methodology have been produced by the XM Ins0tute , which 84

according to a Forbes ar0cle “shows that 89% of companies that lead with customer experience perform 
beTer financially than their peers”  and by Vantage Partners which claimed that companies repor0ng a 85

“very mature” level of customer-centricity experienced 2.5X revenue growth compared with those 
repor0ng their company was “very immature.”   86

There are mul0ple problems with these studies.  
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The first problem is that because customer-centricity is so hard to 0e down, they all rely on subjec0ve 
defini0ons to define leading with customer experience or a company’s level of customer-centricity. Not a 
great start.  

More importantly, because they are self-scored there is no authen0ca0on of either the rela0ve level of 
customer-centricity or the rela0ve revenue growth. The studies are subjec0ve, non-verified and defini0vely 
do not ‘show’ that customer-centricity leads to superior financial performance, as the CX expert cited 
above claims. The thinking is that if these execu0ves believe that they are more customer-centric and faster 
growing than their compe0tors, that’s OK then. And as far as the CX professionals who amplify these 
studies are concerned, that would appear to be the case. 

Thirdly they do not account for other factors. Success has many claimants so managers in successful 
businesses are prone to claim that it is superiority in their area is a key factor. So if the supply chain or 
opera0ons team or finance teams were asked similar ques0ons about their level of maturity, they likely 
would have scored themselves as highly. If these studies were rigorous, they would be exploring the 
possibility that success in other areas could be the true reason for financial success.  

This further raises the possibility of reverse causality – that success due to other factors has generated 
higher profits which has enabled more to be invested in customer-facing ac0vi0es, thereby giving the 
illusion that the laTer drives the former when the opposite is true. But in none of these studies was there 
an aTempt to inves0gate alterna0ve theories because in all cases the authors had a desired outcome in 
mind and were not interested in seeking out evidence that could possibly counter their star0ng hypothesis.  

The fundamental issue is that these studies cons0tute self-interest, wrapped in a coa0ng of pseudo-
science. They are Bozonomics – fatuous jus0fica0ons aimed at those with an agenda to push so they won’t 
apply the cri0cal thinking necessary to expose them for what they are. The problem is that most CEOs 
aren’t bozos and won’t buy into this type of baloney.  

But they gain trac0on when someone starts from a philosophical viewpoint and then contorts themselves 
to find evidence to support it. In the process they fail to recognise that customer experience should be 
contextual – that the experience offered by successful businesses like Ryanair and easyJet is completely in 
line with their value proposi0on and that is en0rely appropriate. But because they don’t fit the mould of 
what a good experience is supposed to look like, they are excluded.   

Un0l there is recogni0on that there are good and suitable alterna0ves to the monocultural view of being 
customer-centric, the industry will con0nue to lack credibility because it will con0nue to be forced into 
cherry-picking evidence to ra0onalise why it should be priori0sed. And as Stengel found, that type of 
jus0fica0on just results in loss of credibility and trustworthiness.  

An*-strategic 

One of the cornerstones of the CX monoculture is the idea of seeking to delight customers through 
providing amazing service or fric0onless experiences. Clearly anyone who promotes lack of fric0on as a 
universal benefit has never had sex or had their back scratched. Even in the context of B2C experiences it 
shows flawed thinking for three reasons.  

 



Firstly when much of the pleasure is in an0cipa0on – like ordering a luxury good that is customised to the 
consumer’s specific desires – delaying realisa0on heightens the pleasure. Secondly a delay can make a 
applica0on process seem fairer and more human – your failed request for a loan has been looked at by an 
individual rather than simply being rejected because the algorithm says no. Thirdly it can help prevent 
consumers from making a bad decision if a pause to give them 0me for reflec0on is engineered into the 
experience. So it is far from being a universally good thing in terms of experience design, and that is even 
before you get to the ques0on of whether it is strategically appropriate or not.  

The belief in amazing service has its roots in customer contact centre transforma0on where improving 
service levels is oden a priority, par0cularly for CX professionals (but not necessarily for CFOs). Establishing 
a vision of a future which entails amazing service and deligh0ng customers can be helpful in this context. 
But we need to remember that there may be other priori0es – reducing cost to serve, for example – and it 
may not fit with the overall business strategy. It doesn’t make sense to delight customers with amazing 
service if you are focused on delivering value to customers by offering very low prices, like easyJet or IKEA. 

While offering amazing service would appear to be a great thing to do on the surface, it comes with costs. 
Firstly there is the direct cost – the 0me taken to go above and beyond customers’ expecta0ons. Secondly 
there is an indirect one in the form of customers’ expecta0ons being raised, meaning they are more likely 
to be disappointed if they don’t experience excellent service levels next 0me they call.  

That said, seeking to delight customers is clearly the right thing to do so long as it is strategically 
appropriate and the excep0onal service levels can be sustained. But in others it may be beTer to aim to 
sa0sfy rather than to delight – achieve parity on service levels because dis0nc0veness is achieved in other 
ways. A commercial choice needs to be made based on costs and benefits, compe00ve posi0oning and 
strategic fit.  

When considering strategic fit, Michael Treacy and Fred Wiersema describe three value drivers in their 
seminal book The Discipline of Market Leaders. These value drivers are the ways in which market leading 
businesses successfully create value for both customers and shareholders – product leadership, opera0onal 
excellence and customer in0macy.  

When you consider all three of these value drivers, only with a strategy of customer in0macy does 
customer-centricity make sense. But businesses following opera0onal excellence (such as easyJet) or 
product leadership strategies (such as Nike) also need to design the experiences they deliver to customers. 
These experiences need to reflect how they create value for their customers – defaul0ng to ideas derived 
from a different way of compe0ng won’t work.   

Hypocri*cal and self-serving 

Customer in0macy manifests itself in proac0vity and customising the service provided to the specific needs 
of the recipient. This requires a high level of understanding of business context, matched to a willingness to 
adapt the offering to what creates most value. It is a pre-requisite for consul0ng businesses, the irony is 
that any CX consultant who always prescribes customer-centricity as the right strategy for their clients is 
being the opposite of customer in0mate. Promo0ng customer-centricity in all situa0ons is not client-centric 
– it is hypocrisy writ large.  

Another problem with the CX professionals demanding customer-centricity is that it is so obviously self-
serving. Consequently it can be dismissed as “they would say that, wouldn’t they?” 
 



The logical consequence of customer-centricity is that customer-facing teams should be more important 
than all other teams in the business and that the person who owns customer experience should be 
elevated above other senior managers. This is not going to win friends in high places – it is the opposite of 
being empathe0c to the internal customers to whom you must sell your CS strategy.  

Now I am the first to say that customer experience should be a C-suite priority – that is the whole focus of 
this book ader all. But how you get there is important. Whereas everyone in the organisa0on can get 
behind “being more customer-focused” asser0ng the need to be customer-centric is more likely to alienate 
than align. It comes across as arguing the organisa0on should be CX team-centric. 

That was certainly the view of one CEO I discussed this topic with. He said he would not allow anyone 
preaching customer-centricity into his business as it would be akin to those in customer-facing roles saying 
they were more important than any other part of the organisa0on. It would be divisive and the resentment 
it would cause would not help achieve the desired change of improving the customer experience.  

Overly simplis*c (1) – crea*on of an unprofitability trap  

If you take the idea of customer-centricity to an extreme, you give everything away free to customers. You 
are so focused on crea0ng value for customers that crea0ng value for the business (and looking ader other 
stakeholders) is sacrificed.  

No one who advocates customer-centricity really means that (at least I hope not), but the risk is that the 
share of value created flows too much to customers and not enough to the business.  

This is the problem the poster children for customer-centricity – WeWork, Airbnb and Uber – all 
experienced. Valua0ons of these businesses have plummeted as investors have become increasingly 
concerned that they cannot escape the unprofitability trap.  

For example, in summer 2019, when it was supposed to be quoted on the New York Stock Exchange, 
WeWork’ principal investor Sodbank valued the business at $49 billion. The Ini0al Public Offering (IPO) 
never took place due to the misgivings of the mutual funds and pension funds expected to buy shares. And 
Sodbank subsequently slashed its valua0on at end December 2019 to around $7 billion and again to under 
$3 billion at the end of March 2020 once the impact of the pandemic started to become clear. Eventually in 
October 2021 it went public through a special purpose acquisi0on company with a valua0on of $9 billion. 
While popular with customers, it con0nues to be unprofitable with earnings before interest, tax, 
deprecia0on and amor0sa0on (EBITDA) es0mated to be in range of -$400 million to -$475 million for 2022.   

By contrast, both Airbnb’s and Uber’s 2020 IPOs were successful, with the economic impacts of COVID-19 
seen as short term rather than as an invalida0on of their whole model. Airbnb is valued at around $73 
billion (as of May 2022) having never made a profit although it is expected to be profitable in 2022. 
Similarly, Uber is valued at $46 billion and is not expected to make a profit un0l 2024. Clarity about its long-
term viability is also missing.  

Of course, the same was said of Amazon back in the early 2000s. Amazon’s mission is to be the most 
customer-centric business in the world and the value it creates for customers is excep0onal – low prices, 
wide choice, convenience, speed of service and no quibble returns. But if we were to use Wiersema and 
Treacy’s classifica0on, Amazon’s primary value driver is its excep0onal opera0onal excellence where it is 
 



miles ahead of any of its compe0tors, rather than customer in0macy. And because of this it can deliver 
amazing value to customers and s0ll make money.  

But in addi0on to the efficiency of its opera0ng model, is Amazon also customer-centric? Bezos’s insistance 
on there being an empty chair in mee0ngs to represent the customer is sugges0ve that it is. But do you get 
a customised service from Amazon? No. Are you able to communicate with Amazon through a channel of 
your choice? No. Can you speak to anyone if you want to discuss something? No. Is Amazon a human and 
empathe0c business? No (especially if you consider how staff are treated like robots.)  

Amazon’s product lis0ngs are also driven by what is most profitable for Amazon rather than what is in best 
interests of customers. In a blog piece, Cary Doctorow outlines how product lis0ngs are the result of 
compe00on among sellers rather than a best fit for customers. “Amazon is collec0ng billions from the 
sellers who rely on the company as their main retail channel, who are locked in a bidding war to buy the 
top spots in search and product pages.”  This is a long way from how anyone would describe customer-87

centricity.  

Another strike comes in the form of the dark paTerns that Amazon uses in its customer experience, 
including winning the dark paTern of the year award at the 2018 UK UX (user experience) awards. Dark 
paTerns use what we have learnt from behavioural science to deliberately trick or mislead users into 
ac0ons they might not have otherwise taken. They are most obvious in the social media domain where 
businesses seek to manipulate our dopamine levels – the pleasure surges we experience – to encourage us 
to spend more and more 0me on their plazorms. But Amazon also uses them to make it both 
uncomfortable and difficult when customers try to unsubscribe from one of its services, such as Prime.  

Many UX designers regard such behaviour as unethical – the opposite of customer-centric. There is no 
doubt that Amazon is an amazingly successful company, but to classify it as customer-centric because that 
is how it describes itself is to misunderstand, in my opinion, the real reason for its success.  

Uber, WeWork and Airbnb are s0ll at the early stage where they are s0ll subsidising customers to use the 
service. Currently markets are an0cipa0ng they will find a path to profitability and if they do, like Amazon it 
will be excep0onal opera0onal excellence that gets them there rather than customer-centricity.    

Overly simplis*c (2) – downgrades importance of staff sa*sfac*on 

At a customer experience conference about five years ago, the keynote speaker was a senior execu0ve 
from the John Lewis Partnership – a business that has consistently been ranked at or near the top in the 
annual UK Customer Sa0sfac0on Index survey.  

He proudly announced that John Lewis wasn’t customer-centric – it was staff-centric (or partner-centric to 
use his exact words – with John Lewis being a partnership where employees share in the profits of the 
company). Staff-centricity is also something that Richard Branson has preached and prac0ced at Virgin, 
where delivering a superior customer experience has been the mainstay for breaking into new markets.  

The rela0onship between staff sa0sfac0on and customer sa0sfac0on was first noted nearly 30 years ago in 
a pioneering ar0cle by KD Hoffman and TN Ingram in the Journal of Services Marke0ng. And it remains a 
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constant theme in business publica0ons such as the Harvard Business Review to this day.  Even in an age 88

of increasing self-service, when you do want to speak to someone, it is important that they are empathe0c, 
energe0c and helpful – all of which is more likely if they are happy in their job.  

So if staff-centricity is that important, we now are looking at twin centrici0es – staff-centric to be customer-
centric. But the reality is even more complicated than that. 

Overly simplis*c (3) – ignores importance of other stakeholders 

Staff and customers are not the only stakeholders in a business – the interests of suppliers, partners, local 
communi0es and, of course, shareholders need to be considered by the CEO, indeed by all members of 
senior management. (And from a customer perspec0ve, both suppliers and partners oden pay a key role in 
the experience that is delivered.) 

Having developed the idea that the value exchange in customer strategy could be applied to other 
stakeholders. I wrote an ar0cle for the Harvard Business Review website on how a mul0-stakeholder 
approach to strategy development could be of benefit to shareholders  and co-authored an ar0cle for 89

Strategy , the journal of the Strategic Planning Society, on how crea0ng a stakeholder scorecard would be 90

a way of opera0onalising such an approach. (More detail on this is included in Chapter 4.) 

At the 0me of my wri0ng these ar0cles there were far more prominent voices arguing for a mul0-
stakeholder approach, including the senior partner of the consultancy McKinsey. But it wasn’t un0l 2019 
that this idea really become mainstream when the Business Roundtable announced the release of a new 
statement on the purpose of a corpora0on. This statement was signed by 181 CEOs who commiTed to lead 
their companies for the benefit of all stakeholders – customers, employees, suppliers, communi0es and 
shareholders. This replaced the previous more singular focus on the purpose of corpora0ons being to 
benefit shareholders.  

This caused a minor uproar among proponents of the view that maximising profits is the duty of a business 
and the best way to drive efficient alloca0on of resources in an economy.  Missing from these arguments 91

was a nuanced understanding that shareholder value growth is not sustainable if the interests of other 
stakeholders are trampled in the process. As with building brand value, increasing shareholder value 
requires obliquity and an indirect approach.  

However the direct approach was very popular in the 1980s, led by the likes of Jack Welch of GE, and in the 
1990s when ‘Chainsaw’ Al Dunlap achieved notoriety. GE was of course hugely successful under Welch but 
since his re0rement it has struggled. By contrast Time named Dunlap one of the 10 worst bosses of all 
0me . And while his approach of mass redundancies and squeezing suppliers (coupled with dodgy 92

accoun0ng) boosted short term profits, it proved to be the equivalent of enforced corporate anorexia. 
(Sunbeam, where Dunlap had been CEO un0l he was fired in 1999, filed for bankruptcy in 2001).  
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At the other end of the spectrum, the Business Roundtable’s announcement was hailed as a win for 
customer-centricity by enthusiasts who saw it as an opportunity to promote their own agenda.  In fact it 93

was the complete opposite. It sought to make the case for recognising the importance of all stakeholders, 
not replacing shareholder-centricity with customer-centricity. But this was ignored by the zealots.  

Of course, no business can exist without customers, but nor can any but the very smallest survive without 
staff or suppliers or perhaps partners. Customers may be primus inter pares – first among equals – but does 
that really amount to centricity? (And if you look up mul0-centricity, the only use of that term relates to 
cancerous tumours, so probably not a very helpful analogy.)   

The boTom line is that CX professionals look naïve when they eulogise about it. MaT Watkinson, author of 
The Grid and The Ten Principles Behind Great Customer Experiences, nailed this when he wrote about the 
complexity of markets in a 2021 Linkedin post , describing all the different factors (e.g. regulatory, 94

compe00ve and technological) that need to be taken into account when managing a business at the macro 
level. As Watkinson put it: “Balancing these considera0ons (and there are many more) is what makes 
running a business hard, and why I struggle with the term "customer-centricity” — it strikes me as an 
overly simplis0c prescrip0on.” 

Why does over-simplifica0on maTer? Because if your planned customer experience transforma0on is 
genuinely a strategic ini0a0ve, it will need support from parts of the organisa0on where the closest 
rela0onship is with a different set of stakeholders to customers. For example, the accounts receivable team 
in finance are most likely to associate themselves with shareholders, the supply chain management team 
with suppliers and sales teams with channel partners.   

Extolling the importance of customer-centricity risks aliena0ng them rather than winning them over. If you 
want to sell your ini0a0ves internally, you need to be as empathe0c with your internal audience as you 
would like your front-line staff to be with customers. This starts with using their language rather than yours.  

I learnt about this first-hand in my decade as a strategy consultant. LaTerly a lot of the work I did was 
commercial due diligence on companies that were in the process of being taken over by private equity 
investors. Between 1998 and 2004 I must have completed 30-40 of these assignments.  

These assessments involved reviewing the business plan and financial projec0ons provided by the target 
company, ques0oning senior management such as the CEO, COO, CMO and CSO to clarify the assump0ons 
underpinning the business plan, then inves0ga0ng to see whether those assump0ons were reasonable.  

The laTer involved reviewing market research and publicly available data provided by industry associa0ons 
to understand growth rates and trends, undertaking research on compe0tors, interviewing customers to 
understand their happiness with the company and future buying inten0ons and various other forms of 
research and analysis. All of which enabled the risks to the plan to be iden0fied and a conclusion about its 
achievability to be reached. These findings were then presented to both the poten0al new investors and 
the execu0ve board of the target business. 
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At these sessions, self-interest was very much on show. The director in charge of the supply chain would 
solely focus on their area, as would the manufacturing or opera0ons director and the sales or marke0ng 
director. Only the CEO would take a holis0c approach, seeking to balance the interests of compe0ng 
func0ons.  

Put simply, every 0me you preach customer-centricity to a senior execu0ve with a cross-organisa0onal 
remit, you risk your standing being diminished.  

Reason 3: Excluding product interac>ons from the defini>on of CX 

Another issue is the confla0on of customer service with customer experience, most obviously with the 
‘amazing service’ philosophy highlighted above. Given many CX professionals have contact centre 
backgrounds, this is not a surprise. But it does neither customer service nor customer experience any good.  

The former is important enough to be called out specifically. And the laTer is much broader encompassing 
interac0ons with marke0ng, sales and service; and most importantly with the products or services the 
business is providing. S0ll many CX professionals choose to exclude product interac0ons from the scope of 
customer experience. This automa0cally limits its importance as a strategic asset.  

For example, the defini0on provided by the Customer Experience Professionals Associa0on (CXPA) refers to 
customer experience as being the percep0on that customers have of an organisa0on formed based on 
interac0ons across all touchpoints, people, and technology over 0me.  It could be argued that product 95

interac0ons are included in the ‘all touchpoints’ category, but product or service usage is rarely referred to 
as a touchpoint. And when it is the fundamental reason for customers buying a service, shouldn’t it be 
called out explicitly? 

The interac0ons-only view was also encapsulated in a 2015 Gartner report called Customer Experience Is 
the New Compe00ve BaTlefield  which managed to both limit the scope of CX and grossly over-promise 96

what this curtailed scope could deliver. 

The Gartner report stated: “Greater compe00on and growing consumer power have eroded tradi0onal 
product- and service-based differen0a0on, forcing firms to seek new, more durable forms of compe00ve 
advantage. Many business and IT leaders see the customer experience as a sustainable source of 
compe00ve differen0a0on.”  

The above statement is wrong in two ways – firstly tradi0onal sources of differen0a0on remain powerful 
and separa0ng customer experience from the products or services a business provides does not reflect the 
customer’s true experience. From a customer’s point of view, their experience comprises all their 
interac0ons with a business. And as far as they are concerned, their use of the product and service 
cons0tutes the most important part of their experience. 

The interac0ons-only view of customer experience has been challenged by many prominent voices. In a 
discussion a few years ago on customerthink , dissenters included Colin Shaw and Shaun Smith, the 97
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founding fathers of customer experience whose books in the early 2000s paved the way for the recogni0on 
of CX management as a dis0nct discipline.  

But s0ll the view that customer experience is about customer interac0ons persists mainly because price 
and product interac0ons are the responsibility of other teams. But this dis0nc0on is dangerous, as 
highlighted by Watkinson in a 2020 MyCustomer podcast.  As he explains, it doesn’t maTer how good the 98

buying experience is if the service provided doesn’t solve the problem that the customer has.  

Once again, what we see in the CXPA and Gartner views of customer experience is CX team-centricity 
rather than customer-centricity. Customer interac0ons with the company – via the web site, mobile app, 
social media channels, physical branches or stores and the contact centre (for email, telephone, chat, etc.) 
– are what CX teams typically control. And because they are the CX team, what they control comprises the 
customer experience.  

But from the customer’s point of view, it excludes the reason for being in contact in the first place – to hire 
or buy products or services to help them achieve their desired outcome complete their jobs-to-be-done. 
For customer experience to be a strategic asset it needs to be holis0c.  

Reason 4: Confusing opera>onal with strategic thinking 

Most customer experience thinking is opera0onal rather than strategic. This is not a problem in and of 
itself.  There are huge opportuni0es to improve levels of digital service, wai0ng 0mes in call centres, first 
0me resolu0on rates, channel op0misa0on and the like, all of which are value crea0ng. And if that is all you 
want customer experience to be about, then fine.  

But if you are seeking to make CX a priority for senior management, then it’s not enough. What works in 
the call centre doesn’t work in the C-suite. CX ini0a0ves are developed boTom up in response to what is 
being observed on the ground rather than top-down. The laTer involves reflec0ng the company’s market 
context, how it is seeking to differen0ate from compe0tors and what capabili0es it needs to achieve its 
strategic goals.  

As the next chapter will highlight in detail, this requires laser-like priori0sa0on and a recogni0on that you 
can’t do everything. Cri0cal thinking is required, along with a willingness to challenge norms and be 
different from the herd of compe0tors.   

A willingness to challenge norms comes with maturity. But because it is rela0vely immature, the CX world is 
very assent-focused with experts trying to create a consensus view of what a good customer experience 
looks like and what prac0ces are necessary to deliver this experience. (I have offered to debate with people 
some of my dissen0ng views men0oned in this chapter but so far I have had no takers.) 

The desire for agreement can be seen in CX experts congrega0ng around a ques0on of the day (#CXQOTD) 
on TwiTer, with everyone far too nice and polite to disagree. Whenever I see a TwiTer #CXQOTD, 90% of 
the 0me my (unposted) answer is ‘It depends’. The answer should depend on the industry the business is 
in, its posi0oning in that market, its desired differen0a0on, the level of resources it has rela0ve to 
compe0tors and a range of other contextual factors.  

 Why customer experience can't be your sole source of compe00ve differen0a0on, Chris Ward, MyCustomer, 24 March 202098

 



A desire for accord prevails when people are not comfortable with being different because they prefer 
being part of the mainstream. If you are wrong, then at least others are wrong with you. This is the 
opposite of thinking strategically which is about being different in deliberate ways. 

My belief that a more strategic approach to CX is required for its full poten0al to be unlocked explains why I 
have found myself increasingly at odds with the customer experience mainstream.  

Much of my dissension stems from what I did beforehand – a different career path to most CX 
professionals. And when I moved into the customer experience world, I joined a specialist consultancy 
called Inforte which had two giants of business and marke0ng strategy – Michael Porter of Harvard 
Business School and Philip Kotler of the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University – as 
non-execu0ve directors. Their thinking shaped the strategy-driven approach to customer-facing 
transforma0on that was Inforte’s hallmark – a key part of its appeal to me and why my previous experience 
as a business strategy consultant had relevance. It was also the reason why Inforte was a Visionary in 
Gartner’s CRM quadrant un0l it was taken over in 2007. 

A key part of that approach was ensuring customer strategy cascaded from business strategy, with the 
consequent idea that the full benefits of incorpora0ng customer experience thinking into value proposi0on 
design can only be achieved if it is consistent with the strategy of the business.  

That doesn’t mean drive the strategy of the business – as some CX prac00oners argue – it means reflect 
and amplify. You can’t turn customer experience into a strategic enabler if it is at odds with how the 
business seeks to differen0ate.  

Reason 5: Worshipping ‘best’ prac>ces 

Since its incep0on, the CX profession has been in search of principles around which the industry can 
coalesce. Principles then beget processes, procedures and ‘best prac0ces.’  

The implica0on of best prac0ces is that they are universally best – every company should do it. In some 
cases, that may be true – my Op0ma colleague Graham Hill always cites the Erlang C model for managing 
queues in call centres as such an example. But instances like this are far from universal. Prac0ces may be 
good or great, but in most cases there is no one prac0ce that can ever be best for every business of every 
size in every context. And if one does exist, like Erlang C queuing models, it won’t be a source of 
differen0a0on. 

When thinking strategically, the only best prac0ce is appropriate prac0ce – what is appropriate to your 
compe00ve context, what compe0tors are doing and how you intend to differen0ate, how you plan to 
achieve your financial objec0ves and what level of resources you have available. And in the areas where 
you want to be great – those that are fundamental to how you differen0ate – you should be aiming to be 
beTer than best prac0ce and keep improving so that you remain ahead of the compe00on.   

To be clear, I am not seeking to decry CX centres of excellence. Within a large business with mul0ple CX 
teams spread across different subsidiaries or geographies, there is clearly value in sharing what has worked 
well in one area with others. But describing something as great prac0ce seems more appropriate. Great 
prac0ce is sugges0ve – this is something you can learn from – whereas best prac0ce is more didac0c, if you 
don’t do this you will be falling short. And even if brand promises are similar, compe00ve contexts, 

 



profitability and funds available are probably different subsidiary by subsidiary – what is right for one isn’t 
necessarily right for another.  

Ul0mately it is the responsibility of a CX leader to make choices as to how to spend the limited resources 
they have to the best effect. And that can only be achieved if the CX strategy is grounded in business 
strategy and is appropriate to the financial constraints and objec0ves of the company rather than a set of 
beliefs about what is right and wrong.   

All of which leads us to the topic of how you measure the crea0on of value for customers. For many 
customer-centricity advocates, NPS is what they are seeking to improve. But again as a measure it has a 
number of limita0ons.   

Reason 6: Excessive focus on NPS 

In the customer experience profession, NPS is a guiding light and improving it is the raison d’être for many. 
Like CSAT scores, NPS quan0fies qualita0ve feelings so that they can be analysed with averages created and 
outliers iden0fied.  

With the score itself, there are mul0ple problems. Firstly it lacks intellectual and scien0fic rigour – the idea 
that NPS is the best indicator of future growth has been shown to be spurious.    Secondly the score 99

provided is not a strong indicator of future behaviour. Research undertaken by C-Space in 2018 iden0fied a 
clear gap between what people said they would do and what they actually did.    100

In addi0on to the inten0on-behaviour gap, the raw score itself doesn’t explain why customers are prepared 
to recommend and it can also incen0vise bad behaviour. Far more valuable than the score itself, in my 
experience, are the explana0ons provided (par0cularly by detractors) as they provide concrete evidence as 
to how the experience can be improved.  

But in the rush to qualiquan0fica0on – turning qualita0ve ideas into quan0ta0ve scores so they can be 
aggregated and averaged – these oden get ignored. Even worse, NPS and CSAT scores can be fudged – for 
example, only asking happy customers to take the survey or incen0vising customers to give good scores 
with giveaways.  

As Ron Shevlin of Cornerstone Advisors points out, a far beTer measure would be one that captures the 
number of customers who referred a new customer or the number that increased the depth of their 
rela0onship (for example, by adding an addi0onal product).  This is the opposite way of thinking - rather 101

than infer future behaviour from stated aotudes, infer aotudes from data on actual behaviour.  

That is not to say NPS or CSAT scores should be ignored, but they need to be part of measurement system 
that reflects how value is created. This will be explained in detail in Chapter 7 but is worth summarising.  

The first element is tracking how effec0vely the value proposi0on to customers is being delivered – the 
elements where delivery can be objec0vely measured. This will encompass product and service metrics as 
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well as those that are within the domain of the CX team (such as digital comple0on rates, first contact 
resolu0on, response 0mes, etc.)  The next element is, at an individual customer level, linking those 
objec0ve measures to aotudinal scores such as NPS or CSAT. The final element is linking the first two, again 
by customer, to actual behaviours – loyalty, addi0onal product purchases and profitability.  

By tracking these elements at a customer level, it becomes possible to beTer understand what creates 
value for customers and the business and what doesn’t. 

So how do you overcome these challenges? The simple answer is change from taking an opera0onal view 
of customer experience to a strategic one; from looking at improving the experience provided across one or 
more touchpoints to considering all CX elements in the context of a business’s overall strategy and its brand 
promise so that the full value poten0al for customers and the business can be realised.  

That can only be achieved if a structured, end-to-end approach is taken to customer experience defini0on 
and implementa0on. The next chapter outlines why having a robust CX strategy is the star0ng point for 
doing so. 

 



3. The solu>on – how to take a more strategic approach to CX 

The solu)on to gaining more trac)on with C-suite execu)ves is taking a strategic approach to customer 
experience. That starts with crea)ng a compelling CX strategy. CX professionals typically have exper)se 
in CX but not in strategy and standard approaches lead to ‘bad’ strategy. This chapter will provide you 
with guidelines on how to develop a ‘good’ rather than ‘bad’ CX strategy.   

If customer experience is to become a C-suite priority, prac00oners need to pivot from opera0onal thinking 
to taking a more strategic approach. Taking a more strategic approach to customer experience starts with 
the crea0on of a compelling CX strategy.  

The intent of the book is to show you how to create and implement an effec0ve CX strategy that will 
complement your business’s intended source of differen0a0on, gain organisa0onal alignment and thereby 
deliver business success. My hope is that by providing guidelines on good strategy crea0on (not just good 
CX strategy crea0on) it will also help customer experience leaders become business leaders.  

My background is in strategy development. It is a topic I have studied extensively and wriTen about, 
including having ar0cles on the subject published on the Harvard Business Review website and in Strategy, 
the journal of the Strategic Planning Society. This is the background to my cri0cism of the approach 
promoted by supposed CX strategy experts.  

What is strategy? 

The core element of strategy is the applica0on of scarce corporate resources to meet business objec0ves.  

As will be expanded on below, effec0ve strategies require hard choices and a willingness to under-index on 
certain elements of what you offer so that you can excel in others - those that you want to be your 
differen0ators. That does not come naturally to most people. We are programmed to avoid losses and so 
being deliberately worse than compe0tors at something makes us very uncomfortable, but it is cri0cal to 
both good strategy and commercial success.  

Further all strategy is assump0ve and good strategies recognise the inherent uncertainty surrounding 
them. As F ScoT Fitzgerald wrote “the test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed 
ideas in the mind at the same 0me, and s0ll retain the ability to func0on”. Businesses typically have 
mul0ple ways of achieving the same end but can only pursue one if it is to be executed effec0vely. That 
doesn’t mean alterna0ves should be forgoTen and con0ngencies ignored – the validity of exis0ng 
approaches should be assessed if new informa0on becomes available and changes made if required.  

Fortunately there are tools and techniques that enable us to overcome such challenges. The focus of the 
chapter is CX strategy development. But my aim is to also equip readers with the capability to crad 
compelling strategies in whatever role they find themselves.  

Purpose of CX strategy – organisa>onal middleware 

The purpose of CX strategy is to translate business strategy into customer-facing opera0onal prac0ces. It is 
the middleware that transforms board level decisions into what gets done on the front line – it should 
translate the high level ‘what’ into the everyday ‘how’.  

 



Most CX strategies fail this simple test because they are developed in a CX vacuum based on what those 
involved believe a good experience looks like rather than specifically referencing business context and 
intended differen0a0on.  

Your organisa0on should have a range of equivalent strategies for the other key value chain stages – for 
example R&D, supply chain management, manufacturing, opera0ons – and all the key horizontal value 
chain elements such as HR and Finance. All these opera0onal strategies should have the same purpose – 
transla0ng business strategy into what gets done.  

When that is the case, business strategy infuses decision-making in all areas of the business, with decisions 
made at different levels of the enterprise and in different departments all aligned to the same view of 
objec0ves and differen0ators. Those areas are not (yet) your concern, but the premise is an important one 
– opera0onal strategies are not independent, they all need to be rooted in what the business is seeking to 
achieve and how it proposes to make that happen.  

Historically strategy has been cast as being about the big decisions – and the ini0a0ves that are defined as 
part of a CX strategy would certainly come into that category. But when we design it to be organisa0onal 
middleware, it can also shape the thousands of liTle decisions that are made every day. This is when it 
becomes powerful, forging a strong connec0on between the C-suite and the front-line.   

One example of this is the codifica0on of opera0onal strategies into sets of rules that employees can follow 
and make good decisions faster. Again it is important to stress that these rules need to be defined through 
a top-down process to ensure the rules reflect business priori0es. This is not to say that there is no 
consulta0on with front line staff in their crea0on – there obviously needs to be. But that consulta0on 
should ensure priori0es are translated into ac0on, rather than define the priori0es themselves.  

The idea of ‘strategy as simple rules’ was first outlined by Kathleen Eisenhardt and Donald Sull.  Their 102

thesis was that such an approach would help businesses in fast-growing markets. And while the value of 
such an approach is most obvious when the environment is fluid, it is s0ll valid in more stable condi0ons.   

John Lewis Partnership has taken such an approach to help shop-floor partners (staff) priori0se what they 
do. Partners have been given three rules to follow. Firstly ask any customers who are not being served 
whether they would like any assistance. Secondly if no customers need help, then see whether any fellow 
partners need support with the customers they are serving. Thirdly if no colleagues need help, make sure 
the shop floor is in good order – clothes are neatly on hangers or 0dily folded, all extraneous items are put 
away, etc.  

Richer Sounds, another successful UK retailer, follows a similar approach. Its founder – Julian Richer – 
wrote a book called The Richer Way (first published in 1998 and now in its fidh edi0on – and one of the 
best books on customer management that I have ever read). And in this he outlines some guidelines given 
to employees, the most notable of which is serve customers in the way you would if they were a friend. A 
very simple rule that helps imbue the culture that Richer wants in his business.  
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Managers and employees make decisions every day and without clear defini0on of rules, the basis for such 
decisions is likely to be either opinion or precedent. The former creates inconsistency, so is never a great 
idea. Precedent reflects accumulated experience so may deliver a good decision. But equally it may not – 
changes having made tradi0onal decision-making sub-op0mal – and without there being an obvious link to 
a high-level strategic objec0ve, no one will know for sure. 

Thinking of CX strategy as organisa0onal middleware helps improve communica0on between senior 
managers and front-line employees so what people do is genuinely connected to what senior managers 
want them to do. But perhaps an even bigger benefit arises from beTer alignment of business ini0a0ves – 
the programmes and projects that a business is execu0ng – with the high-level strategy they should be 
suppor0ng.   

One way to test exis0ng alignment between strategy and implementa0on is to run this process in reverse, 
star0ng with the current ini0a0ves that are receiving most funding. How do they support the business’ 
priority objec0ves? How do they support the value proposi0on? How are they aligned with the business’s 
profit model? Such an exercise will be revealing.  As the Marke0ng Director of an industrial products 
company once honestly admiTed, “We are good at high level business strategy.  We are also good at 
execu0ng on projects. What we are not good at is linking the one with the other.” 

Ul0mately the purpose of your CX strategy is to ensure that the most value genera0ng projects – whether 
transforma0onal or incremental – are enacted. Your team will have daily opera0onal responsibili0es that 
consume most of their energy, therefore the 0me and bandwidth they have for delivering CX improvement 
ini0a0ves may be limited. So you need to make sure you are inves0ng their efforts in the right ones. Your 
CX strategy needs to help you whiTle down all the ini0a0ves that you could undertake into the ones that 
will deliver the best return on investment. And the structured approach I will take you through is designed 
to do just that.  

Bad strategy versus good strategy 

If we look at good strategy development generally, there are insights we can gain and apply to CX strategy 
development.  

Richard Rumelt, a professor at the University of California Los Angeles Anderson School of Management, 
has been analysing business strategies for over 40 years and wrote the defini0ve text on the topic of good 
versus bad strategy.  

As Rumelt puts it: “A good strategy has an essen0al logical structure that I call the kernel. The kernel of a 
strategy contains three elements: a diagnosis, a guiding policy, and coherent ac0on. The guiding policy 
specifies the approach to dealing with the obstacles called out in the diagnosis. It is like a signpost, marking 
the direc0on forward but not defining the details of the trip. Coherent ac0ons are feasible coordinated 
policies, resource commitments, and ac0ons designed to carry out the guiding policy.”  103

By contrast: “Bad strategy may ac0vely avoid analyzing obstacles because a leader believes that nega0ve 
thoughts get in the way. Leaders may create bad strategy by mistakenly trea0ng strategy work as an 
exercise in goal seong rather than problem solving. Or they may avoid hard choices because they do not 
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wish to offend anyone—genera0ng a bad strategy that tries to cover all the bases rather than focus 
resources and ac0ons.”  104

One of the characteris0cs of bad strategy is that it is full of fluff – buzz words masquerading as strategic 
concepts to create the illusion of high-level thinking. But there are other characteris0cs according to 
Rumelt. Firstly there is failure to recognize or define the challenge. When you do not define the challenge, 
you cannot define what is necessary to overcome it. Secondly there is mistaking goals for strategies – 
crea0ng statements of desire or visions for the future rather than plans for overcoming obstacles. Thirdly 
bad strategies can be the outcome of seong strategic objec0ves – the means to achieving the end goal – 
that fail to address cri0cal issues or are simply imprac0cal. 

Bad strategies abound because good strategy defini0on is an uncomfortable process. It involves upseong 
people whose priori0es are not adopted. In Rumelt’s words: “Strategy involves focus and, therefore, 
choice. And choice means seong aside some goals in favor of others. When this hard work is not done, 
weak amorphous strategy is the result.” 

Rumelt is par0cularly cri0cal of the template approach to strategy development which is more geared to 
genera0ng alignment than making hard choices.  

The template generally involves defining your vision of what the business will be like in the future. This 
results in statements which include ‘the best’ or ‘the leading’ or similar aspira0ons – something that 
everyone can get behind. Next comes the mission – a statement of the purpose of the business that is 
similarly uncontroversial. Thirdly come values – again these will be inoffensive and contain expressions like 
‘integrity’ and/or ‘respect’. The final step is to define some goals but call them strategies – what the 
business aims to achieve but not how it plans to do so. 

This template approach means no one must analyse the most pressing challenges and biggest 
opportuni0es that the business faces. (It also means no feelings are hurt because no tough choices have to 
be made.)  

This template approach has been extensively promoted by some of the analyst groups that cover customer 
experience – organisa0ons not known for their strategic smarts. Unfortunately their marke0ng of it seems 
to have worked. If you look at the CCXP handbook, it describes CX strategy as the “development of a 
strategy that ar0culates a clear vision of the experience that a company seeks to create in support of the 
company’s brand values, including its direct linkage to CX ac0vi0es, resources and investments.”   105

There is no men0on of linking the CX vision to the vision of the business, no men0on of defining how 
customer experience supports the company’s differen0ators, nothing about analysing the challenges that 
customer experience teams need to overcome. And above all no clear defini0on of choices – specifically 
what is not going to be done – because these are designed to gain alignment rather than provide clarity 
and force difficult conversa0ons.  

Some CX experts have sought to provide templates for CX strategy. One that is held in high regard by the CX 
community is a single PowerPoint page. In no way can strategy – any strategy – be reduced to a single slide. 
It is a gross over-simplifica0on and strongly supports the view that CX experts have a chronic 
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misunderstanding of what good strategy crea0on entails. But it fits with the monoculture I talked about in 
the previous chapter – why bother to do the hard work of detailed analysis of the challenges that the 
business faces, the opportuni0es it has and how customer experience can help overcome challenges and 
mone0se if you have a pre-defined view of what the answer is going to be? 

So it is no surprise that CX strategies tend to be simplis0c – fluffy vision statements with high level 
aspira0ons with no guiding policy to shape which ini0a0ves are ins0tuted. Basically, Rumelt’s defini0on of 
bad strategy. 

Given their focus on technology, it is also not a surprise that when the likes of Gartner advise on CX 
Strategy, self-interest outweighs good strategy crea0on. According to Gartner, “The first step in building a 
successful CX strategy has to be establishing what investments exist and where. Only when you have a 
handle on these can you work out how to reconcile the various technologies and strategies in a way which 
supports internal polices while also being in the best interests of the customer.”  106

That is an intermediate step and there are many things that need to be done before then – defini0on of 
differen0ators; understanding brand promise; analysis of challenges, both business wide and CX specific 
ones (including insight gaps, technology issues, etc); statement of op0ons for how these can be overcome; 
selec0on of op0ons with explana0on as to why each one has been chosen and others excluded; defini0on 
of strategic objec0ves that each selected op0on should achieve and how progress will be tracked; and 
descrip0on of ini0a0ves designed to achieve each strategic objec0ve.  

What is common to both CCXP training and advice from Gartner is that they ignore strategic context, fail to 
emphasise that strategy is about hard choices and oversimplify what good strategy entails.  

Guidelines for good CX strategy development 

Good CX strategy development is more likely to occur if you adhere to the following guidelines.  

1. Understand the context – what the business’s overall strategy is, its intended differen0ators and the 
challenges faced by the business and how these translate into challenges that the customer 
experience needs to address. This becomes what Rumelt calls your guiding policy.  

2. Recognise that the customer’s experience encompasses all interac0ons – your business creates 
value for customers via the products, services and support provided. Your CX strategy needs to 
encompass all these areas – not just the buying journey, customer service and support. 

3. Ensure customer experience is a commercial discipline – crea0ng value for customers to create 
value for the business – and both sides of value crea0on need to be addressed in your CX strategy. 

4. Develop op0ons and don’t fall in love with one approach – make sure that you iden0fy a range of 
possible ac0ons for mee0ng the challenges iden0fied in step 1 and then evaluate these according to 
how well they support business strategy, fit with brand promise and how cost-effec0ve they are 
likely to be.    

5. Be prepared to make tough decisions – strategy development is about making choices. And if you 
fudge those choices, your strategy will be poorer for it. Also be transparent about the trade-offs you 
have made – what you have specifically decided not to do – and the ra0onale for those choices. 
Transparency is a friend to good decision-making as it ensures important choices are debated.  
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6. Recognise the uncertainty inherent in strategy development. All strategy is based on assump0ons, 
both about the business environment and cause and effect (if we do this, then that will happen). 
Ensure you are transparent about the assump0ons you have made.  

7. Incorporate both led- and right-brain thinking – you need both analysis and design capabili0es in 
the team that creates the strategy. If you are naturally disposed to one of those ways of thinking, 
make sure you include others who can compensate.  

8. Make the strategy you create ac0on oriented. Gone are the days when a bunch of smart people 
could create a lovely presenta0on that would sit on the shelf. Strategy development needs to be 
linked to ac0ons with feedback collected via test-and-learn approaches. 

On the face of it, these guidelines don’t seem very controversial. But if you follow them to their logical 
conclusions, they challenge many of the dogmas that have grown up in the last couple of decades as the CX 
profession has formed, normed and stormed. So given their impact, it makes sense to expand a liTle on 
each one and outline its implica0ons.  

Understand the context   

Crea0ng value for customers is the single most important prerequisite for growing a successful business. 
But not all businesses create value in the same way.  

The first part of the above paragraph shouldn’t be controversial. If you are not crea0ng value for customers, 
there is no way you can generate profits. This is obviously the case with services that customers pay for – if 
your products don’t solve a problem for customers, they won’t buy them. But it is also the case if your 
business model is to provide a service for free and mone0se in some other way – for example, by 
aggrega0ng and analysing usage data and selling the insights that generates. If people don’t find the service 
valuable, they won’t use it. And if they aren’t using it, there will be no data to mone0se. You can’t make 
profit when you don’t generate revenue, no maTer how low your cost base is! 

This would argue that C-level execu0ves should be obsessing about the experience their business delivers 
to customers. And I would completely subscribe to that view. The problem comes with the second 
sentence. This implies the inverse - that CX prac00oners should also be obsessing about the strategy of the 
business so everything they do is strategically aligned. But this is rarely, if ever, the advice that you read in 
books about customer experience.   

Businesses such as IKEA, Nike and Zappos have all been hugely successful. But they have each followed a 
different strategy. What they have in common is a singular alignment around a compelling value 
proposi0on.  But how they create value for customers and the customer experience they each provide 
differs dras0cally. (I doubt Nike would be so successful if our trainers came as a box of component parts 
which we needed to s0tch together.) And as a result, their CX priori0es are markedly different. Good 
strategies are unique - yours should be too.  

Also it is important to recognise that CX strategy does not stand alone as an independent document. As 
highlighted above in the sec0on on its purpose, it is like middleware that translates business strategy into 
what happens on the front line. Principles or ideas about what a ‘good customer experience looks like’ and 
‘best prac0ces’ must take a secondary place versus what is appropriate to how the business is seeking to 
differen0ate and how that translates into the CX challenges that need to be addressed.  

 



The next chapter goes into a lot of detail about the three main components of a business strategy – 
par0cipa0on (where the business plays – markets, segments, etc.), compe00on (how the business 
differen0ates itself from compe0tors) and organisa0on (the business’s core capabili0es - what it does and 
doesn’t do) – and how differences in these areas change CX priori0es. Ideally these will be obvious from 
strategy presenta0ons and documents that senior management has already been created. If not, you will 
need to undertake some research with your colleagues to infer some of the answers. (This is akin to the 
analysis phase, albeit for business strategy rather than the CX strategy.) 

This can be posi0oned as seeking input from colleagues which has the addi0onal advantage of increasing 
the likelihood they will buy in to what you develop because they have been consulted. The type of 
ques0ons to ask are: 

Par)cipa)on 
1. What markets, segments or customer types do we priori0se and why?  
2. What markets, segments or customer types do we serve well and why? (May not be the same as 

above if the segments served well are declining or unprofitable.) 
3. What new markets or segments are we trying to enter?  
4. What markets, segments or customer types do each of our main compe0tors focus on and what is 

our best guess as to why? 
5. What are the challenges we must overcome to maintain our posi0on in exis0ng markets? What gaps 

do we need to fill? 
6. What are the challenges we must overcome to enter the new markets we have priori0sed? What 

gaps do we need to fill? 
Compe))on 

7. What makes us different to our compe0tors?  
8. What do our customers say we do beTer than the compe00on?  
9. How do our main compe0tors differen0ate themselves?  
10. What do customers say our compe0tors do beTer than us? 
11. What is our desired posi0oning versus compe0tors? 
12. What do we need to do to move from our current to our desired posi0oning? 

Organisa)on  
13. What organisa0onal capabili0es (e.g. supply chain management, manufacturing management, new 

product development, account management, etc) are the key enablers of our differen0a0on?  
14. Which capabili0es have we consciously decided to priori0se and de-priori0se?   
15. What capabili0es do our compe0tors priori0se? 
16. What capability gaps do we need to fill to support our desired compe00ve posi0oning?  

Link to CX Strategy 
17. Based on the above, what are the cri0cal challenges we face as a business? What are the 

opportuni0es?  
18. How do we plan to overcome these challenges and unlock the opportuni0es - what are our priority 

strategic objec0ves? 
19. How can improving the customer experience support achieving these strategic objec0ves? 
20. Which specific CX ini0a0ves will best support achieving these strategic objec0ves? 

As you will see from these ques0ons, there are mul0ple teams you will need to confer with – R&D, product, 
marke0ng, digital (if separate) sales, distribu0on (if different to sales) customer service and opera0ons as 
well. It may also be worth looping in the finance and technology teams as well to keep them on board. As 

 



men0oned above, a key benefit of taking this approach is to win buy-in and if you exclude any group from 
consulta0on, they may take umbrage! 

Incorporate all interac>ons 

The previous chapter outlines how CX experts oden define customer experience as excluding product 
interac0ons as they are outside the remit of the CX team. But from a customer’s point of view, their 
experience encompasses every contact they have with a brand. These include their usage of the core 
product and service as well as their interac0ons with the company when they seek informa0on, make a 
purchase and request support. And from their point of view, interac0ons with the core product and service 
are the most important – if it solves the customer’s problem without any issues, there is no need to contact 
customer service or go on the website.  

To do this, you will need to liaise with the product team, not to shape what they are doing but to 
understand it – what problem they are trying to solve, what outcome will that deliver to customers, how 
they are different to other solu0ons the customer could purchase, what feedback they have received from 
customers and what are their priori0es in terms of improving the product or service.  

Product designers have their own tools and approaches, so aTemp0ng to coerce them into a journey 
mapping process or an equivalent will not work. But gathering their input and using them as informed 
observers who can sense-check the decisions you make will ensure that there is a connec0on between all 
elements of the customer experience. 

Be commercially oriented 

The ra0onale for crea0ng a superior customer experience is to create a superior return on investment (ROI) 
and deliver growth in revenues and profits. A strong ROI delivers good returns to shareholders and enables 
employees to be well rewarded for their contribu0ons. But as we saw from the research highlighted in the 
previous chapter, a focus on commercial returns is rarely the responsibility of CX leads. For them it starts 
and stops with suppor0ng value crea0on for customers, the success of which is measured by NPS.  

But if you create value for customers without having a clear plan for transla0ng that into value for the 
business, the business will ul0mately fail. At one extreme this happens when the business model is flawed 
– something that is not the responsibility of CX leaders. But it can also happen if CX leaders see it as their 
responsibility to look ader the interests of customers while throwing the responsibility for profitability over 
the fence to another department.  

There is another important implica0on of CX being a commercial discipline. Superior returns are created by 
winning in the marketplace. Firstly by persuading customers to spend their hard earned money on your 
products and services rather than on those of your compe0tors. Then by convincing them to buy from you 
again whenever they need to repurchase. And by encouraging them to try addi0onal products and services.  

Hence it is not the quality of your customer experience in absolute terms that is important, but its quality 
rela0ve to that provided by your compe00on. Compe00ve context is a crucial element in CX strategy – it 
has important implica0ons on the targets you set and how much you need to spend.  

For example, customers are typically risk averse – preferring to s0ck with what they know rather than 
expend effort in finding the best possible solu0on because it may only be a liTle beTer than what they 
 



have (and could even be worse). For the most part we are what economists call sa0sficers rather than 
maximisers.   

So if you are trying to win customers, your experience needs to provide demonstrably greater value just to 
tempt customers to give it a try. Conversely, if you are the market leader you just need parity to retain your 
posi0on. It is not good enough to just benchmark your own customer experience performance, you need to 
benchmark it against those you are compe0ng against.  

Develop op>ons (and don’t fall in love with one solu>on) 

One of the biggest traps that strategists can fall into is falling in love with a par0cular approach to 
addressing the big challenges iden0fied, at which point confirma0on bias takes over and only evidence that 
supports this solu0on is weighed.  

So once the business’s challenges and strategic objec0ves have been iden0fied, the next step is to iden0fy 
all the possible ways that the laTer can be supported. Some of these will appear less suitable from the 
outset, but it is s0ll worth documen0ng them to show that you have considered a range of possibili0es.  

Once you have iden0fied the different op0ons, the next step is to evaluate each one in terms of pros and 
cons – benefits and costs, fit with strategic objec0ves, fit with brand promise and feasibility, for example. 
This will then set you up for the next stage.    

Be prepared to make tough choices and be transparent 

As described above, strategy entails deploying your resources to best achieve your desired goals.  

As resources are limited, effec0ve strategy development demands the courage (and insight) to say ‘No’ – 
not offer products or add-ons that compe0tors may be providing, not target certain customer groups, not 
support certain channels, not develop certain capabili0es – so that you can do other things very well 
(Amazon is a great example of this). Spreading efforts too widely limits the overall impact – the result is 
being average (or worse) at everything while being outstanding at nothing.  

Making those trade-offs is tough for anyone. We mostly want to do as much as we possibly can, par0cularly 
CX professionals who in my experience are ‘can-do’ people who want to do the best for customers and 
therefore say ‘Yes’ to more than they should. Unfortunately posi0vity is no subs0tute for effec0veness. 

To avoid this problem, the first step is making everyone involved in the strategy development process 
aware of the Yes-trap and making the point that strategy development is not some exercise in vision or 
mission crea0on. Visioning is about gaining alignment whereas strategy is about choices – some of which 
won’t have universal support  The second step is to create a No-log – a log what the business will not do.  

Strategies naturally tend to focus on what will be done. Intrinsically they are Yes-logs. A No-log keeps track 
of all the things that you have deliberately decided you are not going to do – the customers you won’t 
target, the offer elements you won’t include, the channels you won’t support, the technology investments 
you won’t make, the people development ini0a0ves you will not priori0se, etc.  

All the entries in the No-log should be valid choices – that is where its value lies. If you pad it out with 
obvious non-starters, then all you are doing is deluding yourself and your colleagues.  
 



As well as suppor0ng beTer strategy development, crea0ng a No-log has the addi0onal benefit of 
increasing transparency about the choices that you have made.  

By bringing the trade-offs that you are proposing into the light, debate will ensue. As a result the final 
decisions will be deliberate and considered. And the risk of your strategy becoming derailed by 
organisa0onal dispute (either explicit or implicit) down the line is much reduced.   

Recognise uncertainty 

Tradi0onal approaches to strategy development are not very good at dealing with the uncertainty inherent 
in strategic decision-making. In 2014 I co-authored an ar0cle published in the Journal of the Strategic 
Planning Society called Uncertainty Management: The Missing Link?  In this we argued that despite all 107

aTempts to make it seem evidence based, all strategy is assump0ve. Strategy is future-facing and there are 
no facts about the future, only uncertain0es which require assump0ons as to what will happen. Analysis is, 
by defini0on, backward facing. You need analysis to provide a firm founda0on but you also need to 
recognise its limita0ons.  

In this ar0cle we proposed three approaches for dealing with uncertainty – scenario planning, assump0on 
monitoring and taking a crawl, walk, run approach to investment. 

In truth you will probably have liTle need for scenario planning in your CX strategy, but as one of the goals 
for this book is to equip you with tools that you may need in the future, I will summarise it briefly.  

Scenario planning has been around since the 1960s. Its most famous exponent was the oil company Shell, 
who used it with senior managers to create con0ngency plans for events that were outside what tradi0onal 
planning would consider. As a result, Shell had a head start versus its compe0tors when faced with the 
OPEC-induced oil shock in the 1970s.  

Scenario planning involves iden0fying poten0al dimensions of uncertainty, defining a range of possible 
outcomes for each one and then crea0ng con0ngency plans. These dimensions encompass the factors 
beyond management’s control that will have a significant impact on financial success – customer behaviour, 
technology trends, compe0tor behaviour, supplier behaviour, raw material costs, government regula0on 
and societal pressures among others. Ul0mately the goal of scenario planning is not to predict the future 
but to prepare managers for it, whatever it may be.  

A much lighter version of scenario planning – one that you may want to consider incorpora0ng into your CX 
strategy – is assump0on management. The approach described below may be too heavyweight for what 
you require, but again is worth explaining in full so that you are beTer equipped should you need it in 
future roles.  

Assump0on management starts with capturing all assump0ons in a log so the founda0ons for the selected 
strategy are explicit. Assump0ons rela0ng to strategy take two forms.  

Firstly there are assump0ons about the external environment – things that the company has no control 
over such as customer priori0es and behaviour, compe0tor behaviour and disrup0on, economic growth, 
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exchange rates, interest rates government policy and regula0on (industry-specific, compe00on-related, 
privacy) and technology changes. Many companies are having to re-evaluate many of their assump0ons 
about the external environment – par0cularly customer priori0es – in the light of the Covid-19 pandemic 
and the increasing influence of equality and environmental campaigns.  

By thinking of the main dimensions in turn, you uncover prevailing assump0ons. The next step is to ask 
which assump0ons, if proved incorrect, would have the greatest impact. These become the priori0es for 
monitoring.   

The second set of assump0ons reflect assumed causality - if we do A, then B will happen. For example, if 
we offer superior service, we will gain new customers; if we develop a new service, we will be able to enter 
a new segment of the market; if we cut prices, compe0tors will [or will not] respond. Again these 
assump0ons need to be priori0sed according to poten0al impact on success if they turn out to be wrong. 

For the high priority assump0ons, the next ques0ons are how can you monitor their validity on an ongoing 
basis? What streams of informa0on will confirm or falsify them? How can this data be collected?  

What you are looking to create is an assump0on validity scorecard with confidence levels outlined for each 
key assump0on. Bayesian approaches are ideal for this as they involve using new data to test the validity of 
a prior assump0on (I am sure you will find data scien0sts who will be only too happy to help!)  

This scorecard provides an early warning system for whether events or rela0onships are playing out in 
expected on unexpected ways. As a result, even if the ini0al assump0ons are proved wrong, decision errors 
can be quickly corrected so damage is limited. Start-ups are famous for pivo0ng in the light of new 
informa0on but even large enterprises can veer. And like ocean going tankers, the earlier they start to veer, 
the more successfully they can avoid damage.  

In the context of CX strategy, crea0ng a No-log (as men0oned above) and an assump0on log help eliminate 
the risk of false assump0ons on the part of team members or senior managers reviewing the strategy (“it 
didn’t cross my mind that we wouldn’t be offering telephone-based support”) because the choices that 
have been made are clear to all and sundry.  

The principle behind taking a crawl, walk, run approach is that the investment you make is propor0onate to 
the amount of informa0on you have. In her ar0cle on discovery-driven planning , Rita Gunter McGrath 108

uses the example of entering a new market.  

The first step would be finding a distributor in that market to test the interest in your products. The next 
step might be to set up a partnership arrangement where you have a liTle bit more control on marke0ng. 
Next you might set up a wholly owned subsidiary to control all aspects of what you do, with the final step 
being building a manufacturing facility to serve that country once the levels of demand have been 
established. By making a series of small decisions along the way, you can avoid the risk of taking a big 
decision up front.  

Effec0vely what you are doing with this test-and-learn approach is linking increased investment to reduced 
uncertainty. The pay-off from early-stage investments come primarily from the insights generated.  

 Discovery-Driven Planning, Rita Gunther McGrath and Ian MacMillan, Harvard Business Review, July-August 1995108

 



In the context of customer experience, if you are following Agile development principles then the test and 
learn approach is already embedded in your opera0onal thinking. But it is also worth making the point 
explicit in your CX strategy. Rather than trying to define ini0a0ves in detail, outline the star0ng point, the 
desired outcome and some intermediary goals, then leave how that is achieved to the delivery teams. 

Take a mul>-skilled approach 

In the mid 2000s I was struck by the idea that value crea0on has three elements – analysis locates value, 
design unlocks value and execu0on delivers value. And when you are crea0ng a strategy – any strategy – 
you need to reflect all three (with execu0on being incorporated by employing the discovery-driven 
approach to strategy development described above). And I wrote about this in an ar0cle en0tled The Value 
Trinity published on the RSA website.  109

To summarise, firstly an opportunity for value crea0on needs to be uncovered through analysis (e.g. 
iden0fying an ac0vity cos0ng more than it should, an unmet customer need or under-served customer 
segment). Next poten0al solu0ons that realise the value in the opportunity (e.g. the desired customer 
experience and underlying opera0ng model) must be designed. Finally the selected solu0on has to be 
tested, the results of which are analysed with the process beginning again.   
   
All three elements of the value trinity exist in any value genera0on ini0a0ve but the contribu0on to the 
total that analysis and design each makes will vary. For simple cost-cuong projects, analysis creates most 
value through illumina0ng what is happening – e.g. where the bulk of costs are being incurred or where 
costs are exceeding benchmarks or target levels. In revealing the answer, the solu0on becomes obvious – 
the need for design is oden very limited.  

By contrast, profitable organic growth requires crea0ng superior value for an ever-increasing number of 
customers in a way that is sustainably profitable for the business. This includes the crea0on of a compelling 
customer experience with design skills necessary to make it appealing to customers and profitable to the 
business.  

Trade-offs are at the heart of designing – whether it be a product design, interior design or business design. 
A well-designed customer experience doesn’t include everything that customers want – it over-indexes on 
certain elements while under-indexing on others. The key skill is finding what to exclude while ensuring 
what remains is a func0oning whole that is valuable to customers.    

Design skills are also important for capability and opera0ng model defini0on. Firstly capability levels must 
be traded off – iden0fying which component ac0vi0es (e.g. online interac0on management, offline 
support, etc.) are most cri0cal and should be executed to the highest level possible, versus those which 
only require a basic level and those which do not even need to be performed at all.   

Once target capability levels have been defined, an opera0ng model must be designed.  Capability is a 
func0on of the assets employed; how a business is organised; the governance structures it has in place; the 
competencies of the people; the culture the business embraces; the processes it follows; its investment in 
IT; data and analy0cs; and the metrics used to measure performance.  Choices need to be made both 
within and across these elements – e.g. the greater the investment in technology enablement, the lower 
the level of people competency required.  
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Some fideen years on, I think the trilogy s0ll holds true and it should be a guiding principle in any strategy 
that you create. And I use that structure in Part 3 of the book with a chapter on each element. 

Interes0ngly I think things have evolved since my ini0al thinking on the topic. Whereas originally I believed 
analysis was overweighted (par0cularly in strategy consul0ng firms), there has subsequently been a 
significant rebalancing of emphasis.  

Firstly we have seen significant developments in design-thinking. Books on the topic abound, service design 
companies have ridden the wave of the design revolu0on to become global businesses. And workshops 
with Post-It notes are almost a daily occurrence in many companies (much to the delight of 3M’s 
shareholders). If anything, the pendulum between analysis and design may have swung too far the other 
way – analysis has become the poor rela0on with design the favourite child.  

In parallel we have had the Agile revolu0on. The gated processes that McGrath wrote about in her 1995 
Harvard Business Review ar0cle seem almost quaint when compared to the two-week sprints of today 
where learning and delivery are completed in parallel with results monitored over the next couple of 
sprints to see whether the desired effects have been achieved.  

And it is not just in product development and sodware engineering that Agile thinking is becoming more 
influen0al. At a strategy level we see Agile thinking embodied in the pivots that technology start-ups are 
famous for. And increasingly we are seeing the Agile philosophy spreading to marke0ng.  

The process that I will take you through incorporates all three elements of the value trinity. But I specify 
them now for two reasons. Firstly to prepare the mindset that I believe is important in the person leading 
CX strategy development. Secondly to make sure that the team you create to support you in the strategy 
development process encompasses all those skills – you aren’t all analysts or designers or Agile enthusiasts. 

Components of an end-to-end CX strategy  

So what should a CX strategy encompass? This book has been structured with that in mind.  

This first part of this book has focused on the need for change – why there is an opportunity for CX to 
become a C-suite priority, why CX prac00oners are failing to make the most of that opportunity and what 
the solu0on to that problem is. Specifically this chapter has provided guidelines to shape your thinking but 
this whole sec0on should be treated as background rather than for inclusion in your strategy.  

The next sec0on (Part 2) focuses on establishing the right founda0ons for your CX strategy – more detail on 
how to ground it in business strategy (with some examples of how different strategic focuses will change CX 
priori0es), how to iden0fy your key differen0ators (or brand promise) that the experience you design 
should support and how to create a business case.  

The key elements of business strategy and brand promise that you are seeking to support and the business 
case for what you are proposing all need to be incorporated into the first sec0on of your CX strategy. (Note: 
while the business case should be incorporated in this first sec0on as it is what the CEO and CFO will be 
most interested in, its crea0on will be itera0ve with dependencies on what problems are being addressed, 
how they are being addressed and likely 0mescales for solu0ons being in place.) 

 



The next sec0on, Part 3 of this book, encompasses the three different components of value crea0on – 
analysis, design and implementa0on.  

The analysis sec0on outlines the key ques0ons that you should be seeking to answer, the sources of insight 
that you should be considering and how those two things map together. The design sec0on looks at how 
you can go about iden0fying customers jobs to be done, selec0ng which of those you intend to support and 
how they should be supported in ways that enhance brand promise. The chapter on implementa0on looks 
at how to iden0fy the capabili0es required to deliver the target experience and then provides guidance on 
designing an opera0ng model to deliver these capabili0es. The key outputs from all three of these ac0vi0es 
are the core of your CX strategy.  

The final part focuses on two elements on how the proposed changes will be a benefit to key stakeholders. 
This is about winning the hearts and minds of key individuals. The business case will define the benefit for 
the business as a whole in quan0ta0ve terms. But senior stakeholders will have their own agenda and this 
sec0on focuses on the qualita0ve aspects you need to consider – how you can stand in their shoes – so that 
you do not trigger an0pathy and hopefully gain their support.  

Whether you incorporate this in your strategy documenta0on (alongside the business case, for example) 
should be a func0on of how confidently you have understood each senior manager’s priori0es. If very 
confident, then it will be a powerful way of showing your empathy with their situa0on. If less confident, 
you may just want to include it as a voice over in any presenta0ons you make.  
  
Who needs to be involved in crea>ng CX strategy? 

So who do you need to get involved in the crea0on of your CX strategy? Ul0mately you will need to work 
with people across the organisa0on, not just the customer-facing areas of marke0ng, sales and service 
which will likely be well-represented given they control the majority of customer interac0ons 

If product or service design teams are separate to marke0ng, they will need to be brought into the process 
and given an influen0al role as you cannot develop a CX strategy that doesn’t cover product/service 
interac0ons. Similarly if there is a brand team in marke0ng they also need to be given a role because you 
cannot develop an experience that does not reflect the brand promise.  

Similarly finance (or planning) will need to be represented. As you are crea0ng a business case for 
investment in customer experience, it needs to be created using the templates and standards that your 
finance team expect, otherwise the CFO is likely to say no. Having a person from finance on your steering 
commiTee to help with this will be very valuable.  

Finally you will need to bring in those with responsibility for the different opera0ng model components – 
process, technology and data teams; the transforma0on team if you have one; and human resources too.  

Not all these areas will need to be members of the steering commiTee that you create, but it is important 
to be clear up front who needs to be involved and what role they will play.  

One way to think about this is to iden0fy all the jobs that you need to complete for your strategy to be 
created and then iden0fy who will be responsible for comple0ng each job and who needs to be consulted 
or informed. That will allow you to brief people early and bring them in as required, all of which supports 

 



the aim of crea0ng collec0ve ownership for the strategy you are crea0ng – something that will stand you in 
good stead when it comes to asking for the funds to implement it. 

 



PART 2: Establishing the founda>ons for your CX Strategy 

 



4. Founding CX strategy in business strategy 

The credibility of customer experience among senior management is undermined by the one-size-fits-all 
approach that characterises prevailing CX thinking. This chapter introduces the three elements a business 
strategy should cover and highlights how CX priori)es should vary when these components do.  

Business strategy provides the founda0on for CX strategy development – indeed all opera0onal strategy 
development. As a rough rule of thumb, there are three elements that business strategy should cover – 
par0cipa0on, differen0a0on and organisa0on.  

Par0cipa0on defines the industries, markets and segments that the business is priori0sing (and by 
exclusion, those that it is de-priori0sing). Differen0a0on describes how the business will compete – how it 
aims to create value for customers in a dis0nct and different way from compe0tors, ideally one that is hard 
for them to copy. Organisa0on describes how the business will be set up to deliver the desired 
differen0a0on in the markets it plans to compete in.  

Of the three, differen0a0on has the biggest impact on CX strategy. This sec0on of the chapter uses Treacy 
and Wiersema’s three strategic value drivers to highlight how different ways of compe0ng lead to different 
customer experience priori0es in stark contrast to the one-size-fits-all approach to CX strategy that typifies 
current thinking. (Note: the Treacy and Wiersema model is a bit too simplis0c for business strategy crea0on 
– the next chapter has a more detailed perspec0ve on differen0a0on – but it is a useful analy0cal 
framework in this context.) 

The sec0on on organisa0on looks at a number of different tools. Firstly systems dynamics modelling as a 
means for defining how the business works (or should work). Secondly it introduces value network 
mapping – an approach that considers how external par0es contribute to the organisa0on’s value 
proposi0on delivery. Finally it expands on the stakeholder value exchange model referred to in the last 
chapter. All of which should help you understand the different elements involved in delivering your 
customer experience.  

But the star0ng point is par0cipa0on which has a significant impact on how much can be spent on 
customer experience.  

Par>cipa>on 

Financial objec0ves establish the targets that the CX strategy needs to deliver in revenues and profit 
margins. In turn, the gross profit margin determines the amount there is to spend on suppor0ng the 
customer experience.  

The importance of gross margins became clear when I was consul0ng to the customer-facing businesses of 
a global oil and gas company. These businesses varied hugely in their gross profitability. At the top end of 
the spectrum were the lubricants businesses serving the automo0ve, marine, avia0on and industrial 
sectors which would make gross profit margins in the 40-60% range. At the boTom end of the margin 
spectrum were the fuels businesses supplying petrol and diesel to forecourts owned by independent 
dealers or supermarkets. These businesses needed to survive on gross margins of around 3%, albeit with 
massive volumes.    

 



As a result, both the funds available to invest in the customer experience and customers’ expecta0ons were 
very different. The higher the value-add that your business is providing, the more funds you have available 
and the wider the range of choices that you have. Given the wide range of lubricants provided, customers 
needed and expected high quality technical support to ensure that they chose the right one and applied it 
in the right way. 

But for fuels customers, the only things that maTered were price and reliability of supply. As such the most 
important CX metric was the percentage of deliveries that were delivered on-0me and in full. And the only 
other thing that maTered was if there was a failure to deliver, how quickly it was rec0fied. All of which 
meant their CRM needs were significantly simpler than their lubricants counterparts.  

Put simply, the lower the gross margin of the business, the more funds are restricted and the fewer the 
dimensions you should aspire to excel on. As most of the exemplars quoted by CX experts tend to in higher 
gross margin areas, a lot of the standard advice on what a good experience looks like is very unhelpful if 
your business is in a low margin sector.  

So what does that mean for you when devising your CX strategy? At this stage you are s0ll very much in the 
discovery stage of its development. Learning from other businesses is an important element of discovery, 
but the important point is to be realis0c.  

If you are in a low-margin business, you will learn far more from Cargill – the agricultural commodi0es 
business that has been a leader in its sector in customer management for the last twenty years – than you 
will from Ritz Carlton. The ques0on you need to ask yourself is ‘what industries are most analogous in 
terms of profitability to the one we are opera0ng in?’ and ‘which businesses are most successful in these 
industries?’ the finally ‘what kind of customer experience do these successful businesses provide?’  

Answering these ques0ons will help you find relevant exemplars with similar margin models that you can 
learn from. These comparators will be far more helpful to you than the general examples covered in books 
on customer experience as they will have similar constraints and opportuni0es.  

Differen>a>on  

In their 1995 book, The Discipline of Market Leaders, Michael Treacy and Fred Wiersema highlighted the 
three main dimensions on which companies could differen0ate themselves – opera0onal excellence, 
customer in0macy and product leadership.  

Opera0onal excellence delivers consistent quality, reliable service and compe00ve prices enabled by high 
levels of efficiency. Customer in0macy stems from a detailed understanding of customer’s needs and wants 
which is translated into proac0ve and personalised service delivery (including customisa0on of the core 
offering to meet a customer’s specific needs as well as personalisa0on of communica0ons). Product 
leadership arises from having the most func0onally rich products or proposi0ons with features or service 
wrappers that others are not providing. 

Whichever strategy is being followed, the customer experience must be designed as an integral 
component. Most importantly, even if you are following an opera0onal excellence or product leadership 
approach, you can s0ll deliver a good experience so long as it is complementary to the primary source of 
value being provided to customers.  

 



But first a word of warning. Opera0onal excellence, product leadership and customer in0macy are high 
level categorisa0ons. They are more useful for diagnosis than strategy crea0on. Also the cri0cisms of the 
one-size-fits-all model for customer experience also apply (albeit to a lower degree) to a one-of-three sizes 
approach. Strategy should be unique and specific, not coarse and generalised – that is how differen0a0on 
is achieved.  

The aim of this sec0on is to show how different business strategy priori0es fundamentally change the type 
of experience your brand should be providing. It is intended to open minds to the need for different 
approaches. And the examples provided below should be seen as illustra0ons rather than templates.  

CX priori>es if strategic focus is opera>onal excellence 

The objec0ve of CX design should be to support the benefits delivered by the strategic approach being 
followed. Its aim should not be to mi0gate the weaknesses of that approach, though that is the role that CX 
leads oden take if the strategy is not as customer-centric as they would like it to be. It is not the role of the 
CX team to override senior management decisions. And if the focus is on mi0ga0ng the perceived 
weaknesses of the business strategy rather than building on its strengths, the effec0veness of the whole 
strategy may be undermined.  

Opera0onal excellence delivers high levels of efficiency and high levels of quality (i.e. low numbers of 
defects) enabling low prices augmented by speed and reliability – Amazon being a great example. But the 
risk from a customer experience perspec0ve is that non-standard situa0ons are handled poorly.  

If the focus is on opera0onal excellence, there are four primary CX priori0es. 

Deliver produc*vity gains 

Driving produc0vity gains ensures prices remain compe00ve and quality remains high. Doing so requires 
con0nuous improvement, with data enabling high quality decision-making (important for increasing 
effec0veness and op0mising returns) and process automa0on (key for driving efficiency).  

Focusing on produc0vity may seem to be the opposite of looking ader customers but it supports the value 
being delivered to customers via low prices and supply reliability so is cri0cal to delivering the experience 
that they expect. 

Keep it simple 

Complexity makes opera0onal excellence harder to achieve. Hence keeping the service simple – limi0ng 
add-ons which increase both costs and the scope for problems – reinforces the proposi0on of delivering 
the core service at a low price.  

Price-based disruptors focus on elimina0ng elements that others offer as standard – IKEA outsourcing the 
job of assembling furniture to its customers being a great example. The natural desire of CX professionals is 
to increase the number of customers’ jobs-to-be-done that they serve. But the opposite approach is likely 
to be more profitable when the strategic focus is on opera0onal excellence, as is being a follower when it 
comes to service innova0on rather than trying to be a leader.   

 



Reducing service provision – taking away a service that is already in place to reduce costs – may trigger loss 
aversion and dissa0sfac0on. Behavioural research has found that we experience twice as much pain when 
we lose something compared to not having it in the first place. An example of this is the furore caused 
when Bri0sh Airways ceased providing free meals so it could beTer compete with easyJet’s prices. So far 
beTer to start with a narrow service than be forced to cut it back later. 

Manage expecta*ons carefully 

Most importantly, if you are going to provide less than others, managing customers’ expecta0ons is cri0cal. 
Our happiness with a service depends on its level rela0ve to both our expecta0ons and what compe0tors 
are offering – not its absolute level. Communica0ng what is excluded and linking exclusions to the primary 
benefit (low price) is key. The goal is persuading customers to buy (because the primary benefit is 
compelling) while managing expecta0ons about other elements of the offer. This is something that the 
ultra-low-cost carriers like easyJet, jetBlue and Ryanair have tradi0onally done well.    

Conversely deligh0ng customers – as advocated by many CX advisers – risks raising expecta0ons to 
unsustainable levels. Imagine a scenario where on your first mee0ng with your bank manager you are 
offered champagne but the next 0me only coffee – delight will be followed by disappointment.  

If for opera0onal or other reasons you over-deliver in a par0cular instance, the one-off nature of the 
experience needs to be highlighted. I experienced this first-hand with easyJet. For my flight from Edinburgh 
to London, I was upgraded to a seat in the emergency exit row which offered more legroom because they 
didn’t have the mandatory two people required to remove the door should the plane need to make a 
forced landing. I believe the chief steward chose me because I would benefit more than other passengers 
due to my height (6’4”) and leg length. But at the end of the flight he politely informed me that I should not 
expect such upgrades in the future! 

Incorporate flexibility to handle moments of truth   

Moments of truth arise when a customer has a lot of emo0on invested in the outcome of an interac0on.  

Many of these happen when either the company (or the customer) has messed up. A highly standardised 
system typically does not handle such situa0ons well (computer says no). But the benefits of recognising 
and escala0ng any such issues to a team with the remit to go beyond the procedures manual to achieve 
resolu0on merits the addi0onal cost.  

Mishandling moments of truth may result in social media-driven reputa0onal damage while dealing with 
them empathe0cally can turn a complainant into an advocate. And given the excep0onal nature of such 
events – by defini0on, they are unusual – dealing with them in a customised way doesn’t create a risk of 
raising expecta0ons to levels which can’t be sustainably met. 

CX priori>es if strategic focus is product leadership 

Companies following product leadership strategies include the likes of Apple, Nike and BMW.  

Product leadership stems from a combina0on of performance and aesthe0cs. By sa0sfying emo0onal as 
well as func0onal needs, product leaders can achieve premium pricing. As a result their share of the profit 

 



pool is higher than their market share – for example Apple has a 32% market share in smartphones but 
captures a 66% share of profits made on smartphone sales.  110

But with products oden being sold through retail intermediaries, product providers have limited control 
over the end customer’s buying experience, at best influencing it through merchandising. What can be 
controlled in these instances is the experience of the intermediary customer – the distributor or retailer or 
implementa0on partner. As with most B2B value proposi0ons, the key drivers here are financial – saving 
0me, saving cost, reducing capital requirements, reducing risk and increasing sales. And the experience 
delivered to these intermediary customers needs to reflect those financial impera0ves 

But there are other elements of the experience that product providers control directly and the inherent 
requirements of product leadership create a different set of CX priori0es compared to when the focus is 
opera0onal excellence. 

Consider all customer journeys, including usage ones 

From the customer’s perspec0ve, all interac0ons cons0tute the experience they have, whether they be 
with the product or with the company. The manifesta0on of physical products plays a huge part in delivery 
of both func0onal and emo0onal benefits – from the sleek beauty of an Aston-Mar0n at one end of the 
price spectrum to the iconic Coke boTle at the other. Product design needs to be considered as much part 
of the customer experience as service design. But product interac0ons – par0cular with physical products – 
are oden outside the scope of customer experience teams.  

Redressing this requires the integra0on of organisa0onal silos if physical products are owned by the design 
and engineering team, digital services by the service design team and customer interac0ons by the 
customer support team.  

Product design teams have their own tried and tested processes and won’t take kindly to CX professionals 
telling them what to do. Also the aim is not to change what they do and the benefits that the product 
delivers, but ensure that the same differen0a0on is reflected in other interac0ons. And along with R&D, 
product teams should have the clearest understanding of where the company delivers superior value and 
where compe0tors are beTer.  

This knowledge – oden implicit rather than explicit – is vital to ensuring that the interac0ons with the 
company complement the interac0ons that customers have with its products and services. Bringing 
product designers into customer experience workshops will forge an integrated approach that delivers a 
more consistent brand promise. 

Expand range of customer jobs being served 

Journey mapping starts with the customer’s desired outcome and details all the jobs-to-be-done that the 
customer must complete for them to achieve that outcome. Whereas those focusing on opera0onal 
excellence should limit the number of customer jobs they seek to serve, product leaders should look to 
increase them.  
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Customer jobs can be split into two main categories – informa0on-related ones and service-related ones. 
The laTer are well understood but many of the least well-served jobs relate to the former – when the 
customer needs informa0on, for example to make a decision.  

Sa0sfying these needs can significantly improve the experience. In the early stages of the buying process, 
product leaders can help customers formulate and specify their needs. For example, Pilkington has 
developed a set of tools and calculators to help building contractors specify and price their exact glass 
requirements,  with Armitage Shanks doing the same for bathroom appliances.  In both cases these 111 112

tools deliver an addi0onal benefit of collec0ng data in a consented way, with privacy-respec0ng 
aggrega0on of that data enabling a beTer understanding of customers’ general requirements to be gained.  

The Internet of Things (IoT) also provides significant scope for improving the customer experience. In 
addi0on to selling farmers seeds, Bayer (formerly Monsanto) created a service which uses weather, crop 
and soil data to help farmers know the op0mal 0mes for plan0ng, watering and harves0ng crops    – 113

massively expanding the number of jobs Bayer is suppor0ng and thereby the value it is adding. Bayer has 
moved from selling seeds to becoming crop solu0on providers.  

Similarly Philips CareSage enables clinicians to monitor pa0ents remotely via wearables so they can 
intervene before an adverse event arises. . And insurance companies are incorpora0ng smart devices (e.g. 114

flood sensors) in homes and cars (behaviour monitoring) to help customers reduce their risk of loss and 
hence their premiums.  

IoT Sensors also help with product maintenance in the later stages of the lifecycle. Using sensor data, 
vehicle manufacturers are able to warn car owners about an impending fault so the part can be replaced 
before the car breaks down. This significantly improves the experience as down0me can be very costly or 
inconvenient. (Note: in these situa0ons, data access rights need to be considered. US adermarket service 
providers are arguing  that vehicle owners should be able to share smart car data with whom they want 115

rather than the vehicle manufacturers like GM and Ford having exclusive access.) 

Servi*se product offering 

Turning products into services, known as servi0sa0on, reduces the risk customers face when making a 
purchase, par0cularly one with a heavy up-front cost. The most famous example of servi0sa0on is Rolls 
Royce’s Power by the Hour – first introduced in 1962 – enabling airlines to manage aircrad maintenance 
costs . Predic0ve maintenance is again cri0cal to ensuring the service is profitable.  116
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Other examples of servi0sa0on include payment-per-copy prin0ng services provided by companies like 
Xerox.  In B2C markets, the biggest examples are Nezlix and Spo0fy for film and music streaming. But 117

pay-as-you-go insurance services from companies such as Cuvva   are also becoming increasingly popular.    118

Enable product customisa*on  

Designing modular products, thereby enabling consumers to customise a product to their specific taste, is 
another means of improving the experience. Vehicle manufacturers such as Jaguar   and BMW  provide 119 120

buyers with mul0ple different op0ons – everything from colour and engine type, through transmission and 
wheel style to the design of the interior and inclusion or not of accessories such as parking assist. Similarly 
HP and Lenovo enable buyers to customise laptops before they order, Nike by You  offers customisa0on of 121

trainers and the vast majority of storage furniture providers (e.g. Neville Johnson ) allow customers to 122

create solu0ons that are tailored to their specific needs.  

The challenge with all these services is to provide flexibility without providing so much choice that a 
decision is too hard to make. Also preferences vary by country - whereas vehicle customisa0on is standard 
in Europe, in the US vehicle manufacturers have found that offering a range of specific packages delivers 
more uptake than providing a seemingly endless list of customisa0on op0ons which customers don’t have 
the pa0ence to work through. In a similar vein Dell, the pioneer of PC customisa0on, now provides a 
filtering service on its website rather than the customise and buy op0on offered by HP and Lenovo. 

Create a Direct-to-Consumer model  

A number of product leaders such as Apple and Nike have created direct-to-consumer (D2C) models. 

There are mul0ple benefits of D2C. Firstly cuong out the retailer can enable lower prices to be charged. 
Lower prices are behind the success of dedicated D2C start-ups such as Warby Parker  (eyewear), 123

Caspar  (maTresses) and Harry’s  (shaving accessories). Alterna0vely it can enable the product provider 124 125

to capture a larger share of the overall profit margin – the primary incen0ve for Apple and Nike – while 
providing more control over the consumer’s buying experience and enabling the business to build a 
stronger rela0onship with customers.  

The ability to build a stronger rela0onship stems from direct access to customer data – notably what the 
customer has purchased, what they have looked at, etc. – all of which is less readily available when sales 
are via an intermediary.   
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Building stronger rela0onships is a focus for many product companies. In 2018 Unilever announced a goal 
of building one billion one-to-one rela0onships . Because it primarily sells through intermediaries such as 126

supermarkets, Unilever’s ability to achieve this will depend on its success in persuading consumers to share 
informa0on on what they have bought. This is seamless in a D2C model. But when it relies on consumers 
sharing this informa0on by some other means, it is far harder to achieve.   
   

CX priori>es if strategic focus is customer in>macy 

Customer in0macy enables businesses to deliver services that are proac0ve and personalised. Examples of 
personalised services range from consultancy in B2B sectors to medical care, bespoke tailoring and 
concierge services for consumers.  

Proac0vity requires a lot of insight into customers. In B2B markets this can be achieved with rela0vely low 
tech means when there is a rela0vely small number of customers. The most customer in0mate business in 
the oil and gas mul0-na0onal I worked with was the one selling fuels to the eight North American railroad 
companies. Because there were only a handful of poten0al customers and their purchase volumes were so 
huge, this could be achieved by having mul0-faceted account teams (commercial, logis0cs, health and 
safety, etc.) speak daily with their counterparts at the account they were looking ader. They knew their 
customers so well that they could spot problems before they arose, without the need of even a CRM 
system – everything was captured in simple spreadsheets. 

But in mass B2C markets, a much higher tech approach is required – predic0ve modelling and decisioning 
linked to an execu0on capability. For this to be effec0ve, a lot of data is required. So proac0vity is generally 
the preserve of industries such as digital search and social media services, banking, mobile telephony and 
home entertainment, for example.  

The risk is that the desire for in0macy is oden one-sided – companies desire more in0macy with customers 
than vice versa. When you think about it as a customer, there are probably only a handful (at most) of 
brands that you trust enough and provide you with sufficient value for you to want to have a rela0onship 
with them.  

As highlighted in the first chapter, there is a tendency for brand managers to forget that when they are on 
the other side of the fence. When we work for a company, we are more likely to fall in love with its brand 
and struggle to see why anyone else would not. In our heads customers want far more in0macy than they 
really do. And if you are pursuing a strategy of customer in0macy, it is worth remembering that an 
unrestricted desire for unrequited in0macy is otherwise known as stalking!  

Create services that generate customer data  

Building customer in0macy may require more customer data than you currently have, in which case the 
star0ng point is to generate more. Data genera0on occurs automa0cally with digital interac0ons and as 
highlighted in the sec0on on Product Leadership the incorpora0on of smart services into an offering 
achieves the same effect.  
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But it is also possible to create decision support tools that deliver similar results. Zoopla is a digital service 
which helps people decide where they want to live and it provides a tool for iden0fying areas within a given 
travel 0me  of a specific loca0on. It also provides tools to help homeowners value their property , the 127 128

benefit to Zoopla being the insights into their inten0ons these tools reveal.  

Similarly Credit Karma has created a range of credit calculators  to help consumers beTer manage their 129

finances. These calculators capture informa0on on outstanding loans, income and expenditures that would 
otherwise be the preserve of each individual’s bank or credit card company. Data collected in this way can 
then be used to provide a proac0ve and customised service – something that otherwise would not be 
possible for a non-bank business.  

Another great example of using smart devices to achieve the same effect is Disney’s MagicBand .  130

MagicBand gives visitors access to parks and hotel rooms, provides FastPass access at specific 0mes, 
facilitates in-park purchases and enables Disney characters to have personalised interac0ons with children. 
In return, Disney automa0cally integrates loca0on data, character interac0ons, ride choices and purchase 
histories providing valuable insights that enable capacity management to be op0mised, the aim being to 
make the experience so good that customers are discouraged from visi0ng compe0tor parks. 

Personalise digital services and interac*ons  

Genera0ng data on customers supports personalisa0on. Effec0ve personalisa0on helps consumers achieve 
their specific job-to-be-done – whether that be informa0on related, such as sugges0ng further ar0cles or 
videos based on the one just viewed (something which YouTube does very well – poten0ally too well) or it 
could be service related – sugges0ng complementary products to an item that has just been purchased.  

UK retailer The Very Group, has long aspired to deliver the world’s most personalised shopping 
experience , experimen0ng with personalised gallery pages (e.g. when you search for jeans, providing a 131

lis0ng that is tailored to your past brand, price and style choices) and extending to delivering a personalised 
home page for each customer.  

But effec0ve personalisa0on is hard. When it is too accurate, it can be creepy. The sense that companies 
have a deep understanding of us is highly disconcer0ng. And when it is inaccurate or clearly designed with 
the company’s rather than customer’s interest in mind, it irritates rather than pleases.  

Supermarkets are well posi0oned to provide personalisa0on as our weekly shop generates valuable data 
that reveals a lot about our lifestyles and preferences. But elsewhere the depth of understanding required 
for personalisa0on is more limited. For an individual fashion retailer it is even harder as they may only be 
privy to less than 20% of our clothes purchases, so won’t accurately know what we have already 
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purchased. To counter this problem, services such as Dressipi  are emerging to help consumers share 132

purchase data across retailers to improve the quality of recommenda0ons they receive.  
  

Use insights to protect customers  

A third area where customer in0macy can improve the customer experience – and in the process build 
trust – is using the understanding that in0macy yields to protect people from self-harm.  

The poten0al for the service to be harmful is obvious in industries such as tobacco, alcohol and gambling. 
Responsible companies in these sectors have to balance duty to shareholders with a duty of care to their 
customers. In their book, Compe4ng on Analy4cs, Thomas Davenport and Jeanne Harris describe how the 
casino operator Caesars Entertainment uses its loyalty system to track customer ac0vity. So if a customer is 
losing too much money too fast, Caesars sends the customer a message offering a $20 coupon for the 
buffet to be used in next hour – a diversion to help them break a downward spiral.  

In a slightly different context, Facebook has created an algorithm that tracks peoples’ posts and assesses 
the likelihood of imminent self-harm  with those at high risk flagged to local support providers for more 133

detailed assessment. And to help people improve their health, the insurance company Vitality   134

undertakes a health risk assessment of new customers, creates an individualised ac0on plan to help them 
make healthier choices, monitors progress using wearables and rewards progress with points that can be 
redeemed against a variety of benefits.  

All of these are examples of using a data-driven understanding of the customer to help them make beTer 
choices. When this is clearly in the interests of both sides, as is the case with Vitality, it is a commercially 
sensible thing to do. And when it is not in the company’s interest, as is the case with Caesar’s, the effect is 
to build trust that the company will not take advantage of customers when they are vulnerable.   

All the above examples are designed to highlight the need to think differently when strategic priori0es 
differ and whet your appe0te as to the range of dimensions you have to work with. But which set of 
priori0es are most appropriate?  

This is where the process of decoding your strategy begins. In the next chapter we will use a more 
sophis0cated model for mapping how your business differen0ates itself versus compe0tors. But it is s0ll 
worth asking yourself about where you fit versus compe0tors on the three dimensions outlined. How 
strong are you in terms of opera0onal excellence, product leadership and customer in0macy versus your 
biggest compe0tors? Who scores best and worst on each dimension? Scoring poorly on one dimension – 
even two – is fine if you score excep0onally well on the third. That is the whole point of strategy – making 
trade-offs. Which dimension do you score best on – hopefully you are the leader in one rather than being 
stuck in the middle on all three! 

The next step is to expand your understanding of the art of the possible. This is done by reviewing the 
analogous industries you have iden0fied, as highlighted in the Par0cipa0on sec0on, then determining 
which businesses have a similar compe00ve posi0oning to yours before finally doing a deep dive into the 
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experience they are providing to generate a list of further ideas. It is important at this stage to recognise 
that these are just op0ons. Before actual solu0ons can be architected, a beTer understanding of the 
specific challenges your business is facing is required.  

As men0oned at the beginning of this sec0on, it is crucial that the experience you design complements the 
strategy your business is following. Learning from exemplars is fine, so long as they are relevant to your 
industry and your strategy. The constant reference to the same exemplars in book ader book on customer 
experience – without any reference to the specifics of their industry, their posi0oning within that industry 
and their commercial success, is the biggest disservice that CX experts have done to the industry. And I 
would argue that is one of the main reasons why CX roles are not a common route to the top of a business.  

Organisa>on 

Organisa0on describes how a business delivers its desired differen0a0on in its target markets. The star0ng 
point is the business model – how the business will set up to deliver its value proposi0on to its customers. 
And the first part of this sec0on will show you how to map your business model using a systems dynamics 
map.  

This may be sufficient but usually value proposi0on delivery requires an ecosystem of providers. In simple 
value chain or value network language, this reflects what the business will do and what it will outsource or 
leave to suppliers and partners. This will be covered in the second part of this sec0on. The third part covers 
the value exchanges that need to take place with the different stakeholders a business has – not just 
customers but employees, partners, suppliers, local communi0es and obviously shareholders. 

Mapping your business model 

A business model tells the story of how the business works. The legendary management guru Peter Drucker 
defined a business model by the ques0ons it should answer - who is your customer, what does the 
customer value and how do you deliver value at an appropriate cost? More recently, the late Harvard 
Business School professor Clayton Christensen described a business model as consis0ng of four 
components – a customer value proposi0on, a profit formula, key resources and key processes . Finally 135

many CX professionals, par0cularly those with a service design background, will be aware of Alexander 
Osterwalder’s nine part Business Model Canvas.  

All of these are perfectly valid ways of trying to describe a business model. But they all lack a dynamic or 
systemic perspec0ve. Both these perspec0ves can be achieved by using a technique called system dynamics 
mapping.  

System dynamics maps model business choices and consequences – what decisions have been made, what 
the consequences of those decisions are (both intended and unintended), the second order consequences, 
and so on.  

One example of a simple loop that might appear in a system dynamics map – and one that CX professionals 
will recognise – is a decision to invest in crea0ng a great experience leading to customers being happier 
with the service provided (first order consequence) which leads them to buying again in the future and 
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telling their friends or making online recommenda0ons (second order consequences) which increase 
revenue and profits (third order consequences) which enables the business to reinforce its choice to invest 
in the customer experience – or make other choices.  

In a system dynamics map, this is represented by the decision with an arrow poin0ng to the consequence. 
Next to the arrow is a + or – sign to signify whether the rela0onship is in the same direc0on. So for the 
example given above, the arrows will have + signs next to them. An example of the opposite rela0onship 
would be inves0ng in self-serve channels to make them easier to use leading to a reduc0on in costs to 
serve.  

The next step is to iden0fy causal loops. There are two basic loops — reinforcing (R in diagram below) and 
balancing (B) – which provide the founda0ons for systems thinking. As the systems expert Daniel Kim, co-
founder of the MIT Organiza0onal Learning Center, puts it, “These simple structures combine in an infinite 
variety of ways to produce the complex systems that we as managers are expected to control.”  136

 
Figure 7: CX Reinforcing and Balancing Loops 

Reinforcing and balancing loops are not good or bad in themselves. Reinforcing loops generate growth or 
decline. And by compounding change, they create either virtuous or vicious cycles 

For example, the figure above outlines a simple customer experience example. A virtuous cycle would arise 
from the decision to increase investment in customer experience leading to higher levels of sa0sfac0on 
leading to increased demand from exis0ng customer repurchases and their recommenda0ons to their 
friends. A vicious cycle ensues if you choose to invest less, leading to lower sa0sfac0on and reduced 
demand as customers leave and bad-mouthing the company to friends. (Remember the “+” sign reflects an 
effect in the same direc0on rather than an increase, and a “–“ signifies an effect in the opposite direc0on.) 

Of course, no virtuous or vicious cycle can con0nue for ever. There are opposing forces which act as brakes 
on further change in a given direc0on. These are called balancing loops and they exist to try to bring things 
into equilibrium. Balancing loops are far less no0ceable than reinforcing loops because the job they do is to 
keep things unno0ced, but they are far more commonplace. As Kim points out, “It would not be a gross 
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exaggera0on to say that balancing processes are everywhere. They are far more ubiquitous than reinforcing 
loops.” 

Intui0vely telling a reinforcing loop from a balancing one is easy, but your map may be full of complex 
cycles where the story is not obvious. Kim advises that an easy way to tell a reinforcing loop from a 
balancing one is by coun0ng the number of nega0ve (as in inverse or “-“) rela0onships. As the above 
example shows, reinforcing loops only have posi0ve (or “+”) rela0onships. So if there are no nega0ve 
rela0onships, the loop has to be reinforcing. The same is true if there are an even number of nega0ves, 
meaning they balance so the loop is driven by the posi0ve rela0onships. But if there is an odd number of 
nega0ves, then it is a balancing loop. 

The customer experience example above also includes a balancing loop – an increase in demand increases 
service delivery pressures and these increase the number of quality issues and delays, which then reduce 
customer sa0sfac0on.  

When undertaking this exercise with a price comparison service, it was clear that they had a developed an 
effec0ve reinforcement loop between the marke0ng and sourcing parts of the business. By spending more 
on adver0sing and brand building than their compe0tors, our client was able to secure higher volumes of 
customers. These higher volumes meant they could nego0ate beTer deals from insurance providers, 
meaning lower premium offers to customers which in turn translated into even higher volumes, greater 
profits and even more money for adver0sing and branding. However this virtuous cycle could become 
vicious if an alterna0ve comparison site (or completely new form of insurance intermedia0on) started to 
eat away at the volume advantage that the business had, leading to less preferen0al rates from providers, 
higher prices to customers and even lower volumes.  

Fortunately there was another reinforcement loop that was currently hindering the business but could be 
reversed. This was between the customer rela0onship and marke0ng func0ons. Historically there had been 
no contact between the customer and the comparison service between renewals, which meant that 
effec0vely it had to re-acquire each customer every year, thereby requiring a higher level of marke0ng 
costs.  

We iden0fied that the company could develop a range of services to help customers with insurance-related 
jobs-to-be-done across the whole year (providing a vault for all insurance documents whether purchased 
through the comparison site or not, for example) that would build the rela0onship, keep the comparison 
service front of mind when it came to renewal 0me and increase switching costs because the service 
enabled pre-popula0on of mul0ple fields. All of which would lead to the reversal of the reinforcement loop 
from a vicious one into a virtuous one.  

So what does a fully developed map look like? In their excellent Harvard Business Review ar0cle on How to 
Design a Winning Business Model , Ramon Casadesus-Masanell and Joan E. Ricart share one developed 137

for Ryanair (see figure below). 

Casadesus-Masanell and Ricart describe consequences in two ways – flexible and rigid. Flexible 
consequences respond quickly when the underlying choice changes - increasing prices typically results in 
lower volumes in a preTy short 0me frame. Rigid consequences take much longer to change. For example, 
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the choices that a company makes to support its desired culture will have long las0ng effects – the culture 
is likely to persist even if those decisions are reversed. 

 

Figure 8: Ryanair business model, source: How to Design a Winning Business Model, Ramon Casadesus-
Masanell and Joan E. Ricart, HBR, January-February 2011 

As the graphic illustrates, Ryanair’s choices include flying out of only secondary airports, using a 
standardised fleet of 737s, providing short-haul journeys only, trea0ng all customers the same and charging 
for all addi0onal services, all of which enable it to charge low air fares. The consequences of those choices 
include low customer expecta0ons, high volumes and low costs.  

Ryanair’s model has mul0ple reinforcing loops which underpin why it has grown so fast. For example, low 
fares aTract young and leisure travellers which supports the choice that all passengers are treated equally. 
This keeps fixed costs low, enabling low fares to be charged. Similarly low fares lead to high volumes of 
passengers which delivers high aircrad u0lisa0on and lower costs, again enabling the low fare policy.  

So where do you start the process of mapping your business model? One way is ar0cula0ng what Kim calls 
your core theory of success. He cites the example of Cur0s Nelson, president and CEO of Carlson Hospitality 
Worldwide, who wrote in the company magazine: “Take care of your people, inspire them, allow them to 
grow to their full poten0al and evoke their personality, and they will reach a higher level of job sa0sfac0on. 
That in turn inspires greater commitment, which leads to greater guest sa0sfac0on.”  138

If you were to turn this into a system diagram it would be investments in enabling people to achieve their 
poten0al enhances their job sa0sfac0on, which builds their commitment to delivering excellent service, in 
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turn this translates into higher customer sa0sfac0on leading to more repeat business and word-of-mouth 
recommenda0ons, resul0ng in higher revenues, an increase in profits, enabling more investments in 
people. 

Of course, your core theory of success will entail many loops, as per the Ryanair example, not just one. But 
if you start out with a high-level loop that senior management will recognise it is easier to add layers than 
start with an incredibly detailed map and then aTempt to abstract from it.  

The underlying loops will be interconnected and their dynamics may not be intui0vely obvious. Also there 
are unintended consequences as well as intended ones and these may take longer to uncover. So building a 
true representa0on of your business model takes 0me. But even comple0ng a first drad will reveal how the 
business is intended to work to deliver your target experience.  

This delivers hugely powerful insights for where the customer experience sits in the context of the overall 
business model and, in par0cular, how it reinforces it. The Ryanair example highlights how low service 
levels are integral to the model given how they shape customer expecta0ons and keep costs low. Looking 
to ‘wow’ or delight customers by delivering amazing service would through a spanner in the works and 
impair how the system works.  

Also the model outlines how the business is designed to work. But not all parts will be working as intended 
and addi0onal insights will arise from iden0fying where problems are occurring and fixes are required.  

Finally crea0ng such a map will help define the key performance indicators and metrics you should be 
monitoring. Consequences should be measurable – this is not always possible but it is a good aim to have in 
mind. This has two benefits, firstly it highlights what should be being measured. Too oden businesses fall 
into the trap of measuring what can easily be counted rather than what it is most valuable to measure. 
Secondly measurability enables the causal loops you have defined to be tested – are they working as 
intended, does an increase in customer sa0sfac0on translate into higher revenues, for example.  

But what systems dynamics maps don’t do is look beyond the organisa0on’s boundaries. For that we turn 
to our next tool, value network mapping.  

Mapping your ecosystem 

One way to define where your business has defined its limits is to map the customer ecosystem in which 
your organisa0on sits using a technique called value network mapping.  

Value network mapping was devised by Elke Den Ouden to map how all the par0es in an ecosystem 
contribute to delivering value to the customer. In contrast to systems dynamics mapping which is very 
business-oriented, the customer is front and centre in this model, making the two approaches excellent 
complements.  

Den Ouden has a par0cular interest in social innova0on where collabora0on between commercial 
businesses and governmental bodies makes it par0cularly relevant. But it has also been used by enterprises 
such as Philips as part of their innova0on development process.  

The underlying principle behind the idea of mapping your ecosystem is that the tradi0onal way we thought 
about value crea0on no longer applies. Rather than value chains with suppliers and customers, we need to 
 



think about value networks where the collec0ve can generate greater value for customers than each party 
can do individually. And whereas in the tradi0onal value chain model where all transac0ons are financial, in 
value networks much of what is exchanged is less tangible – informa0on, knowledge and reputa0on being 
good examples.  

Den Ouden envisaged value network mapping as a tool to support innova0on - a way for those crea0ng 
new services to think about the ecosystem required to deliver op0mal value to customers, with value 
proposi0ons being a combina0on of products and services from different organisa0ons. But even where 
ecosystems have not been designed deliberately, they have evolved. And the tool is equally valuable for 
diagnosing how value is being created in these ecosystems.   

If we take the example of buying a house, the customer’s desired outcome is having a new home to achieve 
that there are mul0ple jobs that they need to complete. But most providers – realtors or estate agents, 
property surveyors, lawyers, banks, mortgage brokers, etc. – only tend to look at their small part of the 
solu0on.  

My colleague Graham Hill highlighted this in a recent LinkedIn post.  He cites his experience of working 139

with the mortgage division of a bank. Tradi0onally the bank had only been focused on its interac0ons with 
the customer, all of which related to selling a mortgage. When Graham and his team flipped the 
perspec0ve to the customer job of financing a new home, a whole rad of different interac0ons were 
iden0fied. Indeed the bank’s interac0ons accounted for only around 30% of the total. The majority of 
interac0ons were with other actors in the customer's ecosystem, many of whose interests were not aligned 
with the bank's (e.g. mortgage brokers and comparison plazorms).  

Graham and his team iden0fied an addi0onal 10% of interac0ons that the bank could support if it looked at 
the journey through the customer's eyes. They also found that an addi0onal 30% could be supported by 
actors that the Bank could partner with to the benefit of all par0es. And for the final 30%, the Bank could 
assist customers by crea0ng informa0on services – guides, checklists and decision support tools. As 
Graham wrote in his ar0cle, “the Bank could have increased its engagement with customers from 30% of 
the interac0ons during their journey, to 40%, 70%, or even 100%, just by taking a less myopic perspec0ve.” 

Clearly where a business chooses to play should be a strategic decision. But oden the reality is not a 
specific decision but an evolu0on that has taken place without strategic considera0on. Underlying this 
evolu0on is a set of implicit assump0ons and bringing them into the open – as value network mapping 
does – enables senior management to think about them in a deliberate manner.  

There are no hard and fast rules here. Just because you can help customers with jobs that others are 
currently suppor0ng doesn’t mean that you should. Value – to both customer and your business – needs to 
be considered when deciding whether to expand into other areas of the ecosystem. And the same applies if 
the opposite is true – the business is overstretched so withdrawing from certain areas and leaving them to 
other players is strategically sensible. There may be far more value in being brilliant in just one part of the 
value proposi0on and making yourself the indispensable partner that everyone needs because of your 
unrivalled exper0se rather than dilu0ng the quality provided across different elements of the proposi0on.  

Value network mapping, like systems dynamics mapping, helps you to decode what the current strategy 
really is. As well as providing a founda0on for the CX strategy you will be developing, these maps will be 
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extremely valuable to senior management (assuming they are open minded). They highlight outdated 
assump0ons, inconsistencies, broken elements in the model and deliver a variety of other insights. In the 
process you are star0ng to shape business strategy as well as reflect it in what you are developing – helpful 
if your ambi0on is to rise to the top of the organisa0on.  

So how do you go about mapping the value network that you are in?  

Step one is to put the customer at the centre and iden0fy all the jobs that they need to complete to 
achieve their desired outcome. 

The next step is to iden0fy all the actors in the customer’s ecosystem who help them complete those jobs. 
Den Oude iden0fies a range of poten0al actors including providers of goods, providers of services, 
providers of content, providers of systems or solu0ons, providers of marke0ng services, enablers (such as 
plazorm providers), financiers, intermediaries (such as retail partners), suppliers and manufacturers, 
compe0tors and government bodies. Then under each actor, list the jobs they help the customer complete.  

The final step involves linking the different actors by how value flows between them. Den Oude defines 
four categories of value flows – goods and services, money and credits, informa0on, and other intangibles.  

Goods and services flow between two par0es and there typically is a parallel money/credit flow in the 
opposite direc0on. But the same is not always true the other way around – government bodies grant 
subsidies and banks provide loans without receiving any good in return. 

Flows of informa0on can be standalone or related to other flows. A government body providing subsidies 
to one actor in the ecosystem may be rewarded with informa0on from another. Or a goods and services 
provider may share informa0on with a supplier as a way of reducing how much it pays, informa0on flowing 
in the same direc0on as money and credit.  

 
Figure 9: Illustra0ve Value Network Map, source: Elke Den Ouden 
 



The illustra0ve map above includes all the poten0al different value flows and some of the poten0al 
different actors. It shows who is touching the customer directly and who is in a suppor0ng role. The map 
highlights two poten0al ways the value proposi0on is being delivered. Firstly by a solu0on provider who 
integrates products, services and informa0on into a cohesive offering that minimises the work required by 
the customer. The alterna0ve is where these different elements are provided separately and customers 
have to create the solu0on they need themselves.  

The example above illustrates the mul0ple value exchanges that exist between the different players. As Den 
Ouden points out, value networks are formed by nego0a0on among the different stakeholders, with 
complexity added by mul0ple poten0al conflicts of interest. To navigate such discussions, it is helpful to be 
clear on what value each stakeholder is providing and what they are geong in return.  

Using stakeholder Value Exchange Model 

This brings us to our third model, the Stakeholder Value Exchange Model. This is a model that I developed 
in the late 2000s with Richard Sanders and was the basis for ar0cles published in the journal of the 
Strategic Planning Society  and on the Harvard Business Review website.  140 141

Recogni0on of the need to balance the interests of all stakeholders – not just seek to maximise shareholder 
value to the cost of everyone else – was a rela0vely new perspec0ve when we defined our model. But over 
0me momentum has built and eventually led to the Business Roundtable upda0ng its statement on the 
Purpose of the Corpora0on in August 2019 to include commitments to customers, employees, suppliers 
and communi0es as well as shareholders.  

Equally over the last decade there has been increasing focus on the importance of ecosystems in crea0ng 
value for customers. Ecosystem thinking and stakeholder thinking go hand-in-hand. As outlined in the 
sec0on above, a mul0tude of stakeholders are involved and all of them need to gain something from their 
contribu0on – whether that be financial or something less tangible such as informa0on or reputa0onal 
benefits.  

The central point of stakeholder capitalism is the idea that senior management should increase the pie for 
all stakeholders before trying to divide it up. As I argued on hbr.org at the 0me: “No system can thrive if 
one member group con0nually benefits at the expense of others. Any unfairness in treatment will result in 
suppliers priori0zing other customers, staff leaving to work for other companies, or customers defec0ng to 
other suppliers or shareholders selling. In this context, strategy is the art of balancing how value is shared 
among different stakeholders so that overall value crea0on is maximised. Its aim is then to sustain superior 
profitability over the long run rather than maximise it in the short term. The system reflects what 
economics professor John Kay has called obliquity — the idea that some objec0ves (in this case, long term 
shareholder returns) are best achieved by indirect or oblique means.”  142

At the 0me, however, there were no models for how to achieve this. And it struck me that customer 
strategy, with its focus on the value exchange between the customer and the enterprise, could provide a 
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star0ng point for a broader model. (And it was the crea0on of this broader model that looked value 
exchanges with all stakeholders that made me see customer-centricity as a valueless clarion call.)  

The image we created at the 0me to explain the concept is below.  

 
Figure 10: Stakeholder Value Exchange Model 

This illustra0on aims to show that the enterprise creates value for and receives value from mul0ple 
stakeholders and these value exchanges shape the capabili0es that the organisa0on needs to develop. 
Furthermore senior management need to ensure that there is a robust profit model at the centre, 
otherwise it won’t be able to deliver value to shareholders.  

In addi0on we highlighted the value dimensions that each stakeholder could deliver to the enterprise and 
receive in return, and how that might be measured with an overall goal of crea0ng a stakeholder scorecard 
that would measure how effec0vely the business was implemen0ng its value exchanges (see Figure 11).  

 



 
Figure 11: Stakeholder Value Dimensions 

While it is by no means exhaus0ve, the table above provides a prac0cal tool for you to start to understand 
the value exchanges that exist within the value network you have mapped. Obviously there will be a 
product and service element to most of these balanced by a financial one. But how else is value being 
created for each party? And how are you tracking the value you are receiving from being part of the 
ecosystem?  

Through the use of the approaches and tools outlined above, you will be able to gain a strong 
understanding of what your organisa0on’s business strategy is – where it par0cipates, how it competes, 
and how it organises itself to deliver value to all stakeholders. But one area – the one that has the biggest 
impact on CX strategy – requires more of a deep dive. That is the differen0a0on embodied in your value 
proposi0on to customers. That is covered in the next chapter.   

 



5. Determining your differen>ators 

How your business seeks to differen)ate should be a key focus for how you design your target customer 
experience. This chapter highlights the different dimensions that you can use to differen)ate and 
illustrates the point with a UK supermarket example.   

The founda0on for any organisa0on’s customer experience is its value proposi0on – how it creates value 
for customers and differen0ates itself from compe0tors.  

In turn, your value proposi0on should shape the customer’s journey with you, specifically in how you help 
them complete their jobs-to-be-done and achieve their desired outcomes.  

Your value proposi0on may be ar0culated in formal terms as a brand or customer promise. When a brand 
promise is specific, clearly defined and a genuine source of differen0a0on, then reflec0ng it in your 
customer journey orchestra0on is rela0vely simple.  

But oden that is not the case – the promise is neither explicit nor specific (meaning it is something that 
every company in your industry could say). In such instances, the framework below can help you 
deconstruct how your business really creates value for customers in ways that are different to your 
compe0tors so that you can reinforce that differen0a0on in your journey design.  

This chapter explains the two different parts of value crea0on – core and differen0a0ng. Core value relates 
to the outcome you are helping customers achieve so it varies by category (e.g. ensure we have enough 
food in the house to eat for the week versus have an ouzit that will make me feel great when I go out this 
weekend). Differen0a0ng value reflects how you help customers achieve their desired outcome – the type 
of experience you design (e.g. focused on convenience or crea0ng a sense of pres0ge) – in which there is a 
lot of commonality across different sectors.  

The sources of differen0a0ng value are explained using the value paleTe, a means of reflec0ng the crea0ve 
challenge of combining the different components into a differen0ated whole. The chapter goes on to show 
how the different sources of value can be mapped as a way of understanding how different businesses in 
your category are compe0ng, with this approach illustrated using publicly available data on UK 
supermarkets.  

While the supermarket example highlights the applicability of the approach, it also highlights some of the 
challenges you may face when applying it to your business. So the final sec0on provides some 0ps to keep 
in mind when you look to embody your value proposi0on and brand promise into journey mapping and 
orchestra0on, which is covered in chapter 8. 

Core value and differen>a>ng value 

How you create value for customers can be split into two parts. Firstly there is the outcome you help them 
achieve – the core value you are crea0ng. Secondly there is the differen0a0ng value – how you help them 
complete the outcome’s component jobs-to-be-done differently to your compe0tors.  

If we take the desired outcome of having enough food in the house to feed your household for the next 
week, this requires various jobs to be completed. In the case of shopping in a supermarket (rather than 
online) the jobs include – making a shopping list, deciding where to shop, travelling to the supermarket, 
 



finding items on the shopping list, iden0fying alterna0ves for products that are out of stock; going to 
checkout and paying; then travelling home and puong away the items purchased. Supermarkets don’t help 
with all these jobs, just the core shopping ones, but one way to differen0ate would be to help customers 
complete more of them to make the customers life easier. 

This brings us on to how businesses differen0ate their services.  

Crea>ng differen>a>ng value 

So how can businesses create differen0a0ng value?  

Many years ago I collated a long list of benefits that businesses could offer in conjunc0on with the core 
value they delivered. Then by asking one of the most powerful ques0ons that marketers can ask – what is 
the benefit of the benefit? – I abstracted the benefits into higher level groupings.  

Over 0me the number has increased. At incep0on there were seven. In an ar0cle I wrote for the Harvard 
Business Review website in 2011  there were eight. And in the latest version there are nine – Quality, 143

Choice, Convenience and Responsiveness (the func0onal components); Feel-Good and Trustworthiness 
(the emo0onal dimensions); Savings, Risk reduc0on and Produc0vity gains (the financial elements).  

Differen0a0ng your value proposi0on is a design challenge. Designers, whatever their field, have a fixed set 
of elements which they need to combine and trade-off. Product designers need to consider shape, colour, 
texture, material, paTern, ornament and cost. Similarly, interior designers must work with space, light, 
colour, paTern, texture, focal point and cost. The aim with crea0ng the categories outlined above and 
described in more detail below was for them to be the equivalent for value proposi0on designers.  

The Value Paleee 

One way of reflec0ng the crea0ve challenge of combining these elements is depic0ng them as colours on a 
painter’s paleTe, with shades depic0ng the different ways they can be delivered (see Figure 12 below).  
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Figure 12: The Value PaleTe 

The value sources are oden interrelated rather than mutually exclusive – par0cularly across the groupings 
of func0onal, emo0onal and financial. High func0onal value typically delivers produc0vity gains, reducing 
the need to offer savings through low pricing. Func0onal value in the form of high quality and excellence 
also increases trustworthiness, again with implica0ons for pricing and financial value.  

Func>onal Value Sources 

Quality 

Quality has mul0ple sub-elements to it. Firstly there is the breadth and depth of func0onality that the 
product or service delivers. The broader the func0onality, the more jobs the product enables the customer 
to complete – the Swiss Army knife being a classic example. The deeper the func0onality a service 
provides, the beTer it enables a specific job to be completed, for example a specialist laser measurement 
tool providing greater precision than its alterna0ves.   

In addi0on to the func0onality dimension, there are also the classic dimensions of total quality 
management – low defect rates, low service down0me and low variability in performance across products 
of the same type.  

Choice 

Choice enables customers to get exactly what they want. It is delivered through providing a wide range and 
variety of op0ons, service flexibility (as with pay-as-you-go car insurance and policies where customers can 
swap in and out what is covered) and scalability (enabling customer to scale up and down usage with their 
needs, as with cloud services), service customisa0on (such as Nike trainers) and personalisa0on (bespoke 
tailoring being the best example). 

 



Convenience 

Convenience delivers savings in both the 0me spent by the customer when comple0ng a job and the effort 
involved, both physical and cogni0ve. It is delivered by making products and services simple and easy to 
use with high availability in terms of both where and when they can be used. 

Responsiveness 

Responsiveness also delivers 0me savings to customer, but in how much 0me they must wait rather than in 
how much 0me they must spend – so savings in elapsed 0me rather than dura0on. Responsiveness is 
enabled by fast turnaround 0mes for quotes, order processing, delivery and issue resolu0on. The pinnacle 
of responsiveness is proac0ve service, where the provider recognises a need or a problem before the 
customer does and contacts them with a proposal, as opposed to the norm of reac0ve service where the 
business waits for the customer to get in contact.  

Emo>onal Value Sources 

Feel-Good 

Emo0onal value stems from how the product or service makes the customer feel. It is oden a func0on of 
one of the func0onal value sources. For example, the benefit of a bespoke suit isn’t just that it fits well, it 
also makes the customer feel good. Feel-good is associated with excellence and pres0ge (luxury marque 
cars being a prime example), also uniqueness or scarcity (oden due to high price). At a simpler level it may 
stem from making the service enjoyable and entertaining (for example, using gamifica0on) or from simply 
making the service more comfortable, for example wider seats and more leg room in premium economy 
airline services.  

Trustworthiness 

Trustworthiness reduces the risk of customers feeling bad about a purchase – easing stress and worry. 
There are mul0ple sources of trustworthiness – ac0ng authen0cally (in line with stated values) consistently 
mee0ng promises (doing what the company says it will do), looking ader customers by keeping them safe 
and secure, also being transparent and providing customers with control where possible (for example 
regarding use of their data). Finally there is an ethical dimensions to trustworthiness – going above and 
beyond the baseline required by legisla0on in areas such as environmental impact, data privacy, and health 
and safety.    

Financial Value Sources 

Savings 

Savings are delivered through offering a basic service and selling at a lower price than compe0tors – 
easyJet and Ryanair being examples in the airline industry. These savings can either be in up-front or 
ongoing costs or both.   

Capital cost savings are most prominent in B2B markets. One long standing example from the automo0ve 
industry is suppliers providing just-in-0me delivery services to the vehicle manufacturers, reducing the 
amount of money their OEM customers have 0ed up in working capital.  
 



Another example is servi0sa0on, where normally expensive equipment is provided as a service and paid for 
on a usage basis rather than being sold with a high up-front cost, one example being pay per copy prin0ng 
services provided by Xerox and others.  

Risk Reduc*on 

Reducing risk to the customer is another way to create value. Risk in this context is the poten0al for a cost 
in the future – for example, having to replace a printer because it has gone wrong – or a loss of earnings.  

One example of reducing risk related to a purchase is offering an extended period during which the 
customer can return or exchange it. For example, if you purchase a dishwasher or washing machine from 
John Lewis in the UK, you have two years to exchange the item in the event of it going wrong rather than 
the usual one.     

Produc*vity gains 

Produc0vity gains stem from delivering savings on other costs rather than via the price of the product or 
service itself. These efficiency improvements are par0cularly relevant in B2B markets where there is 
significant scope for services to enhance produc0vity through reducing staff costs (fewer interven0ons, 
lower down0me and less re-work), lowering raw material costs (through reducing waste) and decreasing 
overheads (smaller space requirements). But they are also applicable in B2C markets, for example reducing 
automo0ve maintenance costs through using a higher quality engine oil. 

There is also a growth enablement element to produc0vity. Again this is most applicable in B2B sectors 
with suppliers helping their customers to sell higher volumes or to sell at higher prices and margins. A great 
example of this is Intel, who for many years contributed funds to PC brands to support their adver0sing if 
they included ‘Intel Inside’ in the adver0sement. The increased adver0sing expenditure helped grow the PC 
market, increasing volumes to the benefit of both par0es while also helping Intel and its PC making 
customers achieve a premium posi0oning in customers eyes in a mutually beneficial way.  

Mapping Differen>al Value 

While the paleTe representa0on encourages the crea0ve use of this framework – for example in the case 
of a start-up seeking to create a new category of service – it is less helpful for deconstruc0ng differen0al 
value in an exis0ng market. This limita0on can be overcome by using a more linear representa0on, 
par0cularly if it incorporates the concept of value mapping, as described by W. Chan Kim and Renee 
Mauborgne in their 2004 ar0cle on Value Innova0on . This involves measuring performance on each of 144

the dimensions (see figure 13 below for an illustra0ve example) so that the value profile can be compared 
with compe0tors to iden0fy areas of superiority, parity and inferiority (either by design or uninten0onal).   

 Value Innova0on: The Strategic Logic of High Growth, W. Chan Kim & Renée Mauborgne, HBR, July–August 2004144

 



 
Figure 13: Illustra0ve Value Map of the Nine Differen0al Value Sources 

Applying Approach to UK Supermarkets 

When applying this to your industry, not all nine value sources will be relevant. The sub-levels will also be 
more industry-specific than the general ones outlined above.  

Figure 14 below illustrates this with a more customised set of value sources (seven as opposed to nine) 
with specific sub-levels that are relevant for supermarkets. (Note this is for in-store shopping. If we were 
looking at online, then Convenience would incorporate ease of finding products in app or on web site 
rather than the items listed. Responsive would include delivery availability rather than staff availability. And 
Feel-Good would incorporate web site or app appearance rather than store appearance. But the other 
dimensions would be preTy much the same.)   

 
Figure 14: Supermarket Value Sources and Sub-Levels 

Based on these value sources and their component elements, Figure 15 shows the performance of the leading UK 
supermarkets. (This is based on data collected for an ar0cle I wrote for MyCustomer in 2020, so is a liTle out of date, 
but it illustrates the key point.) As per the key, data is not publicly available for all sub-levels that ideally would be 
included. And where there are mul0ple sub-levels, a simple average has been used. 
,  

 



 
Figure 15: Leading UK Supermarket Comparison 

The insights from this are striking. Tesco (the market leader with approximately double the market share of 
Sainsbury’s and Asda) is joint leader in Choice and the outright leader in Convenience. The laTer is due to 
its much larger number of stores – it has approximately 10% more supermarkets than Sainsbury’s and four 
0mes as many Convenience stores. (While the difference in store footprint may not be the cause of Tesco’s 
markedly stronger compe00ve posi0on, it certainly helps sustain it.) 

The graph also highlights the contras0ng approaches of Asda and Sainsbury’s. Asda is the leader in Savings 
but weakest on Quality, Feel-Good and Trustworthiness. Sainsbury’s is the reverse – it is the joint leader in 
Choice and Quality, outright leader in Feel-Good and Trustworthiness but the weakest of the four leaders in 
Savings. Morrisons (the smallest of the major supermarket groups in market share) is rather stuck in the 
middle – parity in a couple of value sources but with no major points of dis0nc0on.   

 
Figure 16: Niche UK Supermarket Comparison 

The framework also serves to highlight the parallels and contrasts in the approaches of the niche players – Aldi, Lidl 
and Waitrose (each with market share in 5-8% region). These businesses characterise the high and low ends of the 
market. Aldi and Lidl are comparable on most dimensions and the contrast in their offerings with Waitrose is stark. 
Waitrose is at least 50% beTer on all dimensions except for Savings, where it scores 1 compared to 5 for the other 
two.   

 



Applying the Differen>al Value Framework to Your Business 

When applying this framework to analysing your business, it is worth keeping the following three points in 
mind. 

Capture objec>ve and perceptual data 

The above analysis has been based on publicly available data and it is a mix of objec0ve (e.g. number of 
stores) and subjec0ve data (customer percep0ons derived from research). When doing this for your 
business, ideally you would capture both objec0ve and subjec0ve for the same areas – for example number 
of stockouts and customer’s percep0on of how oden the products they are looking for are out of stock – 
and keep them separate rather than average them together. In this way you can understand both how well 
you are delivering value on a rela0ve basis and how accurately the differences are perceived.  

This is par0cularly cri0cal for your primary source of differen0a0on. If customers perceive that you are only 
level with compe0tors on this dimension, this separa0on helps you understand whether your proposi0on is 
objec0vely beTer (or not) than the alterna0ves and how effec0vely its rela0ve superiority is being 
communicated (i.e. if customers do not perceive your offering to be stronger, whether you have a product 
or service issue or an adver0sing and communica0ons one).   

Be prepared to dive deeper 

All frameworks have benefits and drawbacks. A top-down framework like this one helps you shape and 
analyse your value proposi0on comprehensively, ensuring it is looked at from all angles. But aggrega0ng 
and averaging to obtain a value source score (for example, for Choice or Convenience) risks blurring 
dis0nc0ons. The analysis above highlights differences between the supermarket groups, but it is only once 
you look at the number of stores (a sub-level of Convenience) that the difference in market share between 
Tesco and the other majors becomes readily explicable.    

Make your differen>a>on a focus for your customer experience 

As the above suggests, differen0a0on oden arises at a sub-level. In The 22 Immutable Laws of Marke0ng by 
Al Ries and Jack Trout, Law 5 is the Law of Focus. This argues that the most powerful concept in marke0ng 
is owning a word in the customer’s mind. Ries and Trout give a number of examples, one being Volvo 
owning the word ‘safety’ in the automo0ve industry, to which we could add Volkswagen tradi0onally 
owning the word ‘reliability’ (although this posi0oning was somewhat undermined by its falsifica0on of 
reported emissions). Some businesses may be able to own a word such as Savings or Choice or 
Trustworthiness. But many will have to own a more granular element. (Taking the Volvo example, safety is 
sub-element of Trustworthiness, as is reliability.)  

If you are in the fortunate posi0on of owning a powerful word in your customers minds – or you are 
seeking to achieve that – then you need to make sure that it is reflected in everything you do. In the 
context of CX, it needs to be reinforced by the experience you provide and how you orchestrate the 
customers journey to their desired outcome. This will be explained further in Chapter 8.  

 



6. Mee>ng financial objec>ves and crea>ng a business case 

This chapter outlines how you can use a value tree or customer life)me analysis to create a business case 
for customer experience that will resonate with both the CEO and CFO of your business. 

Strategy is about deploying the resources you have to achieve your desired goals. As resources are always 
limited, selec0ng goals requires clear priori0sa0on.  

For CX strategy, goals are typically cast in terms of the four high level outcomes of customer acquisi0on, 
customer reten0on, customer growth and customer profitability. As described in the first sec0on below, the 
weight aTributed to each of these objec0ves varies over the course of a market lifecycle.  

Ul0mately these metrics need to be translated into revenue and costs, either to achieve targets established 
by the CEO or CFO, or to create a business case for investment. A value tree can be used to deconstruct 
high level revenue and profit targets into KPIs and their underlying opera0onal metrics to illustrate how 
you intend to generate a return on the funds you are reques0ng for your CX ini0a0ves.  

An alterna0ve way to priori0sing objec0ves is to use customer lifecycle analysis to iden0fy where the 
biggest financial opportuni0es lie. This has the further benefit of iden0fying which customers to priori0se 
for aTen0on and ensure marke0ng expenditure is allocated to where it will be most effec0ve. This is 
covered in the third sec0on below.  

At this point some CX professionals may be shaking their head and saying: ‘this should be the responsibility 
of marke0ng, not customer experience’. But making that dis0nc0on only serves to separate the two sides 
of value crea0on – crea0ng value for customers and crea0ng value for the business – when the two need to 
be connected, not least in a integrated opera0ng model. So the final part of the chapter looks at the role 
tradi0onal CX ac0vi0es play in achieving desired objec0ves and how these need to be complemented by 
mone0sa0on ac0vi0es such as propensity modelling, targe0ng and campaign management.  

How priori>es change across the market lifecycle 

A profit target can be achieved in mul0ple ways – improving acquisi0on, reducing churn, improving the 
average number of products purchased by each customer, increasing the average product price and 
reducing costs to serve. Deciding which of these value levers (or combina0on of them) offers the best way 
to achieve the overall target requires a certain amount of analysis (covered in more detail in the next 
chapter). But there is one guiding principle that can help – where you are in the market lifecycle.    

In the early stages of a market’s development, acquiring customers should be the priority. During this 
period, growth is high with more and more poten0al customers becoming aware of what is on offer and 
recognising that it is valuable to them – for example, mobile phones during the 1990s and broadband 
during the 2000s. If it is possible to acquire 100 new customers every day, it is logical to make that the 
focus rather than trying to keep the five that might leave.  

As the market matures, the ra0o of poten0al new customers to poten0al lost customers starts to balance 
out. With fewer new customers entering the market, increasingly acquisi0on requires winning customers 
from other providers, leading to higher acquisi0on costs as persuading customers to switch typically 
requires an inducement. Due to the extra effort that customers need to expend when they switch, the per 

 



customer cost of reten0on is usually lower than the equivalent cost of acquisi0on. As a result, in the next 
phase of the market lifecycle, reten0on becomes increasingly important.   

Once the weaker providers have been weeded out and the market has consolidated, stealing customers 
from compe0tors becomes less and less profitable - inducements need to become bigger and bigger. Also 
exis0ng customers use the deals on offer to new customers as a bargaining s0ck (‘I have been a loyal 
customer for five years but I am geong a worse deal than a new customer.’) So the more aggressively a 
business adver0ses discounts for first 0me buyers, the higher the percentage of exis0ng customers will 
demand special deals, reducing average revenue per customer. (This is a trap that many of the UK quad-
play – broadband, home phone, mobile and television – companies have fallen into.) 

Once this is recognised, increasing the revenue captured from exis0ng customers through cross-sell 
becomes increasingly important. For example, in the early 2000s, mobile phone providers balanced their 
focus on customer numbers with increasing priori0sa0on of Average Revenue per User (ARPU).  

In the early stages this was limited to basic services such as tex0ng and ringtones provided by the carriers 
themselves. But the opportunity was supercharged by the launch of the iPhone in 2007 which created a 
massive market for third-party apps. Any loss of income from the services the networks provided was more 
than matched by revenue sharing and the surge in usage of data services which could be sold on top of call 
minutes and text allowances.  

In the final phase of a market’s development, the focus switches from revenue to customer profitability. 
There are two sides to this – increasing gross margins and reducing costs to serve. The mobile phone 
industry is again a case in point with the network providers seeking to wrap 3rd party services – procured at 
a discount to what consumers would pay – around their core offerings and charge a premium. Similarly UK 
retail banks have packaged services such as travel insurance, mobile phone cover and breakdown 
assistance into current account offerings, for which they can charge an addi0onal fee.  

Not all providers have the capabili0es, rela0onships or brand posi0oning to create and charge for premium 
offerings. Also not all customers can afford to buy them. Hence there is also a need to focus on reducing 
the costs of serving customers. Typically this requires extensive analysis to determine per channel costs of 
interac0ons and the value they bring (to both customer and business) so that low value interac0ons are 
migrated to lower cost channels or eliminated altogether.  

Complica0ng the above picture is a situa0on where a business operates across mul0ple markets at 
different stages of their lifecycle. But in these businesses, the majority of revenues will be generated by 
offerings in larger, more mature markets. As such reducing cost to serve should be high on the priority list 
alongside cross-selling products or services. 

Using a value tree to set objec>ves and create a business case  

Strategic objec0ves are shaped by overall financial targets for the business as defined by the CEO and CFO. 
These establish what the strategy needs to deliver in terms of revenues and customer-facing costs – the 
Financial Outcomes outlined Figure 17 below.  

How these Financial Outcomes are achieved is then determined by the CX Strategy Outcomes – customer 
acquisi0on, customer reten0on, customer growth and customer profitability. 

 



Similarly the CX Strategy Outcomes are themselves a func0on of performance on underlying ac0vity 
metrics. For example, increasing the rate of new customer acquisi0on means improving one – or a 
combina0on – of leads generated and leads converted, each of which have their own underlying drivers. In 
the case of leads generated these would include the number and types of campaigns run, campaign 
response rates and exis0ng customer sa0sfac0on. (Note: the examples below are general rather than 
specific, you will need to create your own tree based on the dynamics of your par0cular business.) 

 
Figure 17: Value Tree Approach to Business Case Crea0on 

So as well as helping you determine how the overall targets will be achieved across the CX Strategy 
Outcomes, a value tree helps iden0fy where performance needs to be improved at a granular level – the 
level at which you can create improvement ini0a0ves. And flowing these through enables a compelling 
business case to be made for inves0ng in customer experience.  

Using customer lifecycle analysis to determine priori>es  

On top of the journeys helping customers achieve their desired outcomes (covered in Chapter 8) there is 
another set of journeys to map – the ones designed to achieve your business’s desired outcome. These are 
the journeys that take customers from where they are now to their maximum poten0al profitability – 
where they are as profitable to the business as they can possibly be.  

Customer lifecycle analysis (CLA) iden0fies next best ac0ons based on op0mising customer life0me value 
rather than immediate revenue uplid. A key part of the analysis is iden0fying what early signals will 
communicate whether the customer can be moved, whether an interven0on is required and what type of 
interven0on is most likely to be effec0ve. So in addi0on to suppor0ng cross-sell, it also helps with the 
op0misa0on of marke0ng spend by iden0fying which customers will likely deepen their rela0onship with 
the business without any interven0on; which ones will likely do so with a relevant incen0ve; and which 
ones probably won’t, no maTer how much you market to them. 

 



CLA can also help make the case for investment and iden0fy where to focus. It involves segmen0ng target 
customers according to where they are in the lifecycle – prospects, acquired, ac0vated, loyal, mul0-product 
users, mul0-brand users, etc. – and calcula0ng the expected life0me value of customers at each stage.   

At an aggregate level, this exercise highlights the full poten0al of the exis0ng customer base – how much 
enterprise value could be generated if all customers were transi0oned to the most valuable category. While 
this value can never be fully realised, the scale of the opportunity makes a compelling case for priori0sing 
customer experience over compe0ng requests for funding.     

At a disaggregated level, CLA helps with priori0sa0on. It iden0fies the financial opportunity from moving 
customers from one stage to the next (for example, from acquired to ac0vated), based on the number of 
customers in each stage and the incremental value of doing so. As such it highlights on a rela0ve basis 
which segment offers the greatest poten0al uplid. When this informa0on is married with propensity 
analysis and es0mated costs – based on similarity analysis with customers who have and haven’t 
progressed to the next stage – it iden0fies which customer groups offer the best return on investment.  

As a result, CLA can be an eye opener. The metrics a business priori0ses can oden create organisa0onal 
blind spots and lead to under-investment in opportuni0es with high poten0al value. A company that is in 
the growth phase may be overly focused on acquisi0on and insufficiently focused on ac0va0on. CLA helps 
eradicate this type of blind spot by highligh0ng the poten0al uplid from ac0va0ng customers that have 
registered but are not ac0vely using the service.  

Combining CX and marke>ng  

Successfully achieving acquisi0on, reten0on, growth and profitability requires a combina0on of customer 
experience and mone0sa0on capabili0es. The responsibility for turning great experiences for customers 
into profits for the business typically resides with the marke0ng func0on in B2C businesses and the sales 
func0on in B2B businesses. In both cases, effec0ve opera0ng requires an integrated approach to crea0ng 
value for customers to create value for the business.  

A key element of crea0ng a holis0c opera0ng model is being clear about the role that customer experience 
ac0vi0es and mone0sa0on ac0vi0es each play.  

There is no point in crea0ng a great customer experience if that is not branded clearly and communicated 
to new prospects. The messaging and offer needs to be sufficiently compelling to encourage them to try 
what is on offer. Once an interested customer explores the product or service, responsibility swings back to 
the customer experience team to ensure that onboarding is efficient – using the service for the first 0me 
doesn’t require a huge amount of effort and value is delivered quickly. If a newly acquired customers 
doesn’t ac0vate – however that is defined – there is a need for research to understand why that is the case 
and for the crea0on of campaigns to encourage usage.   

When it comes to reten0on and growing the rela0onship through cross-selling other services, there is a 
similar split. The primary customer experience responsibility is to ensure the intended differen0a0on 
versus compe00on is retained and sa0sfac0on with what is being provided is high. This needs to be 
complemented by iden0fying which customers are at risk of leaving and which ones have a high propensity 
to purchase other offerings and crea0ng appropriate interven0ons to limit churn and increase the number 
of products purchased.  

 



Improving gross margins requires those responsible for CX to create premium experiences that deliver 
excep0onal value rela0ve to what is provided by compe0tors. Mone0sing this requires determining the 
right pricing for these offerings, iden0fying the best prospects and branding them in a compelling way.    

When it comes to reducing cost-to-serve, there is a need to ensure that the lower cost channels (typically 
the self-service ones) deliver value to customers by being convenient and easy to use. But a lower cost to 
serve will only be achieved if customers switch from using higher cost alterna0ves – this requires 
iden0fying which customers are most likely to switch and targe0ng them with compelling messages and 
inducements.  

As the above examples highlight, the responsibili0es for customer experience crea0on and for 
mone0sa0on are dis0nct – and likely to be undertaken by different parts of the organisa0on. But 
integra0on of efforts and collabora0on between the different teams are necessary for effec0ve realisa0on 
of benefits.  We will return to this in Chapter 9 which describes an approach to ensuring both sides of value 
crea0on are covered in capability defini0on. 

Crea>ng a business case 

As the previous sec0on highlights, crea0ng a business case is likely to be a joint endeavour between the CX 
team and marke0ng.  

The format of the business case will probably be business-dependent – finance teams usually have a clear 
set of templates that they like to have completed. But the underlying logic and ra0onale will be up to you 
to determine.  

This chapter has provided two ways for you to build this logic – the value tree approach and customer 
life0me analysis.  

For most businesses, the former is likely to be more appropriate as it fits more neatly with annual 
budge0ng and longer-term planning cycles. So this approach should be your star0ng point for transla0ng 
the improvements you intend to deliver into opera0onal metrics, then customer strategy outcomes and 
finally revenues and costs.  

But as businesses become more focused on analy0cs, the laTer approach will start to gain trac0on so it 
would be worth having a conversa0on with your analy0cs team to see whether the CLA approach to 
crea0ng a business case might be something they would have the willingness and capacity to support.  

 



PART 3: Analysis, design and execu>on 

 



7. Analysis: Defining the ques>ons and finding the answers 

This sec)on of the book reflects the Value Trinity – analysis to locate value, design to unlock value and 
execu)on to deliver value. This chapter covers analysis. It describes what the objec)ves of your analysis 
should be, the main sources of insight and how they map to the ques)ons you need to answer.  

The quality of any strategy depends on the quality of analysis underpinning it – what research is 
undertaken, what data is collected and what models are developed. Analysis is an itera0ve process and will 
con0nue during the design phase of work. (For example, customer journey mapping is both an analy0cal 
and design technique and while it is described in this chapter, it is covered in more detail in the chapter on 
design.) 
 But having a clear idea of what you are seeking to answer and how the different forms of insight help you 
answer the key ques0ons is the star0ng point.    

This chapter introduces the key ques0ons that you need to answer for your CX strategy to be valuable. It 
also iden0fies how you can go about collec0ng the insights to enable you to answer them.  

Analysis is one of those areas which is oden underfunded and making a business case for spending more is 
hard. With that in mind, the chapter ends by introducing the concept of the marke0ng talk-listen ra0o as a 
way of highligh0ng deficits in how much your organisa0on listens to customers.   

Objec>ves of analysis phase 

Broadly there are three objec0ves of the analysis phase: 

1. Clarify the overall challenges the business is facing, the opportuni0es it has and the strategic objec0ves 
that are in place to overcome the challenges and unlock the opportuni0es. 

2. Iden0fy how improving the customer experience can support the business’s strategic objec0ves in and 
use that to define a guiding policy for priori0sing the customer experience ini0a0ves to be addressed. 

3. Define the customer experience challenges the business is facing and priori0se those which best fit the 
guiding policy. 

As men0oned above (many 0mes!), the customer experience you design needs to support the business’s 
overall strategy and objec0ve 1 seeks to iden0fy what specifically you should be aiming to support.  

Objec0ve 2 relates to mapping how customer experience can support the business’s strategic objec0ves – 
help overcome the challenges the business faces and make the most of its opportuni0es. This needs to be 
codified into what Richard Rumelt calls a guiding policy against which all poten0al ini0a0ves are judged so 
they can be priori0sed.  

The third objec0ve involves a detailed evalua0on of the as-is customer experience and current commercial 
performance so that areas for aTen0on can be iden0fied and evaluated against the guiding policy.   

Clarifying the challenges and opportuni>es the business is facing 

As men0oned in chapter 3, it is not your responsibility to undertake the analysis underpinning your 
organisa0on’s business strategy. Ideally it is clearly laid out in exis0ng strategic documenta0on, but oden 

 



that is not the case. In such circumstances, it will need to be inferred, and that chapter lays out various 
ques0ons – repeated below – to help you do this. 

Par)cipa)on 
1. What markets, segments or customer types do we priori0se and why?  
2. What markets, segments or customer types do we serve well and why? (May not be the same as 

above if the segments served well are declining or unprofitable.) 
3. What new markets or segments are we trying to enter?  
4. What markets, segments or customer types do each of our main compe0tors focus on and what is 

our best guess as to why? 
5. What are the challenges we must overcome to maintain our posi0on in exis0ng markets? What gaps 

do we need to fill? 
6. What are the challenges we must overcome to enter the new markets we have priori0sed? What 

gaps do we need to fill 
Compe))on 

7. What makes us different to our compe0tors?  
8. What do our customers say we do beTer than the compe00on?  
9. How do our main compe0tors differen0ate themselves?  
10. What do customers say our compe0tors do beTer than us? 
11. What is our desired posi0oning versus compe0tors? 
12. What do we need to do to move from our current to our desired posi0oning? 

Organisa)on  
13. What organisa0onal capabili0es (e.g. supply chain management, manufacturing management, new 

product development, account management, etc) are the key enablers of our differen0a0on?  
14. Which capabili0es have we consciously decided to priori0se and de-priori0se?   
15. What capabili0es do our compe0tors priori0se? 
16. What capability gaps do we need to fill to support our desired compe00ve posi0oning?  

The end output of this should be the priori0sed strategic objec0ves that the business has iden0fied. This 
may seem an unnecessary step, but unless your CX strategy is grounded in business strategy it risks 
destroying rather than crea0ng value. And the more you can show senior managers that what you are 
doing is a key enabler of major strategic ini0a0ves, the more trac0on you will get.  

Developing a guiding policy 

There are two factors that should shape your guiding policy. Firstly the strategic objec0ves that the 
business has defined and secondly the brand promise – specifically how the business is seeking to 
differen0ate (how this is communicated shapes customers’ expecta0ons). The laTer was covered in some 
detail in Chapter 5 so the focus here is on how the business’s strategic objec0ves influence CX strategy 
priori0es.  

For example, let’s say that the business strategy analysis has iden0fied that the market being served is 
mature and share is being lost to low price compe0tors. Consequently, customer reten0on has been 
selected as a strategic priority.  

From a CX perspec0ve, this means the focus for aTen0on should be on exis0ng customers’ experience – re-
ordering, usage, support, disposal, etc. Within this scope, the ques0ons that need to be addressed as part 
of the CX strategy are: What are customers’ expecta0ons and how are they shaped by our brand promise? 
 



What are the problem areas currently and what needs to be done to fix them? How can addi0onal value (in 
line with brand promise) be created to help dis0nguish the business from low-price compe0tors? How can 
the addi0onal value provided be regularly communicated to customers?  

As a second example, let’s take the case of a business in a growth market where acquisi0on is the focus. 
The analysis has iden0fied that high volumes of new customers are signing up but only half are going on to 
use the service. Based on this, improving ac0va0on rates has been iden0fied as a strategic priority.  

This makes the onboarding element of the experience the key area for analysis. Why are some customers 
going on to use the service but not others? What are the blockers that new customers face when using the 
service for the first 0me? How can first usage be encouraged or incen0vised?  

As this sec0on hopefully shows, the analysis you undertake should be specific rather than broad. However 
as every business will be different, the next sec0on provides a general guide that you can use to help shape 
any analysis you need to undertake.  

General ques>ons and sources of insight for CX analysis 

Once your analysis of the business strategy is complete, you can start on your CX analysis.  Obviously the 
focus of your analysis will be business-specific, but in general terms you need to consider four factors – 
desirability, credibility, feasibility and viability. These are the four pillars on which any proposi0on or 
experience should be built. It needs to be aTrac0ve to customers, they need to believe you can deliver it, it 
must be possible for you to deliver it and it must also be profitable for you to do so.  

With that in mind there are three high-level ques0ons that you need to consider: 

1. What do customers need/value and what will they buy from us? 
2. How well are we serving customers and how can we serve them beTer?  
3. How do we turn value created for customers into value created for the business? 

The first ques0on covers both desirability and credibility. Desirability relates to what creates value for 
customers and credibility to what problems customers believe your brand can help solve. (I have grouped 
them together here because they are answered by the same sources of insight.)  

The second ques0on relates to feasibility – what can be done to serve customers beTer than we are serving 
them today. The third ques0on looks at viability – ensuring that there is a commercial return from what you 
are providing. 

To answer these ques0ons, there are three primary sources of insight: 

1. Research and analysis – research undertaken into customers and compe0tors, also internal analyses 
to iden0fy root causes of problems, improvement opportuni0es and risk areas   

2. Performance repor0ng – covering how well value is being created for customers in objec0ve terms 
(Customer Performance Indicators or CPIs), how that is perceived by customers (using CSAT and 
NPS) and then how that flows through to performance on the metrics that maTer for the business 
(customer acquisi0on, reten0on, etc.) 

 



3. Predic0ve analy0cs – crea0on of models to help op0mise alloca0on of internal spend to where it is 
most effec0ve, also to aid in predic0ng what customers want to achieve so they can be beTer 
served. 

Figure 18 below maps the sources of insight to the key ques0ons that need to be answered, with colour-
coding to highlight the importance of each source in answering each ques0on.  

So for example predic0ve analy0cs is of limited importance to answering how well are we serving 
customers and how can we serve them beTer, but it is very important to answering how do we turn value 
created for customers into value created for the business.   

  

Figure 18: Key Ques0ons and Sources of Insight 

The balance of the chapter takes each ques0on and then explores how to combine different insight 
elements to be able to answer it.  

What do customers need and value and what will they buy from us? 

The most valuable insights into customers’ needs comes from research and analysis.  

Repor0ng’s role is restricted to providing insights into how well exis0ng offerings are mee0ng customer 
needs – for example through tracking u0lisa0on (for example of connected devices) and uptake of 
advanced features and service wrappers. Equally it can help highlight credibility gaps. But it cannot iden0fy 
latent needs and new sources of value. And the role of predic0ve analy0cs is limited to iden0fying what the 
customer wants to do next – their next job-to-be-done – so the company can make the most value-
genera0ng interven0on. 

Customer research comes in a variety of forms – qualita0ve or quan0ta0ve, prompted (e.g. ques0onnaire-
based) or unprompted (e.g. contextual enquiry), group- or individual-focused, etc. All of these play a part, 
but the value each adds will vary with the ques0on being asked.  

When the objec0ve is discovering customer needs and expecta0ons, qualita0ve research gives par0cipants 
the opportunity to explore, iden0fy and reveal their priori0es, with one example being customer journey 

 



mapping. This requires iden0fying all the jobs that a customer (or a customer segment/persona) needs to 
complete to achieve their desired outcome, the decisions they need to take, and which jobs are most 
important (with a high level of emo0on invested in the outcome, making them moments of truth). This 
map can then be used for iden0fying improvement areas.  

Journey mapping can be undertaken in workshops with groups of customers where they layout the steps 
they go through and detail the challenges they face. Or it can be done using ethnographic techniques 
where a researcher observes a target customer complete a task in their home environment to see how they 
interact with exis0ng services (including any workarounds they have created), asking ques0ons to 
understand why they are behaving as they are if the reason is not immediately clear.   

Both approaches generate valuable inputs but they are expensive, meaning only a small sample of 
customers can be interviewed, thereby increasing the risk that those taking part are not representa0ve of 
the wider customer base. Further tes0ng with a bigger sample is valuable once the insights have been 
transformed into concepts, at which point brand fit can also be assessed.  

Quan0ta0ve techniques become valuable once poten0al proposi0ons have been defined and the aim is to 
test how desirable they are to customers and how credible the brand is as a provider. A powerful research 
technique in this context is conjoint analysis  which asks par0cipa0ng customers to choose between 145

different packages made up of the same aTributes but different levels within those aTributes. By forcing 
customers to make 20-30 different choices, with feedback incorporated so the trade-offs become harder 
and harder, the rela0ve value of each aTribute and each aTribute level can be quan0fied.  

Conjoint analysis has been used extensively for determining mobile phone offers and pricing (including my 
first experience with it over thirty years ago) as they incorporate a limited number of aTributes – handset 
type and cost, service coverage and call quality, call minutes, data, up-front cost and monthly charge. In 
conjoint research, one offer may have the highest level for handset type, middle level for data and lowest 
level (as in highest cost) for monthly fee while the alterna0ve has middle, lowest and highest levels 
respec0vely for the same aTributes.  

A key element of customer research is customer segmenta0on. This places customers into sub-groups or 
segments so they can be addressed more effec0vely. Segmenta0on can be aotudinal, demographic, needs-
based (using conjoint analysis outputs for example) or behavioural.  

The challenge with any segmenta0on is to make it both valuable and ac0onable. Demographic 
segmenta0on (e.g. based on age or sex) is highly ac0onable (assuming data is complete and accurate) but it 
is of limited value – the idea that all women in age range of 16-25 have the same set of needs is a massive 
over-generalisa0on. By contrast, research may iden0fy groups with different aotudes for whom different 
messaging is appropriate. But alloca0ng specific customers to these different groups is difficult, which 
makes it only ac0onable at the level of broadcast adver0sing. The same problem applies to segmenta0on 
derived from research into the different needs that different customers or groups have (e.g. using a 
conjoint analysis sample.)  

Of all the segmenta0on techniques, behavioural is probably the most useful, being both valuable and 
ac0onable. Understanding what pages on the website a customer visits, the order in which they visit them, 
when they leave, what products or services they buy and what ques0ons they ask of support teams helps 

 Conjoint analysis, conjoint types & how to use them, Qualtrics website145

 



with understanding the needs and priori0es of that specific customer. Commonali0es across customers can 
be iden0fied with a defined segment created. As it is based on individual customers, this type of 
segmenta0on is also highly ac0onable.  

Compe0tor analysis also provides insights into what creates value for customers and the rela0ve credibility 
of different providers. Tracking compe0tor offerings and monitoring each compe0tor’s share of purchases 
or usage (if customers uses mul0ple providers) can be very revealing of customers’ real (rather than stated) 
priori0es.   

In the context of understanding customer needs, predic0ve analy0cs helps organisa0ons understand what 
customers want to achieve in online journeys so that the next best ac0on can be suggested. Analysing 
journeys taken by previous customers (start and end points, routes taken, most frequent next step) enables 
you to predict with a strong degree of likelihood the customer’s desired outcome so that they can be 
automa0cally guided to their desired conclusion.     

How well are we serving customers and how can we serve them beeer? 

Customer sa0sfac0on (CSAT) and net promoter score (NPS) research play an important role in 
understanding how well a business is doing with customers. And their value increases when the results are 
incorporated into a causal repor0ng framework.  

Understanding causa0on enables beTer understanding of impacts of spending in each area and it is the key 
to op0mal resource alloca0on. Knowing what will happen, with a high degree of confidence, if we pull on 
Lever A versus Lever B is very powerful.  

Causality is a hugely complex area, and a beTer understanding of it will likely be the next big breakthrough 
that data science brings.  What I am proposing below is merely a star0ng point – it should be seen as 146

indica0ve rather than affirma0ve. But thinking about causa0on and developing hypotheses for how it 
works in your business will help to provide some structure to your repor0ng.  

Causally-focused repor0ng links how well the business is serving customers in objec0vely measured terms 
using customer performance indicators or CPIs  to customers percep0ons of the service provided (using 147

CSAT and NPS) and opera0onal performance metrics, then to how that translates into the behaviours that 
drive KPIs for customer growth, reten0on, acquisi0on and cost to serve.  

Such an approach enables you to understand how improving performance on CPIs improves CSAT / NPS 
scores and the commercial metrics that maTer most to business leaders. Without an understanding of 
causa0on, decisions on how to improve performance are limited to guesswork and gut ins0nct.  

Figure 19 below provides a simplified illustra0on of a causa0on-focused repor0ng tree.  
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Figure 19: CX Strategy Causal Repor0ng Tree 

On the led are the targeted financial outcomes – increasing revenue and decreasing costs. Feeding them 
are the primary CX strategy outcomes and KPIs, with the opera0onal metrics that drive KPI performance to 
the right again.  

In this simplified example, customer acquisi0on is driven by referrals from exis0ng customers, the success 
of campaigns in genera0ng leads and lead conversion. And for cost to serve, the key opera0ng metrics are 
the number of interac0ons (by type per customer) and the average cost of each interac0on type.  

On the far right are the CPIs. These are the customer-facing equivalent of company-facing KPIs. KPIs track 
performance on crea0ng value for the business, CPIs track how well you are crea0ng value for customers.  

The CPIs that are appropriate will depend on your value proposi0on – whether you are seeking to 
differen0ate through delivering superior convenience, responsiveness, choice and flexibility, service quality, 
cost savings, risk reduc0on or simply lower prices. If the value created for customers can be measured in 
monetary terms, then this is a great measure. For example, the comparison service MoneySupermarket 
tracks the savings it delivers to each customer on insurance, loans, energy and TV/broadband renewals 
versus staying with their exis0ng provider. In total these savings amounted to over £2 billion in 2018.  148

Crea0ng such a repor0ng system has two major requirements – the development of causal hypotheses (if 
we do A, then B will happen) by the CX team and the crea0on of a data architecture that enables customer-
level data to be captured and stored. The former defines what should be measured and the assumed 
rela0onships between variables, the laTer ensures that differences in treatment and resul0ng behaviours 
can be observed at a micro-level and aggregated as appropriate. 

While repor0ng can answer the ques0on ‘how well are we doing with customers?’ the second part – ‘how 
can we do beTer?’ requires research and analysis.      

CSAT and NPS scores provide a temperature check on customers percep0ons of the service they are 
receiving, but improving those scores requires more detailed analysis, par0cularly textual analysis of 
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explana0ons of why those scores were given (alongside textual analysis of complaints, social media 
comments, etc.) Being rated 3 in NPS terms will trigger a desire to improve, but unless there is an 
understanding of the ra0onale for that score being given (online forms were confusing and difficult to 
complete, waited a long 0me to speak to someone in customer service, passed from one department to 
another, etc.) the ability to improve is limited to guesswork.   

Similarly the volume of issues and complaints are indica0ve of service quality, but reducing the number of 
them requires root cause analysis – repeatedly asking ‘Why?’ something is happening a minimum of five 
0mes or un0l the root cause of the problem is revealed. Each ‘why?’ peels away a layer to reveal the 
underlying problem.  149

Let’s take an example of your company having a surge in the number of complaints from customers about 
the difficulty of comple0ng an online form. At first glance this may look like a simple web site fix but asking 
why reveals that the form does not reflect the current product line, sugges0ng that form updates should be 
incorporated into product release processes. Asking why there is this disconnect reveals that the product 
development and service teams won’t co-operate, and that they don’t co-operate because they have 
conflic0ng performance management objec0ves, and that there is no linkage between their KPIs because 
the culture of the organisa0on is highly siloed. As the true problem emerges, the solu0on requirements 
evolve.  

Improving customer journeys also requires going beyond the insights that repor0ng can provide. Two 
techniques for this are customer path analysis and customer journey reviews.   

Customer path analysis uses customer data from the web site, CRM system and transac0on processing 
systems (any data that can be linked at the customer level by a common iden0fier) to show journeys across 
different company touchpoints. It reveals the frequency of routes taken by customers – where they start 
and end, which result in a transac0on or other posi0ve outcome, which journeys are working well and 
where there are high drop-offs.  

Customer path analysis is par0cularly useful for iden0fying incomplete journeys (where customers don’t 
complete their mission) and duplicated effort which creates a poor experience for the customer and 
increases the cost to the business. For example, where a customer first went to the FAQ sec0on of the 
website and then called the contact centre. In both cases the fixes are oden readily apparent. An example 
of customer path analysis using Thunderhead One is shown in figure 20 below.  
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Figure 20: Customer path analysis using Thunderhead One 

The journey map created as part of understanding customers wants and needs can also be used with 
research par0cipants to capture the as-is experience. This looks at which customer jobs are currently 
painful (i.e. 0me-consuming, efforzul or stressful) to complete, how decisions on what to do next are 
made, what is the prevailing emo0on at each stage versus what the customer would like it to be and what 
steps create emo0onal extremes, with par0cular focus on how well the moments of truth are being 
addressed.  

The primary focus of customer journey reviews is to find where you are falling short. But as they look 
beyond the scope of your service, customer journey reviews also iden0fy where there are gaps in 
complementary services – gaps that you may need to help address to improve the overall customer 
experience.   

How do we op>mise value for the business? 

As described above, repor0ng plays a key role in answering the ques0on ‘how do we op0mise value for the 
business?’ and it needs to be integrated with crea0ng value for customers. As with improving the value 
created for customers, improving the value created for the business requires research and analysis to 
understand how performance can be improved.  

Market and compe0tor analyses play a key role in priori0sing customer strategy objec0ves. When markets 
are growing very fast, priori0sing acquisi0on over reten0on, cross-sell and reducing cost to serve makes 
sense. When markets are more mature and compe00on has consolidated, acquisi0on becomes harder.  

Compe0tor analysis iden0fies those with fewer resources and less compelling proposi0ons so that 
acquisi0on ac0vi0es can be focused on customers of these weaker compe0tors specifically rather than all 
compe0tors generally (the laTer can quickly become a zero-sum game). Compe0tor analysis also plays a 
key role in mi0ga0ng churn – iden0fying which compe0tors are most likely to steal your customers so 
rela0ve weaknesses in offering can be addressed.  

 



Similarly share of wallet analysis iden0fies the opportunity to grow revenue with a par0cular customer. It is 
cri0cal in B2B markets where customers source similar services from mul0ple providers but it is also 
relevant in B2C markets such as financial services and retail. Iden0fying how much customers are spending 
on services you can provide, how that expenditure breaks down and the share of expenditure that you and 
others have enables you to take a targeted approach to increasing both the average number of products 
each customer has and the revenue per customer.  

Pricing analysis enables revenue yield op0misa0on – a key driver of profitability with the impact of price 
changes flowing quickly through to the boTom line. It ranges from simple analysis of prices charged to 
customers against volumes to check adherence to pricing corridors – par0cularly important in B2B markets 
where sales managers have some discre0on over discounts offered – to more complicated analyses that 
look at price elas0city (something which conjoint analysis can also help with).  

Channel value analysis plays an important role in helping reduce cost to serve. It calculates the cost of 
managing an event (e.g. inbound query, purchase) by channel (e.g. call centre, live or asynchronous chat; 
self-service, etc.) and matches that to the value added by handling that interac0on in that channel (e.g. 
conversion rates, future cost avoidance). It enables you to iden0fy where low value interac0ons are being 
handled in high-cost channels (also when and with whom) so that interven0ons can be designed to beTer 
balance value and cost.  

Achieving channel shid also requires predic0ve analy0cs – calcula0ng channel use propensity scores to 
iden0fy which customers can be encouraged to use lower cost channels. Predic0ve analy0cs also directly 
impacts the KPIs of customer acquisi0on, reten0on and growth through iden0fying the most likely 
candidates to buy, defect or cross-purchase.  

Customer value segmenta0on plays an important role in priori0sa0on of effort. One form of value 
segmenta0on is customer lifecycle analysis or CLA (men0oned in the previous chapter). This helps with 
cross-selling through iden0fying next best ac0ons – which customers are most likely to deepen their 
rela0onship with the business without any interven0on, which ones will deepen it if nudged and which 
ones will never deepen it, no maTer how much you market to them.  

CLA helps with the op0misa0on of marke0ng spend – ensuring that marke0ng dollars are spent where they 
will be most effec0ve. Customer profitability analysis plays a similar role. Matching marke0ng spend to 
customer profitability – or poten0al customer life0me value (which blends customer lifecycle analysis with 
customer profitability analysis) – ensures that decisions are made with business value in mind.  

The benefits from this type of analysis are both significant and quickly realisable. At an online retailer I 
worked with, customer profitability analysis showed that they were rewarding customers whose behaviour 
made them intrinsically loss-making (for example, buying the same product in three sizes and returning two 
of them) by offering them loyalty discounts which made them even more unprofitable! Ceasing these 
inducements led to an almost immediate uplid in profits.  

Defining the most valuable insights for you 

The above sec0ons have provided an overview of all the poten0al sources of insight that might be available 
to you. It is unlikely that all of them will be available or appropriate to your business specifically. But the 
reasons for describing them all are twofold.  

 



Firstly to highlight that you should look beyond the usual suspects of NPS and voice of the customer 
research when developing your CX strategy. Your organisa0on’s repor0ng may not be structured in a causal 
framework, but it will s0ll have useful insights for you to incorporate. Similarly, your company’s analy0cs 
and predic0ve modelling team will also be able to provide ideas for where value can be beTer created and 
extracted.  

The second reason is that it will enable you to iden0fy gaps that you would like to fill. And while filling 
these gaps will not help with the development of your current CX strategy, it will help with the 
development of future ones. Which leads us to how do you make the case for more investment in insight 
development.  

Making the case for more investment in insight 

It is likely that having pulled together all the insights that are readily available, there will be gaps. So how 
do you make the case for more investment?  

This can be tricky. For example, if you are trying to switch some marke0ng budget from campaign spend to 
research, the returns that are lost from not execu0ng that campaign are obvious, but the benefits of the 
research is less clear. It requires showing that research improves the returns on the other campaigns that 
you are running, improves reten0on rates and supports cross sell.   

This has come to a head recently with the BBC receiving cri0cism from UK Members of Parliament and the 
UK Taxpayers’ Alliance for wan0ng to spend £50m on research over the next four years. However the 
ra0onale for inves0ng in insight development was supported in typically robust style by Mark Ritson in a 
LinkedIn post. Referring to those who cite the an0pathy of Steve Jobs towards research and others who 
believe they know everything about what their customers want, Ritson states “these are the thoughts of 
the moronic majority (oden your boss) who fail to see that 5% of any marke0ng budget should, must be 
invested into research. And that the remaining 95% will work much beTer, much harder than a mindless 
100% spent on execu0on without insight.”  150

Another way to help make the case for more investment in insight development conceptually is to look at 
your organisa0on’s talk-listen ra0o.  

The talk-listen ra0o is a well-understood concept at the individual level but not at the corporate level. There 
is an old adage that we have two ears and one mouth and should behave accordingly – listening twice as 
much as we speak.  (One communica0ons expert I discussed this with went so far as to argue that we 
should adopt the rule lis-Ten - if we truly want to understand the person we are with, the talk-listen ra0o 
should be 1:10.)   

Why is listening so powerful? Being listened to makes us feel good – it tells us what we say is interes0ng 
and valuable. The confidence it creates leads us to reveal more about our ourselves, genera0ng insights 
that the listener can file away for use in the future. It is no surprise then that both successful leaders (Bill 
Clinton being a notable example) and sales people are frequently described as great listeners. 

But can we extend this from individuals to companies? The success of companies which have priori0zed 
understanding customers’ needs ahead of adver0sing – Zappos, for example – suggests that such a rule 
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also has validity in the corporate world. The more you listen to customers, the beTer you will serve them 
and the more they will sing your praises and do your marke0ng for you.   

This raises the ques0on, how do you calculate a corporate talk-listen ra0o? The first step is to define what 
cons0tutes listening. In common with what has been described above, listening includes market research 
and analysis, marke0ng repor0ng and customer-focused predic0ve analy0cs. The talking element is usually 
fairly self-evident – the amount spent on campaigns and other forms of outbound communica0ons.  

The second ques0on is what should the ra0o be? The 1:2 (or 1:10) ra0o appropriate with a single 
conversant is obviously not valid in a corporate context (unless the business just has one customer). Ritson 
advocates one of 19:1 and that is a reasonable star0ng point in mass B2C markets.  

But the ra0o should differ according to the number of customers a business has (or can have). The bigger 
the poten0al customer base, the more it can sample when listening – a benefit that does not play out when 
talking. As a result the ra0o should differ by sector and business size.  For example, a bank with millions of 
customers should have a higher ra0o of talking to listening than a supplier of braking systems to 
automo0ve OEMs which may have less than twenty customers.   

Is such a measure meaningless without any benchmarks to relate it to? I would say no. Compu0ng the 
ra0os of different companies and comparing those which score highly for listening with those that score 
less well would yield interes0ng insights. But its absence does not render an individual company’s 
measurement invalid. Firstly it can be put in context by a trend over 0me – is the ra0o declining or falling? 
Secondly the calcula0on itself is valuable, both to raise awareness of the value of listening and to 
encourage thought about what the appropriate balance should be.  

There are a couple of simple ways of calcula0ng this – looking at external costs and looking at staff 
numbers. The talk side of the cost calcula0on would include the costs of execu0ng marke0ng campaigns 
across all external media (television, radio, out of home, social media, digital display, etc.), including any 
agency costs rela0ng to media purchases and the crea0on of assets used in campaigns. This doesn’t include 
the cost of campaigns executed through owned channels such as email, app or website, but we will pick 
that up in the second calcula0on.  

The listening side of this calcula0on is the equivalent for any market research of marke0ng analysis that has 
been purchased from external par0es. As above, this misses the listening related to repor0ng and 
predic0ve analy0cs.  

These omissions are captured in the second method of calcula0on. This simply compares the number of 
staff (full-0me and contract, but not agency staff) in talking func0ons with the number of staff in listening 
func0ons. Again talking includes the planning, crea0on and execu0on of marke0ng campaigns across paid 
media and owned channels.  And listening includes all members of the research and insight team, those 
involved in crea0on and delivery of marke0ng reports, and all those involved in crea0ng models to support 
beTer decision-making.  

As highlighted on a number of occasions above, every business needs to create value for its customers as a 
precursor to extrac0ng value from them, but too oden the first part of this balancing act is forgoTen due to 
the pressures of short-term business performance and the priori0sa0on of self-interest.  The result is 
greater focus on what’s in it for us than what is in it for customers, with this imbalance opening up 

 



opportuni0es for compe0tors.  The talk-listen ra0o is a rough and ready way of measuring the rela0ve 
emphasis being placed by customer-facing teams on value crea0on and extrac0on. 

As individuals we communicate more effec0vely when we listen more.  But most of us find listening hard, 
as anyone who has par0cipated in an ac0ve listening exercise will confirm.  And it is only when presented 
with incontrover0ble evidence about our weaknesses in this regard that we can start the process of 
changing.   

The same is true of businesses. If a business is to succeed, its marke0ng func0on needs to be as much the 
ears of the organiza0on as the mouth. If you calculate a talk-listen ra0o, it will probably come as a shock to 
many in senior roles. And if you have a clearly defined list of the addi0onal listening that you would like to 
undertake as part of the development of your CX strategy, it may help swing the argument in your favour.  

  

 



8. Design: crea>ng an experience that supports your key differen>ators  

Design unlocks the value iden)fied through your analysis. This chapter describes a popular design 
technique – customer journey mapping – what it is, the role it plays and how to avoid some of the 
piWalls. It also describes an alterna)ve – the mental models approach. The chapter ends by introducing 
customer journey orchestra)on and outlines a five-step guide on how to implement it.   

Once your analysis is complete, the next stage is to incorporate the findings into the experience you are 
designing for customers. The experience should not be developed in isola0on – it needs to align to your 
guiding policy as described in the previous chapter. 

Chapter 5 looked at how to create value that differen0ates you from your compe0tors. You need to 
embody what makes you different into all aspects of the experience you are delivering to customers. Your 
design should support this – it is the crucial link between value crea0on for customers in theory to the 
delivery of that value in prac0ce. Equally your design needs to help the business overcome the challenges it 
faces, make the most of its opportuni0es and support its overall strategic objec0ves.  

Both differen0a0on and strategic objec0ves should be encapsulated in your guiding policy which is there to 
help you whiTle down all the ac0ons you could take into a priori0sed list of ini0a0ves. 

So how do you go about the design process? There are a couple of tools available to you – journey 
mapping, Indi Young’s mental models approach.  

Journey mapping has been the hoTest topic in customer experience for the last few years. But with all the 
aTen0on, the risk is that it can be seen as an end rather than a means. Journey mapping is a useful tool, 
but a tool is all it is. And like any tool it has its strengths and weaknesses.  

The mental models approach has a much looser ordering than journey mapping. Rather than trying to 
envisage what customers want as a single journey, it looks at all the tasks they need to complete. These are 
grouped into categories which are ordered, but there isn’t as strong a sequen0al flow as there is with 
journey mapping. The approach also maps what the business is currently doing to support these tasks and 
what else could be done. This enables the iden0fica0on of a full range of op0ons from which a selec0on 
can be made.  

Journey orchestra0on is the final piece in the design puzzle. It is the enabler – transla0ng the desired 
experience into the interven0ons and interac0ons required to deliver it.  

Customer journey mapping 

Customer journey maps seek to present a 0meline of what the customer is doing, thinking, and feeling as 
they progress from first iden0fying a need to the end goal of achieving their desired outcome.  

Crea0ng a journey map involves customer research to iden0fy all the jobs they need to complete to deliver 
a desired outcome. It also looks at how they complete those jobs currently, the emo0ons they feel at each 
stage, the pain points they experience and what would make their comple0on of the journey easier. This is 
then reflected in a map that shows the as-is situa0on, over which is laid the desired to-be journey – one 
which delivers a superior customer experience.  

 



The objec0ve of journey mapping is to drive ac0on – iden0fy where the current journey can be improved 
and make interven0ons to deliver the desired experience.  

Seven journey mapping traps to avoid 

When done well, journey mapping is a powerful tool for crea0ng a great customer experience. 
Unfortunately it is easy to do badly and there are a number of traps that you need to avoid.  

Trap 1: Ignoring brand promise and strategic context  

Brand promise should be a founda0on stone for journey mapping. It encapsulates the value proposi0on 
and how the business differen0ates itself versus compe00on. But frequently it is ignored. (Jeff Sheehan, 
author of the Customer Experience Field Manual, once told me that he was laughed at for sugges0ng that 
they bring the brand team into a customer journey mapping workshop.)  

As pointed out in Chapter 5, the most powerful marke0ng advantage a brand can have is owning a word in 
the customers mind – Volvo owning the word safety in the automo0ve industry, for example. As well as 
being communicated in adver0sing, that word needs to be reinforced at every interac0on with the product 
and across every service touchpoint, both physical and digital. As Thierry Zamora, former CMO of many 
businesses in the Bay Area of San Francisco, put it in a conversa0on we had in 2021, “brands used to be 
built through messaging, now they are built through interac0ons.” 

For example, Volvo cars are engineered to scream ‘we are focused on your safety’ at their occupants. But if 
Volvo was to give the impression on its web site of being casual with customer data, or not that bothered 
about health and safety in its show rooms, its brand posi0oning would be undermined.  

The brand promise should be reflected in two ways. Firstly in how you help customers with all the standard 
jobs (the ones that you and your compe0tors currently address) – how you help them complete these jobs 
in a way that delivers convenience, confidence, security, speed or whatever word you wish to own.  

Secondly it should be echoed in the selec0on of addi0onal jobs you help customers with – ones that at the 
moment neither you nor your compe0tors support. One example of the laTer is the specifica0on tools that 
building products providers like Pilkington and Armitage Shanks provide (as described in Chapter 4) – 
something that not all their compe0tors do.  

These firms recognise that architects, engineers and construc0on firms need to define what materials – the 
type of safety glass required for that par0cular job, for example – they will use when pricing a contract for 
clients. While these building customers know their requirements, transla0ng them into the most cost-
effec0ve product is a job that they also need to complete. So providing them with an online specifica0on 
tool enables them to easily define what they need, price the job and submit an order.  

Similarly the organisa0ons strategic context should highlight which parts of the experience should be the 
priority for focus – which will best help the achievement of the organisa0ons strategic objec0ves. As 
highlighted in the previous chapter, both strategic objec0ves and key differen0ators (which should be 
defined in brand promise) should be captured in the guiding policy you use to define priori0es.  

 



Trap 2: Misunderstanding what creates value  

There is an adage, aTributed to President Dwight Eisenhower, that “plans are worthless, but planning is 
everything”. The same can be said for journey mapping – what you produce is of limited value but the 
process you go through to create it is very valuable.  

Different customers (even those that conform to a specific persona type) will choose different paths. 
Crea0ng a map with a single path is a huge simplifica0on – it is an indica0on rather than an expression of 
truth.  

Any model is of course a simplifica0on – the art is to create one that delivers insight and enables a valuable 
solu0on to be designed. And if you create a map that details a single target journey, which leads you to 
engineer rigidity into your customer experience plazorm, you risk degrading the experience rather than 
improving it. Hence you are far beTer off seong yourself up to help customers with their jobs in whatever 
order that they wish to undertake them and recognising the reality that customers will take mul0ple 
routes. 

In this respect, beau0fully craded maps can be misleading – their polish creates an impression of great 
confidence – more confidence than is appropriate. Far more valuable than the map you produce is the 
process you go through to create it – undertaking research, looking at the experience from the perspec0ve 
of different customer types and working together as a mul0-func0onal team. This is hugely helpful for 
grounding what you produce in an outside-in rather than inside-out perspec0ve. 

So before you put a lot of effort into fashioning your outputs, it is worth reflec0ng on the idea that a rough 
and ready map is far more honest than a highly stylised one. 

Trap 3: Crea>ng a complicated map that is hard to opera>onalise  

One of the downsides of journey mapping becoming so popular is that maps have become an end rather 
than a means – consultancies selling journey mapping as a standalone service, for example. When the map 
is the deliverable – rather than an improved customer experience – there is an incen0ve to create a map 
that is aTrac0ve, clever and complex. As highlighted above, maps of this type are likely to be misleading. 
But there is an addi0onal problem, the more complex a map is – the more layers it has – the harder it is to 
opera0onalise.  

One example of increasing complexity is seeking to incorporate behavioural heuris0cs into journey 
mapping – something that Colin Shaw has talked about extensively in his Beyond Philosophy podcasts. Over 
and above the challenge in opera0onalisa0on, this raises a number of ques0ons. Does your organisa0on 
understand enough about customer psychology to do this effec0vely? Do you believe that the generalised 
heuris0cs apply to all customers and that they will respond to nudges in the same way? Is there a risk that 
customers spot what you are doing and feel manipulated? Have you considered the ethical ques0ons this 
raises?   

Another example is adding layers covering emo0onal and cogni0ve factors. Now clearly it is helpful to 
understand what customers are thinking and feeling while they are interac0ng and transac0ng, par0cularly 
at moments of truth – interac0ons which are highly influen0al in shaping the customers percep0on of the 
business. But two ques0ons arise.  

 



Firstly, how are you going to monitor what customers are thinking and feeling on an ongoing basis? 
Secondly, how are different interven0ons and messaging going to be tested to determine their impacts on 
these two dimensions? Because if you are not going to do either of these two things, including customers’ 
cogni0ve and emo0onal states in your map based on a one-off research study with a small sample of 
customers is going to be of limited value.  

If you are not opera0onalising regular collec0on of data on customers’ thoughts and feelings, and then 
using them to improve the experience you provide, why incorporate them in the first place? The ques0on 
to ask yourself is ‘are we including these elements to make the map look good or because they are integral 
to con0nually improving the experience going forward?’   

If the laTer, then great. But if you can’t opera0onalise it, don’t include it. As men0oned above, the aim of 
journey mapping should be to drive ac0on. Adding complexity may make the map look beTer – create an 
illusion of it being more value-adding – but the reality will be the opposite.  

Trap 4: Focusing solely on customers’ interac>ons with you  

How the customer interacts with your brand is clearly the star0ng point for understanding the current state 
of the experience you are delivering. There is typically a wealth of internal informa0on available for 
iden0fying problem areas, performing root cause analysis and delivering quick wins.  

But the customer journey is more than that. It is, ader all, the customer’s journey that you are looking to 
understand, support and influence. This is more than their usage of your products and services and their 
interac0ons with your touchpoints (and certainly more than an external representa0on of your internal 
processes). 

A good analogy for a customer’s end-to-end journey is a story. The script-wri0ng guru, Robert McKee 
(whose former students include over 60 Academy Award and 200 Emmy Award winners) argues that all 
great film stories start with an inci0ng incident – an event that radically upsets the balance of forces in the 
protagonist’s life. He or she then spends the rest of the story aTemp0ng to return their life to equilibrium, 
something finally achieved at the resolu0on stage in the script.  

A customer journey is the same – for example, you go to the fridge and realise that you don’t have enough 
food to feed the family. That triggers feelings of stress that won’t go away un0l you have completed a 
supermarket shop. (Hopefully without the intervening script stages of Progressive Complica0ons, Crisis and 
Climax that make a compelling story but an emo0onally draining customer experience!)  

Ul0mately you can only understand this end-to-end journey by incorpora0ng the voice of the customers 
into the journey mapping process – either undertaking some ethnographical research in advance with the 
findings available to those in the mapping workshop or by having customers in the mapping workshop itself 
or both. And having both ensures that there is both structure to the inputs and real-0me clarifica0on if 
ques0ons arise. 

While there will be the poten0al to improve the experience within the scope of what you are already 
providing, many opportuni0es (or risks if your compe0tors pre-empt you) lie in the lifecycle stages before 
or ader customers typically contact you. It is the customer’s journey to their desired outcome – including 
the journey trigger, the component jobs customers need to complete and the poten0al interven0on points 
– that you need to include in your journey’s scope, not just the customer’s current journey with you. 
 



Far beTer than basing your journey map on customers interac0ons with you is to root it in the desired 
customer outcomes that you help support, with the component steps in journey being the jobs-to-be-done 
that customers need to complete to achieve those outcomes.   

Trap 5: Just mapping the future state 

Ar0cles on journey mapping oden feature an end-state map but with no map that shows the truth about 
today – warts and all. Improving the customer experience requires both.  

To drive effec0ve ac0on, you need to understand the gaps between where you are currently and where you 
want to be in the future – what problems you want to fix and what differen0ators you want to accentuate. 
It is those gaps that define the new interven0ons you need to make, the new messaging you need to create 
and the new capabili0es you need to develop.   

Unless the differences between the as-is and to-be states are clear, your ability to drive change is limited.  

Trap 6: Crea>ng a one-size-fits-all map 

A further trap is crea0ng a single map that doesn’t reflect different customer segments. Different customer 
segments – as defined by the different jobs customers need to complete rather than demographic or 
aotudinal factors – require different journey maps.     

Take mortgages for example, when it comes to someone with a poor credit ra0ng, the provider will be 
more cau0ous in their decision making. As a result, lower rated applicants will have to jump through more 
hoops to prove they can afford to make repayments than those with good credit ra0ngs. The bank will also 
be more cau0ous in their decision-making.  

It is common prac0ce to develop personas as a means of defining different journeys that customers will 
take. This may help to bring the person alive, but unless they fundamentally have a different set of jobs that 
they need to complete, you risk crea0ng the illusion of diversity (for example, regarding channel choice) 
rather than really understanding the different needs of different groups and how you can best support 
them.  

An alterna>ve approach to journey mapping: Using mental models 

As highlighted above, one of the weaknesses of journey mapping is the implicit assump0on that there is 
one route that the customer or persona takes to achieve their desired outcome when there are myriad 
paths that customers choose to follow. A further weakness is that it encourages jumping to an end state 
rather than the iden0fica0on of op0ons which are then evaluated against each other before the final 
selec0on of priori0sed ini0a0ves.  

A journey is not the external expression of an internal process. With processes there is an ideal order in 
which ac0vi0es are completed to ensure efficiency and effec0veness. Customers cannot be corralled so 
easily and to do so risks them going elsewhere. 

 



An alterna0ve research technique to journey mapping that helps avoids the single journey issue is Indi 
Young’s mental models approach. This groups customer problems that your solu0on needs to address into 
broad stages rather than iden0fy a specific order in which they need to be addressed.  

Young’s mental model diagrams look at both the problem space and the solu0ons in place. Below is a detail 
from a mental model diagram produced by the Google Analy0cs team. The complete model covered four 
‘mental spaces’: understand my visitors; analyse incoming traffic sources; evaluate site and content 
performance (or, how well the content meets visitors’ needs); and communicate the findings (internally). 
Figure 21 below focuses on the last of these, the communicate findings space.  

 
Figure 21: Extract from Google Analy0cs mental model diagram – communicate findings (source: Indi 
Young) 

The above the line area represent the problem space – the needs of those using Google Analy0cs to tell 
other people in their organisa0on about the insights they have gained. These equate to the jobs that 
customers need to complete.  151

Below the line is the solu0on space – the features required to meet those needs. Those with a complete 
line being those that are already in place while those with doTed lines are features that are yet to be 
delivered. 

 Combining-mental-model-diagrams-and-jobs-to-be-done, Jim Kalbach, Experiencing Informa0on, 11 December 2016151

 



Crea0ng these mental models entails much of the same as crea0ng tradi0onal journey maps – customer 
research to iden0fy the jobs they need to complete, internal reviews to define what capabili0es are in place 
and brainstorming to pinpoint what addi0onal capabili0es could be added.  

There are a number of advantages to this approach.  

Firstly is it doesn’t encourage thinking in terms of fixed sequences. By thinking of customer jobs as 
standalone needs, you can develop the capabili0es to address them without tying yourself into an order 
that may or may not work for customers. This will encourage a more flexible design that will not coral 
customers into a fixed way of doing things.  

Secondly the maps are much more rough and ready – they are not the things of beauty that designers are 
tempted to create with journey maps. As such they are more honest.  

Thirdly they ensure that the problem space (customer perspec0ve) and solu0on space (company 
perspec0ve) are considered in parallel. With journey maps the laTer is oden an aderthought.  

Fourthly they ensure that a full set of solu0on op0ons are iden0fied. This enables careful evalua0on of 
each one against the guiding policy so priori0es are established. (These priori0es may be modified once 
feasibility and viability are incorporated into the evalua0on process.) The iden0fica0on of op0ons and 
selec0on from these op0ons is a key part of design thinking that journey mapping can gloss over.  

Breaking down customer jobs into informa>on, decision and ac>vity jobs 

The above sec0ons describe a couple of tools that you can use when designing the experience you wish to 
deliver. They also highlight what you should avoid and thereby some rules you should follow. Both are 
founded in jobs-to-be-done thinking. But rather than think of customer jobs as a single category, it helps to 
break them down into different types. While this may seem to be adding complexity, different customer 
jobs require different business solu0ons to support their comple0on – it is a categorisa0on driven by a 
focus on opera0onalisa0on rather than one that ignores it.  

There are three broad types of customer job. Firstly there are informa0on gathering jobs where customers 
collect informa0on (or ransack their memory) to help them make a decision. Secondly there are decision 
jobs where the customer decides what ac0on to take. Thirdly there are ac0vity jobs where the customer 
has to do something.  

The importance of decision jobs should not be understated. What drives a film script from Inci0ng Incident 
to progressive complica0ons and beyond are the decisions that the protagonist makes. It is the same with 
customer journeys – they are fuelled by decisions, most notably at each point when the customer decides 
whether to con0nue the journey with your brand or not.  

A simplified example can be seen in the figure below. This builds on the supermarket analysis in the 
previous chapter on value proposi0on crea0on. Also the experience outlined is also one that everyone can 
relate to.   

 



As with any journey, there is an event – for example, finding nothing to eat in the house – which triggers a 
variety of customer jobs designed to achieve the outcome of being able to feed yourself for the next few 
days.    

The journey has been split into three phases – pre-shop, shop and post-shop. And the component 
customer jobs have been colour coded to reflect the different nature of the task – dark blue for an 
informa0on colla0on job (for example, assessing what food you have in the house currently, seeing what 
delivery slots are available), mid-blue for an ac0vity (finding items from the shopping list, wai0ng at home 
for delivery driver) and light blue for a decision task (deciding on a meal plan for the week, crea0ng a 
shopping list, etc.).  

In the example shown in Figure 22, roughly half the customer jobs are decision tasks with another quarter 
rela0ng to gathering informa0on so a decision can be made. 

 
Figure 22: Customer Jobs for Comple0ng an Online Supermarket Shop 
  
Three-quarters of the jobs being directly or indirectly related to customers making a decision has massive 
implica0ons for journey enablement. And it should make clear that enabling journeys is not just about 
delivering a service, it is also about delivering informa0on.  

Incorpora0ng data, informa0on and decision support tools into customer journeys helps customers make 
beTer decisions and make them more easily. As a result, they can achieve an op0mal outcome more 
quickly and with less cogni0ve effort. The more data the business has about customers, the more it can 
infer what outcome the customer is seeking and determine the best interven0on for helping the customer 
achieve their desired goal.  

These developments help brands as much as customers. Many of the decision tasks arise in early stages of 
the journey, meaning purchase decisions can be influenced and switching costs created (as per Pilkington 
and Armitage Shanks decision support tools men0oned above).  

 



Imagine a supermarket using RFID tagging to provide customers with a reliable inventory of the food in 
their house, comparing this with historic levels to iden0fy gaps, then automa0cally popula0ng a shopping 
list in the app. Or sugges0ng a meal plan based on previous food purchases and popula0ng the basket with 
the required ingredients. Or in the supermarket, helping customers find the best subs0tutes for out-of-
stock items by means of a predic0ve model they can access via the app.  

All of these have poten0al to make life significantly easier for customers while at the same 0me crea0ng 
rela0onship bonds that compe0tors will struggle to overcome. Incorpora0ng data, decision support and 
predic0ve modelling (of both customer intent and next best conversa0on) into customer journeys will be 
an increasingly important CX differen0ator over the next few years. And the star0ng point is calling out 
what decisions are being made, by whom and what informa0on they need to make those decisions.  

From mapping to orchestra>on 

As valuable as journey mapping or using the mental models is, especially when you focus on customer 
decisions and how you can support them, it is not enough. When it comes to implementa0on, you need to 
stop thinking about mapping and start thinking about orchestra0on.  

Journey orchestra0on is the process of managing customers interac0ons across your touchpoints to deliver 
your differen0ated experience. It involves ascertaining what customers wish to achieve and what the next 
job is that they wish to complete and then deliver an interac0on that will help them achieve it.   

Journey mapping or mental modelling is the first stage in journey orchestra0on. It should iden0fy all the 
jobs that customers need to undertake to achieve their desired outcome. In addi0on, it should detail the 
customer jobs that you currently support directly and those that you intend to support in the future.  

As highlighted in Chapter 5, customer jobs can be supported in mul0ple ways and you need to outline how 
you plan to support these jobs in a way that delivers your brand promise. For jobs that you cannot support 
directly, you need to iden0fy whether there are poten0al partners who could help customers complete 
them so that you can build the necessary linkages. Finally, as detailed in Chapter 3, it is worth capturing the 
jobs that you have chosen not to support either directly or indirectly in your No-log.  

But orchestra0ng journeys also requires defining how you will help customers achieve their desired 
outcomes – for a given event, what content or messaging you will serve and via what channels, all of which 
needs to be defined in advance.  

This requires the following five steps.  

Step 1: Listen  

While the customer’s journey is broader than their contact with your touchpoints (all of which should be 
captured in your experience design), when it comes to orchestra0on, understanding how customers are 
interac0ng with you today is an important first step. 

If you have a customer path analysis tool in place that is connected to all your channels, this is rela0vely 
easy to do. All you need is a common customer iden0fier and you can connect journeys across mul0ple 
channels – email, phone, chat, web site, mobile and social. If you don’t have such a solu0on in place, it is 

 



possible to do the same as a one-off exercise, but it requires a lot of heavy liding by your data engineering 
and data science teams. 

This analysis helps iden0fy what journeys customers are currently undertaking with you (as opposed to the 
ones you think they are making). It also iden0fies failure points – where customers are dropping out 
completely or retracing their steps or switching from an automated journey to one that requires contact 
with branch or contact centre colleagues.  

Step 2: Fix the basics 

Once you have iden0fied these failure points, you can start performing root cause analysis into why they 
are occurring.  

In some cases, the reason will be obvious – for example if an email designed to encourage purchase is 
causing lots of customers to return to a previous stage in the journey, then it’s clear the content of that 
email needs reviewing.  

Others will require gathering addi0onal internal data. For example, if you iden0fy a cadre of customers who 
are switching from the mobile app to the contact centre, you can interrogate the CRM system to gain a 
beTer understanding of what is triggering these switches.  

Similarly, there will be a wealth of informa0on in social media comments on what isn’t working as well as 
customers would like. All of which can be 0ed into the data collected in the previous step so that you can 
understand what is crea0ng problems for customers and why. The quick wins this will deliver will help your 
ini0a0ve gain organisa0onal trac0on.   

A lot of what you iden0fy will be quick wins – solu0ons you can implement with minimum effort that will 
deliver value immediately. These help to provide credit in the bank for when you are selling your complete 
strategy to the C-suite.   

Step 3: Define the addi>onal elements required 

Based on the customer jobs that you have chosen to support, the next step is defining what needs to be in 
place for you to do so. The data, decision support tools, content and services required to help customers 
complete each one will have been defined in the mapping stage. And in the orchestra0on phase it is 
necessary to iden0fy how each element will be incorporated into the channels you are choosing to serve 
customers – mobile, web, social, etc.  

While the selec0on of addi0onal (i.e. non-core) jobs that you are deciding to support should be shaped by 
how you are choosing to differen0ate your brand, brand promise also needs to be incorporated into the 
design – the look and feel – and into the tone of voice used when content is being served. 

Step 4: Opera>onalise 

The next step is to put the above into ac0on. This requires a couple of addi0onal artefacts – an interven0on 
plan and an interac0on map.  

 



The first builds on step 3. It iden0fies the trigger points for the business making an interven0on, how those 
triggers will be iden0fied and then what the interven0on (oden described as next best ac0on or next best 
conversa0on) will be. The interven0ons define what you are trying to achieve with the customer – how you 
are seeking to help them progress towards their desired outcome and profit in the process. 

The laTer is very important. When designing interven0ons, it is important to remember that alongside the 
customer’s journey to their desired outcome there is the journey that you want to take customers on – the 
journey to maximum life0me profitability. If you have created a customer lifecycle analysis model, the 
triggers and next best ac0ons from this also need to be iden0fied.  

It also requires the defini0on of arbitra0on rules. While it is generally possible to iden0fy the next best 
ac0on from the customer’s perspec0ve and the next best ac0on from the business’s viewpoint, these don’t 
always coincide. Hence as part of your interven0on plan you will also need to define how those two 
poten0ally conflic0ng requirements will be balanced.  

The second deliverable translates these interven0ons into interac0ons. It defines the communica0on 
requirements – the content and messaging for each interven0on. These interac0ons will not be the same 
for each customer, so different interac0ons for each customer grouping will need to be developed. Equally 
content will need to be created for each channel that the messaging may be delivered through – onsite, 
app, contact centre, etc.  

This interac0on map will iden0fy the communica0on requirements for delivering your targeted experience 
and it needs to be compared with what exists currently. This will generate a number of gaps, with the 
priority gaps becoming the focus for your content crea0on strategy.  

Step 5: Sustain  

The ability to deliver the desired experience on an ongoing basis requires a clearly defined opera0ng model 
– one that enables listening and orchestra0on of content or service provision across all aspects of the 
journey.  

This requires a further artefact – one that defines the necessary capabili0es for customer iden0fica0on, 
verifica0on and authen0ca0on; data capture and storage; insight development and predic0ve modelling; 
campaign management and targe0ng; content delivery and conversa0on management.   

Again desired capabili0es need to be compared with current capabili0es so that gaps can be translated into 
ini0a0ves encompassing all elements of an opera0ng model – process, technology, data, competency, 
organisa0on design, culture and performance management.   

This is covered in the next chapter.   

 



9. Execu>on: Building the capabili>es and opera>ng model for delivering your 
target experience 

To define the capabili)es required, you need to translate customer jobs into business outcomes, business 
outcomes into business jobs and business jobs into tasks, with measures aXached so performance can be 
tracked. Once capabili)es have been outlined, an opera)ng model needs to be designed with gaps 
iden)fied so that ini)a)ves can be defined and delivered to fill these gaps.  

Delivering the desired experience to your customers requires having the right capabili0es. Capabili0es are 
the power or ability to do something and in a business context they are achieved through a combina0on of 
enablers – people, process and technology, for example.  

This chapter describes how to translate the customer outcomes and customer jobs iden0fied in your 
journey mapping into business outcomes – the outcomes the business would like to achieve in rela0on to 
each customer job. These business outcomes need to be decomposed into the jobs the business must 
undertake and then further broken down into the component tasks of each job, with outcomes and jobs 
defined so that how well they are completed is measurable.   

The metrics aTached to the business jobs iden0fied provide you with a barometer of current capability 
performance levels. They also enable the defini0on of targets, with differences between current and target 
levels of performance captured using a red, amber and green (RAG) traffic-light approach. The gaps define 
what needs to be improved. But to drive any improvements you need to deconstruct a capability into its 
enabling components.  

These are oden reduced to people, process and technology – but this an oversimplifica0on. The people 
dimension needs to be split into staff competencies (the skills and experience that employees have), the 
culture of the company and business organisa0on, with the last of these further broken down into org 
design, governance and collabora0on. Similarly enabling processes with technology requires data and data 
also feeds performance measurement, both of which need to be incorporated.    

This chapter describes a seven-legged defini0on of an opera0ng model encompassing process, data, 
technology, people competencies, organisa0on (which breaks into three sub-components), culture and 
performance management.  

These different elements are complementary but also poten0ally duplica0ve – the more you invest in 
technology, the less people you need and the lower skills those people require being one obvious trade-off. 
And the cri0cal element with designing an opera0ng model, as with any strategic decision, is deciding 
where to invest more and where to invest less.  

The next part of this chapter describes how to translate business outcomes, business jobs and their 
component tasks into the different elements of an opera0ng model. It illustrates this approach by 
con0nuing the example from the previous chapters, drilling down on two of the gaps defined in the 
previous chapter – predic0ve analy0cs and journey orchestra0on.  

The online grocery shopping example from the previous chapter has been extended to bring the concepts 
described to life.  

 



Defining the capabili>es required 

Retaining an external focus when building internal capabili>es 

As described in the previous chapter, your journey map or mental models diagram should outline what 
customer jobs you are wishing to support directly and how you plan to do that in a way that supports your 
differen0a0on against compe0tors.  

You then need to translate those customer jobs into what you will do to enable customers to complete 
them. When you switch from focusing on what you are trying to help customers achieve to how you plan to 
do that, there is a risk that the customer perspec0ve becomes lost. The approach outlined in Figure 23 
below ensures that everything is anchored in the customer’s job-to-be-done, with each element easily 
derived from the previous one. 

 
Figure 23: From customer jobs to business tasks 

The first step is transla0ng comple0on of that job into a business outcome – what does customer success 
look like from the business’s perspec0ve. The next step is transla0ng the business outcome into the 
component business jobs required to deliver that outcome and then into the business tasks that sit 
underneath each job.  

Performance measurement plays a cri0cal role here, firstly in defining the key performance indicator (KPI) 
that will be monitored to determine how well the business outcome is being achieved. Then secondly at a 
more detailed level to understand how well each business job and task is being performed.  

Transla>ng customer jobs into desired business outcomes 

When transla0ng customer jobs into business outcomes, the defini0on of business outcomes needs to 
encompass what success looks like from the business’s perspec0ve. This requires inclusion of strategic 
objec0ves – customer acquisi0on, growth, reten0on and profitability – into capability development.  

The example we will work through uses the Shop stage of the online grocery shopping journey outlined in 
previous chapter (as delineated by the red box in Figure 24 below) and then sequen0ally looks at deriving 

 



business outcomes from customer jobs, then business jobs from business outcomes, the aTachment of 
measures to outcomes and jobs, then finally transla0ng business jobs into business tasks.  

 
Figure 24: Shop stage in online grocery shopping journey 

Figure 25 below translates each of the customer jobs in the Shop stage of the journey into business 
outcomes. (Note: the area in the red box will be expanded on in the next sec0on.) 

So if we take the Decide where to shop job, the desired business outcomes are that exis0ng customers 
make the business the first choice for online shopping and that new customers are willing to try the brand’s 
online experience. Implicit in these outcomes is that the experience needs to be of high quality for 
customers to come back and for posi0ve reviews to encourage new customers.  

 
Figure 25: Transla0ng customer jobs into business outcomes for Shop stage 

Similarly the business outcomes for Visit app / website is that both website and app are easy to find and 
easy to use. For choosing delivery slots the desired outcome is that the choice of slots available meets 
customer requirements.  

When customers are looking to add items to their basket, the first outcome is that the desired products are 
available and the second is that the customer can easily find them. In cases where an item is out-of-stock, 
the desired outcomes are that suitable alterna0ves are recommended to the customer and that these 
alterna0ves are available.  

 



For the Check for gaps in list customer job, the first desired outcome is that customers are able to sa0sfy 
their latent needs – shopping needs that they have but did not capture explicitly when crea0ng the list – 
the second is that from a business perspec0ve it would be great for them to try new products. And when it 
comes to paying, the desired outcome is that the experience is simple and secure.  

Transla>ng business outcomes into business jobs-to-be-done 

The next step is to translate business outcomes into the jobs the business needs to complete. This is 
illustrated in Figure 26 below which focuses on the red-boxed area in Figure 25. (Note: the area in the red 
box in this figure will be expanded on in the next sec0on.) 

 
Figure 26: Transla0ng business outcomes into business jobs 

So for brand to be first choice for online shopping for exis0ng customers, it is necessary to maintain high 
levels of sa0sfac0on with online service and keep brand front of mind. Similarly to ensure the web site and 
app are easy to find, it is necessary to op0mise posi0oning in search lis0ngs and ensure the app is easy to 
find in app stores.  

Comple>ng the picture with tasks and measures 

Figure 27 below provides more detail on the red boxed area in Figure 26 above. It illustrates transla0ng 
business jobs into specific tasks and then aTaching measures – KPIs to business outcomes and metrics to 
business jobs.  

 



 
Figure 27: Adding tasks and measures 

The above figure spells out what the KPIs, metrics and tasks would be for the first three business outcomes 
in the Shop phase. So for making brand first choice for exis0ng customers for online shopping, there are a 
number of KPIs that could be considered – percent of customers who return, average gap between visits, 
average spend and es0mated share of wallet. The first three are rela0vely easy to compute, the last one 
would require some modelling.  

For the business job of Maintain high levels of sa4sfac4on with online service, the metric of percent 
customers sa0sfied or very sa0sfied could be tracked, or alterna0vely NPS could be used.  

The three tasks iden0fied to complete the business job would involve monitoring customer sa0sfac0on, 
service strengths and pain points; iden0fying opportuni0es to improve service; and communica0ng 
improvement opportuni0es to relevant teams and tracking progress.  

Similar examples are shown for the business outcomes of Web site/app are easy to find and Choice of 
delivery slots meets customer requirements.   

Using measures to create an overview of current capabili>es 

Once you are measuring performance on these KPIs and metrics, you can start to iden0fy priority areas for 
aTen0on. The capabili0es outlined are the desired ones and for each KPI and metric you need to outline 
what the target performance level should be – the level at which you could say the outcome is being met or 
job is being completed sa0sfactorily.   

These target levels can then be compared with current performance, which is based on as-is capabili0es, to 
define the performance gap. You can then capture gaps in performance in the form of a RAG status, as 
illustrated in the example below.  

 



 
Figure 28: Iden0fying priority capability gaps for aTen0on 

When the jobs or tasks are green, it typically means that no ini0a0ves beyond con0nuous improvement are 
required. But when there is a significant amount of red or amber, as is the case with business outcome of 
Alterna4ves to out-of-stock items can be found and Customers latent needs are met as well as explicit ones, 
significant interven0ons are required.   

Defining gaps between as-is and to-be capabili>es 

While the above describes the gaps in quan0ta0ve terms, you need to turn that into more qualita0ve 
descrip0ons.  

In some cases this is rela0vely easy to do. For example, the business job of orchestrate customer journeys, 
which supports the business outcome of desired products are easy to find, will likely require the 

 



implementa0on of a whole new real-0me interac0on management (RTIM) capability and a new predic0ve 
analy0cs capability to support it.  

Where it is less clear, asking ques0ons such as ‘What do we want to be able to do that we can’t do now?’ 
and ‘What do we need to do to improve our performance on this KPI?’ will help flesh out what the gap is.  

In both the above cases, it is then a maTer of drilling down with more specific ques0ons to flesh out 
requirements.   

Designing an opera>ng model 

The opera0ng model you design needs to deliver the business outcomes desired and enable comple0on of 
the different business jobs and tasks. 

Elements of an opera>ng model 

As outlined in Figure 29 below, an opera0ng model is comprised of different elements – process, data, 
technology, people, organisa0on (with sub-elements of organisa0on design, collabora0on across func0ons 
and teams, governance), performance management and culture. It is these elements, in combina0on, that 
enable a capability. 

 
Figure 29: Opera0ng model overview 

As highlighted above, there is oden a trade-off between the elements – people and technology being the 
most obvious example. Some are dependent on others – performance management requires data, for 
example. And some elements need to be designed in conjunc0on with others – people, organisa0on and 
culture need to be looked at together, as do culture and performance management so that they are 
complementary.  

Processes describe how tasks are completed with the steps and decision points all outlined. Processes 
typically have three levels with an increasing amount of detail in each one.  And under the most detailed 
level there is typically a procedures manual which contains policies, links, checklists, screenshots, tutorials 
and scripts.  

 



Data is a key enabler of processes and process controls, automa0on via technology and performance 
management. In the context of an opera0ng model, it is necessary to define the data required to feed all 
the elements it supports.  

Technology refers to the systems put in place to support process execu0on via automa0on of certain 
elements. Examples would include CRM, RTIM and data and analy0cs plazorms.  

People refers to what types of individuals are required for the effec0ve comple0on of processes and sub-
tasks – the skills, experience and aotudes that are necessary.  

Organisa0on can be split into three sub-elements. Firstly organisa0on design which details how teams will 
be structured, again with effec0ve comple0on of processes in mind. This involves defining roles and 
responsibili0es, KPIs for each role and repor0ng lines.  

Oden there may be a need to work with a separate func0on to the internal team – compliance, IT, HR, 
finance, etc. – and how this happens needs to be captured as part of the collabora0on component. Finally 
there is governance which describes the oversight and controls that will be put in place so that the 
organisa0on is opera0ng effec0vely.  

The next element is performance management. This has two dimensions – firstly covering how process and 
task comple0on will be assessed, secondly rela0ng to how performance in different roles will be 
monitored, with the first driving the second.  

Finally there is culture. Organisa0onal culture is the collec0on of mo0va0ons, values, beliefs, expecta0ons 
and aotudes that guide the behaviours of team members – specifically around decision-making, ac0ons, 
sociability and communica0on. Culture is a complement to performance management as it governs what 
can’t be managed through KPIs and metrics.   

Taking a holis>c approach to opera>ng model design 

When designing an opera0ng model, a good way to start is to imagine you have a blank sheet of paper. This 
helps prevent you from being anchored by the exis0ng one. Ul0mately it is likely to be a compromise, but it 
is useful to start by thinking as if it was an opera0ng model for a new business rather than an incremental 
upgrade to the current model.  

A second benefit is that it ensures you look at the model holis0cally rather than piecemeal. The risk with a 
bit-by-bit approach is that you come up with localised solu0ons (for organisa0on design, for example) that 
doesn’t fit with what is being done elsewhere. There is also the chance that you miss the bigger picture of 
how a single technology ini0a0ve (for example) could enable a mul0tude of business jobs and tasks. 

A good way to avoid these risks is to aggregate related tasks from different business jobs under higher level 
headings. So if we build on the example above, analy0cs and predic0ve modelling is one area that crops up 
in mul0ple jobs. Similarly the presenta0on of informa0on to customers (in light of what they have just 
done), requires journey orchestra0on and a RTIM solu0on to support interac0on management and journey 
orchestra0on.  

Since journey orchestra0on and RTIM are heavily reliant on predic0ve modelling, it makes sense to look at 
the two areas in parallel. This is done in Figure 29 below, which takes the business outcomes that require 
 



predic0ve modelling and RTIM capabili0es (excluding the others) and defines the requirements for each 
one.  

 
Figure 29: Grouping tasks by capability required 

So if we take the job of Alterna4ves to out-of-stock items are found, from a predic0ve modelling 
perspec0ve this requires collec0ng aTribute and cross-purchasing data by product and using that to create 
a predic0ve model for best subs0tutes, crea0ng a predic0ve demand model by store and then monitoring 
model performance. Similarly the RTIM requirements are iden0fy triggers for when a subs0tute should be 
proposed and create prompts/messaging about alterna0ves to be shown at trigger events.  

The next step is to sum of all the requirements iden0fied in the stage above and translate them into what 
that means in terms of the different opera0ng model elements. This is shown in Figure 30 below.  

 
Figure 30: Transla0ng tasks into capabili0es and then into opera0ng model components  

So if we take the example of data requirements for all predic0ve modelling and analy0cs, all the data 
required to enable the predic0ve models needs to be defined and made accessible to those models. And 
for the RTIM element, it requires that the outputs from these models are available to the RTIM system.  

 



Taking a gap-driven approach to opera>ng model design 

Oden there is not the 0me or la0tude to start from scratch, so going from the as-is to to-be model requires 
a gap driven approach. Figure 31 below takes Figure 29 above and incorporates the RAG status from earlier 
in the chapter.  

 
Figure 31: RAG status for predic0ve modelling and RTIM by business job 

The next step is to take a single business job which is red or amber and capture the as-is capability and the 
gaps with the desired to-be capability. This is illustrated in Figure 32 below.   

 
Figure 32: RAG status by opera0ng model component for journey orchestra0on job 

The gaps then need to be grouped under headings such as predic0ve analy0cs, as per Figure 30 above, so 
they can be addressed holis0cally.  

Delivering the new capabili>es 

 



To fill the gaps iden0fied you will need to define, design, deliver and deploy a porzolio of ini0a0ves and this 
chapter will show you how to do this.  

Once you have a defined set of requirements for an area like predic0ve analy0cs and what that means in 
terms of each element of the opera0ng model (as per Figures 30 or 32 above), the next step is to split the 
work required into packages that are dis0nct, diges0ble and have a measurable benefit aTached to their 
comple0on.  

Dis0nct means that they are self-contained with the benefit they provide not being dependent on the 
delivery of other work packages. Diges0ble means that while they are big enough to deliver a measurable 
improvement, but not so big that each one takes months to deliver. That ensures that there is a flow to 
delivery.  

Once these work packages are defined, they need to be put into a roadmap. The primary factor influencing 
the road map is dependencies – some work packages can’t be begun un0l others are complete. But there is 
also a quick win dimension – what work packages will deliver maximum benefit in the least amount of 0me 
to enable the team to gain buy-in and build momentum.  

Selec>ng the delivery approach 

Over the past few years there has been a swing towards Agile delivery techniques with some organisa0ons 
seeking to deliver all their projects in an Agile way. This is an overly simplis0c approach, equal to the 
default beforehand when all projects followed a waterfall approach.  

The nature of the work package – how much learning is required to develop the op0mal solu0on – defines 
the design and delivery approach. If the solu0on can be clearly defined and designed up front, then 
tradi0onal waterfall is the best delivery model. If further explora0on is required, then Agile development is 
superior.  

An example of where high levels of learning are required would be when a desired outcome is clear but the 
way to get there is not – teams must use a test and learn approach to come to the best solu0on. In such 
circumstances, Agile is the best approach.  

But there are other situa0ons – for example the implementa0on of a mature sodware system – where the 
component elements have been implemented hundreds, maybe thousands of 0mes before. As a result, 
great implementa0on prac0ces have had 0me to evolve so that as well as there being a clear picture of the 
desired end point, the steps required to get there are also well understood. In such a case, a waterfall 
approach will be quicker and more efficient.   

Delivering the required changes 

Change management needs to take place in parallel with delivery. This ensures that teams who will use the 
enhanced capability are ready to put it into opera0on.  

The first step here is to iden0fy who will be impacted by change – both exis0ng staff and any new people 
who need to be recruited.  

 



The next step is to then define what needs to be done (for new staff) and what needs to be done differently 
by exis0ng staff – what new processes look like, what new technology enablement will be deployed, what 
new KPIs will be in place  

The final step is to define the interven0ons required for both new and exis0ng staff to be effec0ve. This 
typically requires a combina0on of training and communica0on. If the changes are only minor, 
communica0on may be sufficient. But for the most part training will be required.  

The star0ng point for defining what training is required is the comple0on of a training needs analysis which 
iden0fies for each cohort where they are now in terms of skills and competencies, where they need to be 
and how that gap will be bridged. This can then be used to create a comprehensive training curriculum.  

 



PART 4: Final steps 

 



10.Selling the change  

The key to being able to sell your strategy to a group of senior managers is to tell a good story. As part of 
that you need to put yourselves in their shoes – not lecture them on why they should see the world as 
you do. This chapter provides a useful story format and outlines how you can use the jobs-to-be-done 
approach with internal customers.  

At every stage in the crea0on and implementa0on of your CX strategy you need to be selling its importance 
to your internal customers – the senior managers who will determine whether it is supported, funded and 
executed. CX professionals extol the importance of empathy towards external customers but oden 
overlook its importance with internal ones.  

As men0oned in Chapter 2, one of my big reserva0ons about focusing on customer-centricity in strategic 
transforma0ons is because it sits at odds with the focuses of C-suite members – the CEO who has to 
balance the interests of all stakeholders, the CFO who is answerable to shareholders, the Chief Sales Officer 
who may be focused on partners and the Chief Human Resource Officer whose concern is employees. This 
chapter seeks to outline what the priori0es of the different C-suite members are likely to be.  

For the most important members of the senior management team, it is worth trea0ng them as you would 
an external customer – define the outcomes they are seeking and the component jobs they need to 
complete to achieve those outcomes. Then map what you are doing against those outcomes and jobs. 
Outlining how your transforma0on supports each stakeholder in what they are trying to achieve will garner 
support. Equally understanding where it might hinder them enables mi0ga0ons to be prepared.   

In instances where there is a conflict, it will likely boil down to the strength of the business case you have 
created. This encompasses both qualita0ve elements such as strategic fit and quan0ta0ve ones such as 
financial projec0ons. Wrapping these together in a powerful story helps make your argument memorable. 
And if is not memorable, support will drid away.  

As described in Chapter 7, storytelling is a helpful analogy for understanding customer journeys. That is 
even more the case when it comes to selling.  

Using the story format 

From as long ago as 1969, studies have shown that we retain far more informa0on from stories than we do 
from lists – as much as 6-7 0mes more.  The reason is simple – stories appeal to both our logic and our 152

emo0ons and we are more likely to remember what we feel than what we think. The content is also s0ckier 
because stories provide a context for the core message – by linking the different elements together they 
are more engaging. And the more engaging the message is, the more likely it is to encourage ac0on.   

To put it another way, we all hate being sold to but we all love hearing a great story.  

In his much-shared ar0cle, The Greatest Sales Deck I’ve Ever Seen,  the sales and leadership coach Andy 153

Raskin outlined the five elements that create a great sales narra0ve. Raskin’s approach is based on one of 

 Stanford Storytelling: Why reten0on is higher through stories, StoryPack, 20 April 2019152

 The greatest sales deck I’ve ever seen, Andy Raskin, Medium, 15 September 2016153

 



the oldest story-telling structures – one used in films such as Star Wars, The Lion King and The Matrix – the 
hero’s journey.   154

Name a big, relevant change in the world  

As Raskin points out, what aTracts human aTen0on is change. At the minutest level, if our phone rings or 
we see a no0fica0on on our lock screen, it is hard to ignore and it challenges us to take ac0on.  

So the key to grabbing aTen0on from the outset is ar0cula0ng a startling event that creates change and 
upsets the current equilibrium – one that is both relevant to and recognised by your audience.  

This should link to the organisa0on’s business strategy with the change being one of the challenges that it 
has iden0fied that needs to be overcome. This will help senior managers immediately see the relevance of 
what you are proposing.  

Show there will be winners and losers  

This is as simple as poin0ng out that adap0ng to the change quicker than compe0tors will likely result in a 
highly posi0ve future and that not doing so will probably result in an unacceptably nega0ve future. Spelling 
out the posi0ve and nega0ve scenarios in vivid terms will help ensure they are remembered.  

As your CEO will have defined your organisa0on’s key differen0ators – describing how your CX strategy 
reinforces one of these and helps the business win in the new environment again ensures that it is seen as 
suppor0ve to what the senior team is seeking to achieve.  

Tease the promise land 

The future state that you are envisaging needs to have the quali0es of a promised land – the addi0onal 
value that customers and the business will reap once your proposals have been implemented.  

The promised land needs to be concrete and grounded in benefits rather than features. It is not about 
having fancy new technology, for example, but about how that technology will make customers’ lives beTer 
and how that translates into a more successful future for the business. The promised land should be both 
desirable and difficult to achieve without the transforma0on being proposed.  

In the context of your CX strategy, the promised land should relate to one of the primary strategic 
objec0ves outlined in the business strategy to reinforce the point that it is relevant to whole organisa0on, 
not just the customer experience team.   

Introduce features as “magic gios” for overcoming obstacles to the promised land  

When you introduce what you are proposing, do so by posi0oning the new customer experience as 
something amazing that will almost magically help the business reach that much-desired promised land.  

As Raskin puts it, you’re Obi Wan furnishing Luke with a lightsabre to help him defeat the Empire, or you’re 
the fairy godmother cas0ng spells to help Cinderella go to the ball.  

 The hero's journey - mythic structure of Joseph Campbell's monomyth, Dan Bronzite, Movie Outline, 154

 



Present evidence that you can make the story come true  

Almost by defini0on, the road to the promised land is liTered with obstacles, so your audience will be 
scep0cal about your ability to deliver. The last element of the sales narra0ve is presen0ng evidence that 
you can make the story you’re telling come true.  

In the case of customer experience transforma0ons, the most compelling evidence will come from wins 
that you have already delivered (or ones that you have iden0fied that can be easily implemented and will 
clearly deliver value). 

Adap>ng your language to resonate with your audience 

Con0nuing with the film theme, former Pixar story ar0st, Emma Coats, has summarised 22 rules for those 
wan0ng to infuse their own film scripts with some Pixar magic.  Rule 2 is par0cularly helpful, it states 155

“You goTa keep in mind what’s interes0ng to you as an audience, not what’s fun to do as a writer. They can 
be v. different.” 

The same trap awaits those who put religious zeal ahead of business relevance when it comes to what they 
are proposing (a trap CX prac00oners are prone to fall into). The risk is that when we are blinkered and 
cannot see anything but our own truth, we con0nually repeat it without apprecia0on for the contexts of 
others for whom that truth may not be so compelling. The context to understand here is that of the C-suite 
stakeholders whose support is required.   

But there is one tool that most CX prac00oners already understand and can use in this instance to the same 
effect – the jobs-to-be-done approach. 

As described in Chapter 7, this starts with defining the customer’s desired outcome. So in this case, what is 
the desired outcome of each of the CEO, COO, CMO, CTO, etc. What is the principal challenge that they 
each have? What is the main KPI that they will be judged against?  

Once you have determined the major outcome each stakeholder is ader, the next step is to iden0fy the 
various jobs that they need to complete? And most importantly how does what you are proposing help 
them complete these jobs and aTain their desired goal.  

Of course, if what you are sugges0ng is an impediment in some way, then you have a problem. But if you 
have done your homework on the specific challenges each senior stakeholder faces, then you should be 
able to iden0fy poten0al mi0ga0ons. What this book provides – an end-to-end approach for transla0ng 
business strategy into a differen0a0ng customer experience – will ensure you have the evidence to adapt 
the case for investment to the specific context of each C-suite member. And answering the ques0ons that 
C-level execu0ves are likely to have about your CX strategy and the ini0a0ves you are proposing will help 
bring them on board. 

So what do I think those ques0ons are?   
       

 22 Rules of Storytelling by a Pixar Storyboard Ar0st, Kimber Streams, Laughing Squid, 8 March 2013155

 



Chief Execu>ve Officer (CEO) 

The primary outcome that the CEO is seeking is increasing the value of the business, whether that be via 
organic revenue and profit growth or through strategic acquisi0ons.  

In terms of jobs, the primary one for the CEO is crea0ng the strategy for the business, including the 
defini0on of the value exchanges with each significant stakeholder group (customers, employees, partners, 
suppliers, etc.). And they will want to know that the strategy they have craded has cascaded through the 
organisa0on and is reflected in all aspects of opera0onal management – customer experience 
management, supply chain management, opera0ons management, etc.  

Most CEOs I have met are hugely compe00ve and very focused on what compe0tors are doing. More 
importantly, they want to beat them. And, most importantly, they have a clear idea as to how to win – the 
differen0a0on the business needs to have. Chapter 4 helps answer, ‘how does the experience you are 
designing support our intended source of differen0a0on?’ by highligh0ng how CX priori0es should vary 
with different strategic focuses – opera0onal excellence and compe0ng on price, product leadership and 
customer in0macy. Chapter 5 then drills deeper into how specifically the business is seeking to differen0ate 
– what word it would like to own in the minds of its customers.  

On their route to the top, they will have come to recognise the difference between good strategy and 
flannel purpor0ng to be strategy.  As outlined in Chapter 3, crea0ng good strategy is hard because it 
requires trade-offs – being prepared to not do some things to do others extremely well. Focusing aTen0on 
and resources is paramount to achieving the differen0a0on that delivers compe00ve advantage. So one 
ques0on that a CEO is likely to ask is ‘What are we not going to do in order to do other things well?’ 

Having three chapters rela0ng to the types of ques0on that CEOs are likely to have may seem excessive, 
par0cularly when compared to other books on customer experience. But it is precisely because this area 
has been so overlooked that it has been given significant weight in this one.  

Chief Financial Officer (CFO)   

The CFO’s role is to ensure the business makes the profits required to increase the value of the business.  

The key outcome that a CFO wants to achieve is delivering the financial forecasts he or she has agreed with 
the CEO. In terms of jobs, the main ones are crea0ng financial plans and budgets, puong the controls in 
place to monitor financial performance and orchestra0ng interven0ons when it falls short.  

CFOs can be the most scep0cal in the C-suite when it comes to CX ini0a0ves, par0cularly those that are 
supposed to deliver revenue increases. Typically they will give far more weight to projected cost savings as 
a source of profit uplid than projected revenue increases – cost savings are perceived to be more concrete 
and achievable. 
   
The key ques0ons from a CFO are likely to be ‘how does what you are doing create value for the business?’ 
and ‘what return will you generate on the funds you are reques0ng’ and ‘how can I be confident that you 
will deliver this?’ Chapter 6 provides a couple of op0ons for crea0ng a business case that will help you 
answer these queries.  

 



Chief Opera>ng Officer (COO) 

The COO is responsible for implemen0ng the strategy that the CEO has laid out. Specifically, they are 
responsible for the effec0ve and efficient working of the organisa0on’s opera0ng model while ensuring any 
risks and regulatory issues are managed. The key outcomes that they are seeking is that the business 
achieves the performance on opera0onal metrics that delivers the delivers the financial performance that 
the CEO and CFO are seeking, risks are controlled and there are no major compliance breaches.  

In terms of jobs, there are similari0es with those of the CFO, albeit with a focus on opera0onal as opposed 
to financial performance – establishing targets for opera0onal KPIs and metrics, monitoring performance 
against these targets, intervening to get things back on track if performance falls short, controlling risks and 
managing rela0onships with regulators.  

Like the CEO, they will want to know ‘how are strategic priori0es reflected in what you are proposing?’ But 
they are also likely to dig deeper with ques0ons such as ‘how will what you are proposing improve 
opera0onal performance?’ and ‘how will this improved opera0onal performance flow through to improved 
financial performance?’  

The structured approach outlined in this book will help show the lineage from strategy through to ini0a0ve 
defini0on. Similarly, the value tree approach defined in Chapter 7 will help with answering the ques0on 
about opera0onal performance and its link to financial performance.  

Chief Marke>ng Officer (CMO) 

Marke0ng as a commercial discipline should encompass both sides of the value exchange – crea0ng value 
for customers and then realising a share of the value created for the business. In large companies it is rarely 
now the case that the CMO role covers both aspects. The swing to brand-centric marke0ng in the 1990s 
and then towards campaign-centric digital marke0ng in 2010s has led to business interests far outweighing 
customer interests.  

The key outcome a CMO is ader will depend on their orienta0on. A brand-oriented CMO will be focused on 
improving brand recogni0on whereas a campaign-oriented CMO will be looking at acquisi0on and cross-sell 
rates. The key jobs are promo0on-focused – either brand building and monitoring conformance with brand 
promise or crea0ng ac0va0on campaigns.  

Brand-oriented CMOs will certainly want to know ‘how is our brand promise reflected in the experience we 
are designing?’ The chapter on determining differen0ators (Chapter 5) will help with this. A campaign-
oriented CMO will want to know how the experience supports ac0va0on of new customers and cross-sell 
ini0a0ves, both of which should be captured in the causal performance repor0ng framework outlined in 
Chapter 7.  

Chief Sales Officer (CSO) 

In B2B businesses, there is oden a CSO (or Chief Revenue Officer) who is more senior than the CMO.  

The key outcome a CSO is targe0ng is an increase in revenue, either from acquiring new customers or 
increasing share of wallet with exis0ng customers. The laTer may come from taking share from other 
suppliers with exis0ng products or from expanding into new areas with those customers.  
 



Key jobs include establishing revenue targets in conjunc0on with CFO, establishing how those revenue 
targets will be met, monitoring performance against those targets and intervening when performance falls 
short.  

As a result, the key ques0ons they will have will be around how the experience you are designing supports 
onboarding new customers, makes customer rela0onships s0ckier, enables share to be taken from 
compe0tors within exis0ng accounts and assists the roll out of new product lines.  

Chief Product Officer (CPO) 

The CPO is responsible for a porzolio of products/services and managing them across the product lifecycle.  

The outcomes they are seeking are high uptake of new products and sustained use of exis0ng ones, 
including the use of maintenance and support services. The primary jobs for a CPO are developing new 
products, monitoring usage of exis0ng products (using the IoT, for example), upgrading exis0ng products 
and crea0ng revenue-genera0ng maintenance or support services.   

CPOs will want to ensure that the parts of the experience tradi0onally controlled by CX teams – 
interac0ons with website, mobile app and support teams – complement the experience customers have 
when using the company’s products and services. Hence they will want to know that the differen0ators 
that they are priori0sing in product/service design are accentuated in the experience you are designing.  

Chief Technology Officer (CTO) 

The CTO is responsible for the informa0on technology estate that a business has created. The outcomes 
they are seeking are effec0ve use of this estate (in terms of its support for revenue genera0on), its cost-
efficient use and risk avoidance (e.g. business con0nuity).  

The key jobs for a CTO are managing this estate across its lifecycle – adding or replacing technology where 
necessary, delivering the business case that new investments were based on, maintaining exis0ng systems, 
decommissioning those being replaced and managing risks.  

A Global Survey of C-level execu0ves undertaken by McKinsey in July 2020  suggests that the digi0sa0on 156

of customer-facing opera0ons has been accelerated by 3-4 years by the pandemic. Given the significant 
investments made to achieve this, CTOs will be on the hook for answering ques0ons such as ‘how can we 
deliver a good return on what we have spent?’ and ‘what do we need to do to fully realise the value 
poten0al?’  

This may require retro-fiong a benefits realisa0on plan to the digital solu0ons implemented, especially if 
there was insufficient 0me for a detailed plan to be created in the rush to digi0se. This is not the normal 
way round, but not as uncommon as you might think. By mapping out all the steps required to translate 
value crea0on for customers and the business into technology requirements, the framework provides a 
structure for a forward process. But it also enables reverse engineering should the circumstances require it.   

 How COVID-19 has pushed companies over the technology 0pping point—and transformed business forever, McKinsey, 5 156
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Chief Data Officer (CDO) 

The CDO is responsible for providing the different parts of the organisa0on with the data and insights they 
need. Their desired outcome is efficient, effec0ve and low risk use of data. The key jobs they are 
responsible for are the crea0on of a data and analy0cs capability, its ongoing management, op0mising its 
usage and ensuring its regulatory compliance (e.g. with GDPR) 

In terms of your CX strategy, they will want to ensure that what they have built in terms of data and 
analy0cs capability is being used in an effec0ve manner. Chapter 7 outlines the three high level ques0ons 
that need to be answered for designing and delivering a compelling customer experiences and what 
insights are required for each one.  

Not all of these ques0ons can be answered via data and analy0cs – some require customer research and 
will come into the remit of the CMO. But clearly ar0cula0ng the business-specific requirements for 
answering ‘how well are we serving customers and how can we serve them beTer?’ and ‘how do we turn 
value created for customers into value created for our business?’ will help the CDO to help you and make 
them look good in the process.  

Chief HR Officer (CHRO) 

The CHRO is responsible for devising the employee value proposi0on (salaries and benefits rela0ve to 
alterna0ve poten0al employers) and managing people across the employee lifecycle.   

In terms of outcomes, achieving targets for recruitment, reten0on and redundancy (if required) will be 
their priority. Key jobs include salary band defini0on, talent iden0fica0on, recruitment, onboarding, 
training, promo0on, support, discipline and o�oarding. 

They will want to understand how you plan to deliver high levels of staff sa0sfac0on to support both 
recruitment and reten0on.  

Chief Customer Officer (CCO) or Chief Customer Experience Officer (CXO) 

If there is a CCO or CXO in the organisa0on (that isn’t you!) with accountability for all customer-facing 
opera0ons, then they will be responsible for CX strategy. Hopefully this book will help you to help them 
create a compelling strategy and deliver a more strategic approach to customer experience by defining an 
end-to-end approach for transla0ng business strategy into a differen0a0ng customer experience.  

 



11.Key takeaways 
  
This book has provided you with a lot of informa)on. It has gone beyond being a simple manual because 
its aim is to challenge (and hopefully inspire) as much as educate. It will be up to you to decide which 
parts you plan to use. But I think it is worth summarising all the key messages to help you remember 
them.  

Hopefully this book has informed, challenged and entertained you. What I would like you to take away from 
reading it is as follows. 

1. The evolu0on of marke0ng, and its abdica0on of responsibility for crea0ng value for customers to 
create value for the business, has led a vacuum that customer experience can fill. 

2. But customer experience has even less credibility with senior management than marke0ng due to its 
philosophical rather than commercial orienta0on, its deifica0on of false grails such as customer-
centricity and its failure to appreciate the importance of context and strategic fit.  

3. The key to taking a more strategic approach to customer experience that will win points with the C-
suite is developing a comprehensive end-to-end CX strategy. Unfortunately, what is advocated as part 
of CCXP training and codified by so-called CX strategy experts cons0tutes ‘bad’ rather than ‘good’ 
strategy, as defined by the strategy guru, Richard Rumelt.  

4. The role of CX strategy is to translate business strategy into what gets done on the front line. Hence it 
needs to be grounded in the strategic challenges outlined by the CEO – the challenges the business 
needs to overcome – the strategic objec0ves that have been established to overcome these challenges 
and the business’s intended point(s) of differen0a0on.  

5. A good CX strategy will incorporate analysis to locate opportuni0es for crea0ng value, design to unlock 
these opportuni0es and an implementa0on plan to ensure the value is realised.  

6. The key output from the analysis phase should be a guiding policy – one that reflects the strategic 
objec0ves of the business, its intended differen0a0on and the role that customer experience plays in 
achieving these two things.  

7. The guiding policy shapes the design of the experience – which customer jobs are supported and how 
the business helps customers complete these jobs. This can be achieved using customer journey 
mapping but an alterna0ve (and beTer) way of doing this is to use Indi Young’s mental models 
approach.  

8. A key output from the design will be the defini0on of trigger points for the business to make an 
interven0on. Messaging needs to be created for each trigger point to help the customer complete the 
job in hand and this messaging needs to be made available in all relevant channels.  

9. The targeted experience will shape the capabili0es required. A customer focus can be retained by 
transla0ng customer jobs into business outcomes, then business outcomes into business jobs and 
finally business jobs into tasks. Business outcomes and business jobs should have KPIs and metrics 
aTached so performance can be measured and performance gaps iden0fied.  

 



10. Capabili0es are delivered by your opera0ng model – processes, data, technology, people 
competencies, organisa0on (incorpora0ng org design, collabora0on and governance), culture and 
performance management. Some of these elements are subs0tutes for each other (people and 
technology) and some are complements (e.g. data and processes, data and performance 
management).  

11. Capability gaps need to be translated into gaps in each of these dimensions so ini0a0ves can be 
planned. Ini0a0ves need to be broken down into work packages that have a measurable benefit 
aTached. The best way to deliver ini0a0ves will depend on the degree of learning required – Agile if 
outcome is known but the way of geong there is not, waterfall if both desired outcome and delivery 
steps are well understood. 

12. All the way through the development of your CX strategy you need to be thinking about how you can 
sell it to senior stakeholders. To do so you need to develop empathy for these internal customers – 
iden0fy the key outcomes they are ader, the jobs they need to complete and how what you are 
proposing will impact what they are trying to achieve.  

With that, I wish you good luck – both in terms of successful comple0on of your CX strategy and in your 
future career, which hopefully will take you to CEO one day.  
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